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I skim if required.

This done, replace the lid of the saucepan

firmly, and let it continue boiling for a few minutes.

The engraving represents the non-condensing stationary

After

'I.'he announcement that the new experiment in co-opera the expiration of these few minutes, take the saucepan off the
tive llOusekeeping now on trial at Salem, Mass., has brought fire and place it immediately into the isolating apparatus,
the Norwegian cooking apparatus into use as a means of cover it carefully with the cushion, and fasten the lid of the

steam engine manufactured at the Novelty Iron Works, New
York city.

ART,

This large and well-known establishment has re-

sumed the manufacture of stationary steam engines as a
specialty. They have at a very considerable expense con-

transporting dinners, "all hot," from the co-operative kitchen apparatus firmly down. In this state the cooking process will
ducted an extensive series of experiments so as to amend, if to the respective co-operative tables of those who have joined complete itself without fail.
By no means Ip,t the apparatus be opened during the time
necessary, their practice by a positive know ledge of that which in the experiment, has attracted special notice to this useful
They intend soon to publish, for the information of

is best.

others, the results of these experiments and of their long experience in this particular branch of manufacture.

implement.

I

We

gave a short notice of

this device on page

Vol. XIX., but a'l many of our present readers may not have ries according to their nature.

The name of the Novelty Iron Works is so well and favor- seen it, and much inquiry is now being made in regard to it,

ably known that it is of it-

required for cooking the food.

The length of time which the

346, different dishes should remain in the isolating apparatus va
It may, however, be taken as

a general rule that the same time is required to complete the
cooking in the apparatus

as in the ordinary way on

self a sufficient guarantee
of

a slow fire.

the good workmanship

The advantages of this

and reliable performance of

the engine we represent in

apparatus are thus detailed

which it presents to the eye

entee, whose attention was

by Herr Sorensen, the pat

our columns, in addition to

a substantial, tasty, and at

first directed to the subject

'rhe bed-plate of the en

ants, who heat their food

by

tractive appearance.

the Norwegian

peas

gine is of the style designed

in the morning, and while

ratio Allen, President of the

saucepan hot by surround

a way in the fields keep the

many yeaJ",llltgo by Mr. Ho
Novelty

Iron 'Yorks, and

ing it with chopped hay :

1. Economy of Puel.-Va

has since been extensively
manufac

ries according to the length

as a cast-iron box, attached

ing the different sorts of

copied

turer3.

by other

of time required for cook 

It maybe described

to which, and forming part

food. For those requiring,
in the ordinary way, only

of the same casting, are the
main

guides

and

one

strong

hour's

cooking, the

legs with broad

feet-the

saving is about 40 per cent;

less ornamented.

One end

three hours, 65 per cent;

two hours, 60

whole frame being more or
of

the frame also forms a

per cent;

six hours, 70 per cent.

',

cylinder }lead, and the other

TENEYCK.I,!.

tll" main--p��, by

the saYing would.be greater still.

STATIONARY STEAM ENGINE.

wlJicL. means the r,;;'ctlIig

pressru;e on the cylinder is

transmitted directly to the shaft by a single structure, in
which the greatest weight of metal is disposed directly in the
impossible for the cylinder to get out of line.

The old style

of a bed-plate lies far below the line of direct pressure, and

2. Economy of LabcYr.7"

we wil1, at the risk of repeating ourselves to some extent, A few minutes' boiling is sufficient.

give an illustration and a more detailed description of the ap afterward.

The cooking pot

cooking will complete itself.

line of the strains, and the construction is such that it is paratus.

In

the case of gas being used,

No fire is necessary

once in the

apparatus, the

Over-cooking is simply im

It is constructed in the most simple manner, of a wooden possible, and the process of cooking is infallible in its re

box lined with four inches of felt, in which the saucepans con sult.

The food will be cooked in about the same time as

is sprung more or less at every stroke of the engine; besides

taining the food, previously boiled and maintained at the if fire had been continuously used

line, from the fact that they are bolted directly to the top of

of the food to be cooked, are placed.

the line of strain.

ing fastened down, the rest of the cooking is done by slow

But the food need not

which, the cylinder, main slides, and pillow block, get out of boiling point for five or ten minutes, according to the nature be eaten fur many hours after the cooking process is com
The heated saucepans plete; so that half-an-hour's use of a fire on a Satmday night,

the bed-plate in such a manner that tlie joints lie parallel to I are covered with a thick felt cover, and, the lid of the box be
The steam is admitted to and from the cylinder by a plain

slide valve, so arranged that the cylinder ports are very short

and direct, and the amount of steam required to fill the

clearance and port is believed to be less than in any other engine manufactured.

The cut-off consists of two pTates sliding on the back of the

main valve and operated by a separate eccentric.

The heated vessels containing the food will retain a high

temperature for several hours, so that a dinner put into the

apparatus at eight o'clock in the morning would be quite hot

and ready by five in the afternoon, and would keep hot up to

it can be adjusted by ha!ld, from zero to seven eighths stroke,

Preferably, how-

heat by convection.

By means of a large

soldiers on the march-it is possible to provide them with a

Again, fishermen, pilots, and others whose small vessels

hot food while at sea, may easily do so by taking out with
them in the morning an apparatus prepared before their de

The cut-off is varied by drawing to

parture.

To a(lcomplish

It is, in short, a thing for the million, for rich and

poor; for the domestic kitchen, as well as for persons away

this by the governor, the plates are operated by separate rods

from their homes.

which pass outside the chest and connect to the ends of a small

It cooks and keeps food hot, just as" well

when carried about on a pack-saddle, on a cart, or in a fisher

double-ended vertical lever, the center of which receives mo
tion from the cut-off eccentric.

interfering with the cooking process.

apparatus-for instance, following on a cart a detachment of

are not generally so constructed as to enable them to procure

ple arrangement which we will "try and make understood

gether or spreading apart the cut-off plates.

The apparatus can, in proportion to

its dimensions, be carried about with great facility, without

ten or twelve at night, because the felt clothing so completely hot meal at any moment it might be found convenient (as

ever, the adjustment is made by the governor through a sim
without illustrations.

3. Portallility.-The weight of the apparatus, complete, va

ries from 18 to 50 lbs.

This cut-off l)revents the escape of the heat; and as the whole is inclosed may be proved by official reports from the officers of the Royal
in a box, there are no currgnts of air to �carry off any other Guard at Stockholm, in the possession of the patentee).

is either set at a fixed point, in the usual waY,ot" made so that
by simply turning the cut-off valve stem.

digestion, no more heat being added.

for example, will give a smoking hot dinner on Sunday.

man's boat, as in a coal-pit or under the kitchen table.

The double-ended lever has

4.

attached to it a horizontal arm, which is operated to adjust

Q:uality and Q:uantity oj the Food Prepared.-Where oth.

er plans of cooking waste one pound of meat, this apparatus,

the plates by a vertical movement derived from an adjusting

properly used, wastes about one ounce.

The unanimous tes

screw on the governor.

timony of those who have used it pronounces the flavor of

shown, so as to be reliable in its action, and is what is ordi

which is ordinarily produced.

The governor is driven by gear in the simple manner

narily called a "mill governor."

The governor balls have a

food cooked in this manner incomp.arably superior to that

A is the box, lined with felt; B

B the saucepans fitting

5. Simplicity of Use.-One of the greatest advantages of this

vel,"y slight movement,which simply causes a disk on an adjust into the box; C the fel! cover, to be placed on the top of inventiolf is, no doubt, its simplicity and practical application.
ing'screw to be clutched to the wheels operating the gover the saucepans.
There is no complication of hot-water or air pipes to retain
nor in such a manner that the screw is turned in one direction

by the engine when the balls rise, and in the other direction

The principle' on whicn this cooking apparatus acts is that

of retaining the heat; alld it consists of a heat-retainer or

the heat, no mechanical combination whatever for producing

a high degree of heat by steam pressure; consequently there

wh en the balls fall-thereby adjusting the plates by the pow isolating apparatus, shaIed somewhat like a refrigerator, and is no necessity for steam valves or other combinations which
er of the engine the instant the speed changes.

The screw

stops When the proper speed is restored, and the plates are

of one or more saucepals, or other cooking vessels, made to

fit into it.

Whereas, in the ordinary way of cooking, the fire

would render the use of the apparatus difficult and danger

ous.

Any person will, without difficulty, be able to use the

held by it, in a fixed position, until a further change of speed

is necessarily kept up duing the whole of the time required

takes place.

for completing the cooi:ing process, t"!:!e same result is ob eration.

The advantages of this form of governor cut-off are, that it

tained, in using this aNaratus, by simply giving the food a

is simple in construction, positive and reliable in its opera start of a few minutes' Joiling, the rest of the cooking being

tion, and, unlike any common governor, gives exactly the

completed by itself in the heat-retainer away from the fire

same speed throughout the full range of power and steam altogether.
pressure.

For further information address the Novelty Iron Works,

foot of East 12th street, New York.

apparatus to advantage after once having witnessed it in op

No special arrangement is required in the kitchen

for using the apparatus.
cooking.

Any fuel will do for starting theo

6. In addition to all these advantages, the complete appSr

ratus constitutes the "Simple Refrigerator" for the preser

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.-Put the food intended for cooking, vation of ice, which has attracted so much notice, and had
with the water or other fluid cold, into the saucepan, and place

it on the fire.

such warm approval from medical men.

Make it boil, and when on the point of boiling small quantities for many days.
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It will keep ice ill
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THE SCIENCE ASSOCIATION.
CLASSIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF MATTER.

1\mttitau.

[SEPTEMBER 11, 1869 .

But the most interesting cases were those of 'It patient sufI'er· burg. There being suspicion that they had been poisoned,
ing from pneumonia, whose pulsations numbered 118 per a chemical ex am inat ion of the intestines was undertaken.
minute, and that of another affiicted with organic disease of However, no well-known poisons could be discovered , except

the heart. The irregularity of the beats in this latter case copper. The beasts had been fed with the flesh of a horse
was vividly impressed on th e mind by the sounds of the in the day before, and, thero being still some left, it was also
the Advancement of Science, we notice an able one from the pen
strument. Prof. Farmer, the well-known electrician, assisted subjected to examination. There being copper found, Ulex
of Prof. Charles A. Seeley, of New York. The title of this
by a skill fnl operator from Boston, had charge of the electri expected to be able to c onclude his researches by the proof of
paper was "The Classification of the Elements of Matter."
cal arrangements in Salem. Dr. Knight was in charge at the absence of copper in the flesh of a healthy, freshly-killed
In the introduction to this paper some points in the philoso
the hospital in Boston. The Franklin Telegraph, too, gave horse. To his gr·eat surprise, however, this metal occurred
phy of classification were discussed, and a doubt suggested of
the free use of their lines for. the experiments, which were also in this case, indeed, in the most undoubted manner. A
the wisdom of creating classes of natural objects with con
successful to a degree even surpassing the anticipations of piece of beef having been examined with the same result, it
fused and indefinite boundaries. The notion of atomicity was
Dr. Upham. It needs only to be added that these experi gave rise to the supposition of a general distribution of cop
the foundation of modern chemistry, and was a part of almost
ments are entirely now, and have their origin in Dr. Upham's per in the animal kingdom. As the tests for copper are very
every theoretical speculation on the subject. Various of the
studies for making the motions of Dr. Groux's heart percepti easy and simple, as well as exceedingly sensitive, if properly
old groupin gs of the elements, on the basis of their physical
applied, the respective investigations were extended by Ulex
ble to those in distant parts of a lecture room.
properties, had been independently arrived at through the
to animals of various zoological classes. The reagents em
THE SEXES OF PLANTS.
doctrine of atomicity. The elements had been divided into
ployed were tested for copper in every case, and rejected if
two ltinds, viz., those of odd and those of even atomicity.
The" Sorosisters," as a humorous friend calls the members containing any. Ulex proved the existence of this element
Prof. Seeley was the first to observe that the elements of the of the Sorosis, may find comfort and support in a paper read
in the yolk of eggs, and in bath sponges. The quantity
two kinds which had corresponding or closely approximating by Professor Meehan. If male bl08soms only grow in the
ranged from 0'01 to 0'10 per cent. Among the mammalia,
atomic numbers were related in physical properties. In short, weakest stems while the stronger stems produce female blos
it was found in the stomach and intestines of the European
the elements are paired. Mr. Charles S. Peirce, of Cambridge, soms, does it not plainly show that tho national weakness us'
and Canadian lynx, and in those of some species of the leop
ltad greatly added to the illustration of the fact of pairing by ually ascribed to females of the human family is utte rly a
ard, jackal, and repeatedly in the flesh of horses and cattle.
representing in a diagram the elements in positions deter mistake. It cannot be for a moment sllpposed that nature
It was met with in Liebig's meat extract, which, as is well
mined by ordinat es representing the atomic numbers. The has different laws in the vegetable kingdom from those which
known, contains the soluble portions of beef in a concen
important conclusion of the paper was, that the various group govern the animal kingdom; ergo the weakness of woman
trated form. Moreover, it was di scover ed in the breast of a
ings of the elements by reason of physical properties were must be artificial-the result of the dire oppression to which
"crick duck," in the yellow and white of an egg, more so in
dependent upon certain numerical relations.
she has been for ages subjected.
the latter than in the yolk. Among am ph ibials, in the geo
Prof. Mllehan referred to some discoveries published by metrical tortoise, the viper, and frog. Among fishes, it was
Among the papers read before the American Association for

ACTION OF THE IIUMAN IIEART.

ye

ar, showing that in plants of the pine family the met wit h in the eel and torsk, and among animals of the
greater the vigor of tbe axis or stem growth the greater was lower classes, copper was met w:th in the follo wing speci es :
perhaps the most interesting to the general audience, partly
t.he adhes ion of the leaves with the stem. Norway spr uce." In Crangon vulgaris, the South American bird-catching spider,
because the proceedings were more generally and easily un
only produced cones on the very strong branches. As they &olopendm Italica, in the Spa ni s;, fiy, the earth-worm and the
derstood by those not skilled in scientific investigations, and
grew weaker they ceased to produce these, and only male asearies, in the edible vine-snail, in sea stars, in the thick·
partly on account of the rather sensational character of the
ones followed. In the larch there was the same phenomenon. hided echinanthus, and in the bath sponge. It is thus seen
experiments performed. On this occasion the physical pecu
When the tree came to a bearing age the most vigorous that copper was detected in every case where it had been
liarities of the action of the human heart were clearly shown
shoots had t:1 e leaves adherent to the stems; only green searched for; this having been the case with accidentally
by the aid of a remarkable case of malformation of the tho
acorns (commonly called leaves) appeared from the apices . chosen animals of various zoological classes, it may rightly
rax in a healthy liv.i,n g subject. Dr. Groux, a native of Ham
As the shoots weaken ed th ey lost power of axial develop. be concluded that tne metal copper, like iron, is of a gene ral
burg, and at present a prac ticing physician in Brooklyn , N.Y.,
m en t, and the leaves the power of producing acorns, and distribution in the animal kingdom. From this it follows
was born without the sternum or breastbone. Dr. J. Baxter
true leaves grew in verticils or spurs. As these gradually that copper must also be present in plants, inthe ground, and in
Upham, of Boston, having been intimately acquainted 'for
grew weaker, they produced female flowers, and ultimately, the sea. Indeed, copppr was detected b plants by Meissn flr
many years with Dr. Groux, has devised .. number of inge
when they became much weakened by shade or by a diver and John more t han fifty years ago, and later it was ascer
nious experiments by which, in his case, the action of the
sion of food into other channels, they produced male flowers. tained by Sarzeau to be pr esent in more than five hundred
heart is made to manifest itself both to the eyes and ears of
This was the last expiring effort of life-to produce male vegetable species. In the earth, copper has been repeatedly
persons situated at a considerable distance. It should be
flowers and die. In the amentaceoU8 plants a similar law of detected, and so in the water of the ocean by Durocher, Mala
borne in mind that the action of the heart in Dr. Groux is per
vigor in connection with sex prevailed. In the oak, the male guti, Field, and Piesse. If copper is founel in the vegetable
fectly normal and healthy, while the absence of the sternum
flowers appear as soon as the leaf buds open in spring, but fiber, it follows that it must also b9 present in its industrial
renders it possible to make certain studies of the utmost im
the female fl ower only appears after the shoot has achieved products. In order to ascertain this, Ulex selected a material
portance, which are impossible in the case of the human being
some vigor. In all oth er plants of this family-in the alder, that is daily employed by chemists, and, on account of its
as ordinarily constructed. Dr. Groux's case has been treated
hazel, walnut, hornbeams, etc., the male flowers were always puritY', highly esteemed by them, namely, Swedish filtering
of at leng ,h in various medical journals in Europe , but never
in the weakest dir�ction, the female in th e strongest. So in paper. Upon. analysis it was found that ten grains of it
has
it
been
b
rought
in
such
a
str
i
king
manner
before
before
the sedge grasses (OyperrJ.Ce(J!), the apex was not always the yielded 6'03 grams or 6'3 per cent of ashes, from which a
so large an audience of scientific men. The mechanism of the
most vigorous, but when ill; wa.s�he female flowers were there. piece of copper half tile shr.e of a pin's head could easil y be
heart is som ewhat analogous tothat of a double-action pump.
Vigorous growth was only one form of vit ality.
Power of obtained. Charcoal also yields a cupreous ash, and as both
In both cases the machinery. hdwever perfectly it may work,
endurance was another.
The hardiest individuals among paper and charcoal are made use of in the analyses spoken of,
makes some noise. Dr. Gronx was able to show three distinct
.
Norway spruces pushed first into leal, and these were far it might
be suggested that the copper of these substances
motions and sounds occurring successively, and a certain
more productive of female flo�ers.
Hermaphrodite flowers got into the analyzed materials, where, of course, they would
rhythm, in every beat of the heart. Dr. Groux also exer
were not so good as those which had the sexes in separate have been found. Yet, this reaction has its limits. If it is
cised the power, rarely bestowed and never used without great
flowers for observing this law, but yet abnormal forms·showed possible to detect copper in ten grains of paper, and in a
danger, of stoppin q at will, during a short period, the action
the existence of the same law. Sometimes they showed a hundred grains of charcoal, it is not possible to find it in 0'25
of his heart. This was done this evening to the satisfaction
tendency to become pistillate or staminate, very double or grains of paper, or 0'1 grain of charcoal, which arc the quan
of several medical men, one of whom was listening with the
very single; with the addition of petals, stamens, or other tities used in each analysis. Besides, copper has been dis
stethoscope at the chest, and two others feeling at the wrigts
indications of male influence, came weakness. Double flower covered in animal tissues without the use of either paper or
for the pulse. For about twenty seconds the action of the
plants wllre difficult to root. Variegated plants were not charcoal. The above mentioned facts are cert'1inly not with
vital organ in the frail chest of Dr. Groux completely ceased.
easy to keep; on the other hand the apetalous violets and out importance to physiology, j udicial medicine, and pharma
Some years ago there existed an individual who was wont to
other tendencies in a female direction were always accom cy, but it is to be hoped, that in following them up, more
experiment with himself in this manner, and who finally per 
panied by increased vital tendencies.
light will be th rown upon this interesting topic.
ished through being unable to resume the ordinary conditions
The conclusion the speaker arrived at was that it is the
---------•. � ..
�-------
of human existence. Dr. Upham, so far from encouraging
high est types of vitality only wh ich take on the female
FeIJ'1!l Railway over Mont Cenis.
his friend, Dr. Groux, in the r e petit i on of this perilous exper
form; and suggested that probably the same laws prevailed
iment has earnestly entreated him never to make th e venture
Dr. H. L. Sellers, of Natchez, Miss., writes us that the form
in the anima.l world, but contented himself with the bare
again. Some years ago Dr. Groux, having made up h is mind
suggestion. The essayist merely p resented a great number of railway used on Mont Cenis, a notice of which was made in
to travel in various cities of Europe and America, caused Ru
of fact.s, offering them not as an establil,hed theory, but as our issue of June 12th, was originally invented by h is brother,
fus Choate, the renowned lawyer, to draw up a will making
G. E. Sellers, formerly of Philadelphia, who invented and
one of great probability and inviting furth er i nvestigation.
over his body, in the event of his death, to the surgeons for
patented a locomotive,operating exactly like the one in use on
THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN.-AINOS.
dissection. Portions of this will, which is a long document
the roaa mentioned, about the year 1835.
Among the savans in attendance at the Assoeiation is Clin.
composed in Mr. Choate's happiest vein, were read t.o the great
Our correspondent perhaps feels aggrieved at what see ms
delight of the audience. The original draft, in the inimita ton Rosevelt, a well·known scientific philosopher of this city. to him a transfer of the honor of this invention to Mr. Fell, but
ble handwriting of Mr. Choate himself, was also ex hibited. H� read a paper upon the "Constitution of Man ;" but be we have never understood that the invention was claimed by
The experiments and explanations specially relating to Dr. yond this brief announcement we have no inkling of th" that gentleman, but, on the contrary, believe it has been un
Groux were given with great clearness by that gentleman, scope of this docnment. We do not doubt, however, that it derstood by him and others who know the history of the
who is a regularly graduated physician. It is clearly of great was an able eclaircissement of the slIbject. Mr. Rosevelt is a matter to be an American inventiOl'I. "Honor to whom honor
advantage to science that this rare malformation occurs in student of the profound mysteries.
is due," is a precept sometimes disregarded by eminent men,
Professor Beckmore followed with a paper on "Ainos, or
one who is so well qualified to observe th e obscure vital pro
but we think in this case no honor has been claimed by M 1'.
Hairy Men of Jesso, Saghalien , and the Kurlie Islands."
cesscs which it affords an opportunity of studying.
Fell upon the ground of priority or originality in the form
----�
---4.
••
�--------Dr. Upham contributed a valuable paper on the action of
/
of either locomotive or track. He was the first to build anll
The general session of the evening of the 19th August was

the heart, describing its anatomical position, appearance, and
Our knowledge of its p osition had been improved by
studies of the case of Dr. Groux. In death the relaxed mus
action.

cles of the corpse caused the heart to fall somewhat from the
place it naturally holds in life. The sounds of pulsation were

him last

ON/ THE DISTRIBUTION OF COPPER IN TRE ANIlItAL
KlNGDOM.

operate a railway on th is plan.

.. _ ..

[Translated or the Scientific Americ911 from" Au! del' Natur. "J

How

to

Catch

Ratl!l.

The following is said to be a cheap and effective way to
The presence of traces of copper in the blood of the lower
fully de f' cribed, as well as the intervals between the succes- animals has been for years an undisputed fact among chem,; catch rate: Cover a common barrel with stiff, stout paper,
sive portions of the pulsation in the auricle, ventricle, and ists. In the blood of the higher animals, however, with few tying the edge round the barrel; place a board so that the
aorta. These intervals have been measured in thousandths of exce ptions, no copper has been detected until lately. 'Wack rats may have easy access to the top; sprinkle cheese par

of a second by the chronograph, a valuable invention of the
late Prof. Bond, of Harvard University.
At the conclusion of h is lecture Dr. Upham gave some remarkable experiments. The beatings of the hearts of several
of the physicians and patients of the City Hospital, in Bos-

euroder, for instance, discovered tbis metal in the blood of ings or other feed for the rats on the paper for several days,
the duck, but not in that of the ox, the sheep, or the ohicken. until they begin to thiuk that they have a right to their
Its presence in the blood and in the muscle of the flesh of daily rations from this �ourc('); then place in the bottom of
man has been asserted as often as it ias been denied, and now, the b arrel a p i ec e of rock about !'lix or seven inches high,

as th ere is no doubt that it sometimes occurs in the bile, and
ton. were automatically transIl'itted by telegraph from the bile stones, and the liver of man, its existence in these organs
hospital to the h all in Salem. By means of the magnesium is still considered to be merely accidm tal, the more so as it is
light these pulsations were made to manifest themselves to well known they retain poisonom substances more than
the sight by the vibration of a beam of light on the wall of other organs. Some years ago, Mr. Ulex, in Hamburg, was
t he darkened room. A regular pulse o f 60 per minute was led to search for copper in various llI1imals by the following

filling with water until only enough of it projects above the
water for one rat to lodge upon. :Now replace t.he paper
first cutting a cross in the middle, and the first rat that come!!'
on the barrel top goes through into the water, and climbs on
th e rock.

The paper comes back to its original position, and

the second rat tollows the first. Then begins a fight for the
:first sent. Then was transmitted the healthy pulse of an ex- accident. From the 17th to the 19th of May, 1865, a dozen possession of the elry place on the stone, the noise of which
dted person, regul ar, but having a rapidity of 90 per minute. I w i ld beasts died suddenly in the zoological garden in Ham attracts the others, who share the same fate.
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THE STORY OF A BOULDER.
The graduating class of Michigan University has placed
in the campus, at Ann Arbor, an immense boulder. Dr. Win
chell, at the solicitation of the class, gave the following
history of this gigantic " specimen :"
THE BOULDER OF

1869.

This stranger to our precincts, appropriated and adopted by
the class of 1869, has traveled hither .from the far north. It
is probable its hom e, for many ages, was upon the north
ern shore of Lake Huron. There it was wrenched from its
ancient fastenings by a geological convulsion, seized in the
grip of the glacier, borne three hundred miles over obliter
ated river and lake, and relinquished, at last, within sight
of the future temple of Western learning. Here it has lain
for perhaps a hundred ages, ·awaiting the advent of the class
of 1869, and its fi:lal installation in the University as voiceless
lecturer on the history and mutations of the world.
This traveled rock, to those who can enter into communion
with it, recites a tale of varied adventure. It is a rock of
much more t.han usual interest. It is a rock of rocks. It is
not the stone of which the contempiuous could say, " A stone's
a stone and nothing more." It is an epitome of petrology ; it
is a lithological m useum ; it is a geological science converged
to a focus ; it is a table of contents of the book of nature.
Let us look into it.
This interesting rock is a heterogeneous conglomerate, con
taining about seventeen cubic feet, and weighing, consequent
ly, about three thousand pounds. Whatever angularities it
possessed when first venturing fro n home, have all been
worn off by contact with the world. On one side may be dis
covered not only th e polish due to the action of the glacier,
but also one or two distinct furrows scored into the flinty sub
stance of the rock.
The constituents of the conglomerate vary in size from
grains of sand to fragments four or five inches in diameter.
Most of these are themselves rounded and worn by some
ancient conflict with geologic forces ; but a few preserve still
a rounded angularity. The constituent pebbles present a
lively assortment of colors, from black to greenish blue, drab,
rose-color, red, and white. The surface of the boulder inter
seets these various-colored pebbles without regard to hard
ness, quality, or complexion. It thus presents a diversity of
colors worthy of some of the dashing patterns of modern cal
icoes. Indeed this rock, long familiar to all travelers over
the " middle Ypsilanti road," has always been known as " ihe
calico rock," and it is not impossible that this name gave it a
charm in seniors' eyes. In studying carefully the composi
tion of the boulder, I have recognized no less than twenty
one varieties of rocks and minerals : 1. Chlorite rock, a soft,
homogeneous, blueish-green m aterial, in fragments an inch or
l ess in diameter; this is also called melaphyre by some writers.
2. Chlorite schist, in somewhat angular slaty fragments, on
one side exposing a layer of about a squa;re foot in extent.
3. Chloritic scales, or white crystalline chlorite. 4. Mica
(muscovite) in scattered scales. 5. Argillite, of a reddish
color, in limited amount. 6. Red j asper in small quantity.
7. Black jasper in smaller quantity. 8. Orthoclase in de
tached broken crystals, and as constituent of numerous peb
bles. 9. Porphyrine, in numerous fragments of a homoge
neous, reddish color. 10. Petrosilex, modera.tely abundant,
and very hard. 11. Glassy quartz in detached fragments of
the size of a marble and less. 12. Rose quartz. 13. Smoky
quartz. 14. Silicious schist. 15. Granular Quartzite. 16.
Quartzose grit. 17. Quartzose conglomerate. 18. Granulite,
with abundant d eep red orthoclase. 19. Granulite, with abun
dant pale red orthoclase-the last two and the Second named
constituting half of the bulk of the boulder. 20. Gneiss, in
limited amount. 21. Pyroxenic gneiss in greater abundance.
The boulder illustrates, moreover, the phenomena of-1 .
Massive structure. 2. Schistose structure. 3. Gritty struc
ture. 4. Pudding stone. 5. Semi-breccia. 6. Glacial polish.
7. Glacial grooves. 8. Glacial transportation.
Here are not less than twenty-nine geological phenomena
set forth by the teaching of a single stone.
But this is not all. It is a revelator of unseen and impal
pable facts. It speaks a history. In contemplating this lost
rock we are led to think of the modern epoch, during which
it has lain exposed upon the surface of the earth, beaten by
a thousand wintery storms, the witness of the life and history
of the savage tribes which pursued their game or fought their
battles among the hills and vales of the " beautiful peninsn
la." .And then we think of the time when it was first trans
ported to this region, and picture to ourselves the wrestling
and the crashing of the great glacier along a j ourney of three
hundred miles, and continued over a period of a thousand
years or more. .And next, we ask where the glacier picked
it up, and under what circumstances it found our boulder ex
isting. It may have wrenched it from a projecting crag ; it
may have found it a fragment torn by an earthquake con
vulsion from its parent bed. But the parent bed, where was
that ? What had been its history ? There was, and probably
still remains, an extensive formation of rock, of which the
glacier has brought us this specimen. There was an older
time, then, when the powers of geology in their untamed en
ergy were engaged in bringing together from twenty ahores
the materials which were to enter into the constitution of
that formation. Who shall discover the shores whence they
were gathered ? They are the l'uins of a continent which
nourished the growth even of the eozoic continent-the growth
even of the germ of North America. Into the dim horizon of
eternity sink the desolate undiscovered shores of that first
born land . But it existed. Nor was that even the begin
ning. Imagination is called upon to take another flight into
the retreating ages of terrestrial history. This granulite, this
gneiss, this chloritic schist-these are themselves products of
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sedimentary deposition which went forward during an age
anterior to the time when these rocks were bluff-bound shores
yielding debris for our conglomerate. If the constituents of
these were not themselves ground from some still more ancient beach, they show at least that old ocean existed, and
was even then occupied i n laying down courses of sediment
-even of pure chemical precipitates-which were destined to
be rewrought into rocks that should stand to the age of man .
Perhaps the visible testimonies of our boulder go no further. But they have given thought an impulse which refuses to be arrested even at this limit. She demands what
sort of a sea-bottom that primeval ocean rested upon. Was it
also a bed of rock that had been accumulated in an ocean ? If
so, upon what sort of a bottom did that older ocean rest ?
There must have been an ocean, in the history of the world,
which rested on a floor of refrigerated lava. There must
have been a jirlft ocean. To deny it is to deny that our globe
has been in progress of cooling from a natural beginning. 'f o
deny it is to assume that its history began in the midst of an
evolution that, under the laws of nature, is as likely to have
had antecedent as subsequent terms. It is to deny that the
earth has been cooling as long as physical laws render possible. It is to assume that it was created in mid career instead
of at the commencement of it. It is a suicide of the positive
philosophy which makes the denial, since, by denying the ex istence of an antecedent molten condition of the globe the
positivist postulatcs a creation at a point where creation was
not necessary -obtrudes the ever incomprehensible miracle of
creation at a juncture when he must perform another miracle
by interrupting the spontaneous course of nature.
So builds reason on the foundation stones bound up in this
boulder. Even from this rock we mount into the past eternity,
and grope for that beginning which was the source, the fountain�eshith--whence flowed naturall y the stream of events
which we trace, by the lamp of science, down through the
geologic ages, and witness, even to-day, rushing like a mighty
tide before our eyes, and bearing man himself along, with all
his works, into the abyss of future years.
And when thought reaches this limit she finds herself confronted by an adamantine wall. Beyond this is only Omnipotence ; and while the deep utterances of the soul of man
speak ever of primary causation, reason discovers here that
primary cause. This i s the response of science to the intuitions of the soul. This is the triumph of the soul when science falls disabled. This is the harmony between nature and
mind ; this is the unison of philosophy and faith.
Thanks, from the depths of the heart, that this ancient,
war-worn boulder, smitten by the wand of science , has opened
such a permanent fountain of God's eternal truth.
The

Fire

.. _ •
Alarm. Cor N ew

York

City.

new fire alarm for New York city is now in process of
construetion.�he details of which ate i�pbrtaJIt as foreshadowing a general improvement in the methods now employed in
giving notice of fires in most of the large cities in the United
Etates.
The system will differ in many respects from any system
of fire alarm now in existence, but will combine all the best
features of the telegraphic fire alarms now in use in other
cities, the external apparatus to be made in a tasty and ornamental style.
The Central Office of the new system will be established in
the building known as Firemen's Hall, in Mercer st., and is
to be provided with the following appliances :
A sufficient number of self-acting, paper-registering apparatuses (with or without accompanying " relays," as may be
deemed necessary), attached to the signal circuits, whereby
alarms for fire received may be printed upon paper, to be detached and filed away for reference ; a test indicator fl)r each
circuit, whereby its general condition may be ascertained at
any time, aud., in addition , apparatus and appliances, to be
on th e principle of that used in testing the Atlantic Cable,
enabling the operators to examine and test for faults, breakages, and the usual disturbances to which telegraph lines are
subj ect; an "electrocmagnetic watch clock," by mean s of which
the tests made by the operators in charge, at stated intervals
during the twenty-four hours, may be recorded ; one or more
alarm bells, so arranged that a break in the continuity of any
of the several circuits shall be indicated, and notice given to
the operator ; an appa.ratus fo!" automatically sending out to
the various alarm stations the signal number which may be
required, and so arranged that, beinl1 capable of being set to
any number, from 1 to 999, when thus set and started into action, its circuit wheel, set to the required number or alarm,
acts by proper appliances, so that the alarm is sent out on each
circuit successively, and with equal and great force, ann in so
rapid a manner that the entire number of alarm stations
shall receive one blow on the gong within one and one half
seconds, although the force of the battery is thrown on only
ten circuits at one time. One such apparatus shall also be at
tached to the " signal station " circuits, and in like manner as
above, the " alarm " shall be tapped on each or all the signal
boxes ; al so,one or more Switch-boards,with sufficient switches,
circuit-breaking keys, and other appliances as shall permit
alarms being sent on one or more of the several circuits as
may be desired.
All of the machines and other attachments and appli
plianccs are to be of the finest workmanship, elaborately fin
ished and mounted, and so designated ill all their multitucin
ous functions that the operator in charge shall be able to
handle them with celerity, and have the fullest and most
complete command over all the circuits at all ames. Com
munication with the eentral office of the Police telegraph
will be established by means of improved .. dial machines,"
so arranged as to be capable of expressing in a compr(lhensive
and rapid mannir thi peculiar style of messag" relatina- to
A
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flres, which are usually forwarded to and from that office.
The chief innovation of the new system, and the one in
which a belief in its usefulness is mainly placed, is in tIle
alarm stations scattered throughout the city, but conforming
as nearly as possible to the code of signal stations now in use.
The stations will be placed nearer together in the upper
part of the city, and the time to be gained in giving notices
of fires is to be fo und in the fact, that from each one of these
stations an alarm cau be given, which is not now the case.
At each of these stations is to be placed a mechanical gong
ringer, so constructed that the power of a single cup of small
capacity shl11l start the machinery, which strikes a gon g or
bell of about twenty pounds weight, and the machine is con
structed to work upon either an open or closed circuit. The
machine, with the weight, will be inclosed in a black walnut
case with glass front-the door having a good brass tumbl er
lock and one key-and secure ly fastened to the wall of the
station in such part of the building as may be indicated . The
The case is so constructed that the weight can be wound up
without the case being opened, and an indication given when
the weight is run do wn. Each is supplied with a good light
ning arrester, an d a telegraph key, and the wires, leading
from the poles to and from these machines will be suitably in
sulated and properly protected.
Each " street box " will be constructed of iron, roof-shaped,
with an outer and an inner case, containing an automatic sig
nal machine, which is wound up and started into operation
by pulling a button or similar device ; the door of the outer
case to be opened to obtain access to the button. The inner
case is to contain the automatic machine-itself securely incased in an iron box-which is to have its circuit-wheel cut
corresponding to the station number, and must be capable of
signaling that number with perfect exactness and uniformity;
the machines on each circuit to be so speeded as to give a
slightly different rate of signal, so that when two or more Big
nals are to be received at the Central Office,they may be readily
distinguished. This machine is to be of the finest constnlc
tion,and capable of running with a one-ounce weight attacherl
to the handle. The inner case is also to contain a bell mag-
net, or electric alarm bell, which will 1I0und sufficiently loud
to be heard ten feet from the boxes when closed, a signaling
key, and a good lightning arrester. The o uter door is to bo
provided with a strong brass tumbler lock, with five keys.
The inner door, to which is attached the button or device
for starting the machinery,will also be provided with a strong
brass tumbler lock and one key. All the locks of the outer
cases are to be uniform in style and wards. The keys of these
boxes are to be in the charge of the policemen and firempn ,
except one for each box, which is to be left at a place to 1lO
stated by a plate on the box itself, so that it can be accessiblo
at all hours to any person discovering a fire. The boxps are
to be placed, whenever practicable, in such public placcs as
hotels and drug stores, which ar.. open all the time, Rnd aro
uniformly to be made long and narrow, so that they will n ot
be cumbersome when placed upon the telegraph poles, as in
many parts of the city they must be.
•_•

Bubbles

oC Mercury

Floating

on

Water.

When the lecture room of a chemical laboratory is provid ca
with a suffic ient supply of water under strong pressure, it i s
possible to make, and .exhibit there an experiment, which,
owing to a deficient pressure of water in such rooms, has been
almost unnoticed. The experiment is the following : Under
an ordinary water tap, the opening of which has from 10 t o
12 m. m. diameter, a large sized porcelain basin i s placed, con .
t aining from 15 to 20 kilos. of mercury ; the 'Water tap being
suddenly opened, a strong flow of water is caused to fal l into
the basin at a hight of from 8 to 10 centimeters from its bot
tom. On turning off the flow of water again, it will be seen
that on the surface of that fluid there float about bubbles of
mercury, usually exhibiting a diameter of only one centi me
ter, but occasionally some are found of two or three times that
size. As a rule these bubbles are very ephemeral ; now and
then, however, it happens that some may be caugh t, along
with a quantity of water, in a small beaker glass, and , on the
mercurial bubbles bursting, it will be seen how very sm all a
quantity of mercury these bubbles consist of. Professor lIof
mann mentions that he saw this experiment first exhibited in
the lecture room of the Royal College of CheIll istry, London,
when, some twenty years ago, Professor Melsens, from Brux
elles, was on a visit there. The pressure of water at the lrc
ture room j ust named is from 10 to 12 meters ; in the new
laboratory of Berlin University the pressure of the water cir
culating in the tubes and pipes is from 20 to 25 meters.
-----..
. _.....
----

A

New

.PyroDJ.cter.

Everybody knows the difficulties which stand in tIuiI
way of exactly estimating high temperatures. The best py
rometers we have had hitherto can only be supposed to givf'
approximate results, and some of them may be very wi de of
the truth. It is now announced that M. Lamy has devised an
instrument which shows within two or three degrees Centi
grade the temperature of a furnace heated up to redness, and
gives its indication at a distance from the furnace, so that at
a porcelain factory, for example, a manager can sit in his of
fice and see the temperatures of all the furnaces in his estab.
lishment. The instrument is as simple as it seems to be ef
ficient. It is merely an iron retort, containing marble, the
neck of which communicates, by means of a narrow tube,
with a needle moving over a dial plate. As the heat rises,
the marble is decomposed, and carbonic acid set at liberty. A
special contrivance measures the tension the gas arrives at,
and as this has a direct relation to the temperature, the
measure of the one is made the measure of the other. Up
to a certain point, WI! have · little doubt thilS instrument may
bi relied upon.
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The IleeC- bulldlng Cora18.
the town. A t the period mentioned the fi/K y was occasionally I M eth o d oC De t eCting Poisonous Gases---The Gas
The variety of compact and branching corals far exceeds clouded by the smoke of artillery ; now it is almost constant
ophaner.
description : 120 species are inhabitants of the Red Sea alone, ly veiled by the smoke of its manufactories, and its atmos·
The Pioneer, England, states that a discovery has been
and an enormous area of the tropical Pacific is everywhere phere resounds with the din of giant industries. Mr. Hau made by an officer, which, if the results on a large scale are
crowded with the stupendous works of these minute agents, mann will please accept our thanks. The map is photo at all commensurate with the experiments made on a small
destined to change the present geological features of the graphed, and we presume may be obtained on application to one, may prove of great value in giving a timely indication
globe, ,: s their predeco8sors have done in the remote aires of Mr. Haumanu at 130 Smithfield street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
of the approach or presence of that poisonous state of' th e

its exietence.

... _ ..

Four distinctly different formations are due to the coral

building polypes in the Pacific and Indian Oceans :

APPARATUS FOR GENERATING ILLUMINATING
FROM THE LIGHT HYDROCARBONS.

namely,

lagoon islands or atolls, encircling reefs, barrier reefs, and
coral fringes, all nearly confined to the torrid zone.

An atoll is a ring or chaplet of coral, inclosing a lagoon, or

portion 01 the ocean, in its center. The average breadth of
that part of th e ring which rises above the surface of the sea
is about a quarter of a mile, often less, and it is seldom more

than from six to ten or twelve feet above the waves ; hence
the lagoon islands are not visible, even at a very small dis

tance, unless when they are covered by the cocoanut palm,
or the pandanus, which is frequently the case. On the out

side, th� ring or circlet shelves down for a distance of one or
two hundred yards from its edge, so that the !lea gradually
deepens to about twenty-five fathoms, beyond which the sides

GAS

The gasophaners, or poisonous gas indicators, as the discov
erer calls them, are easily and cheaply made. A piece of
The many obstacles in the way of making illuminating fused boracic acid, the size of
a walnut, from which the
gas in portable apparatus have been very serious drawbacks water of crystalli zation has
been expelled, is heated to red
in the successful operation of most of those heretofore off'ered ness in chlorine, or has dissolved
in it while hot a small
to th e public, the reasons being that the question is partly quantity of common s al t, care being
taken that there is not
one of a chemical nature, and inventors, for the most part , suffi('ient soda-16 per cent-to
convert the boracic acid into
mechanical people.
Chemists rarely apply discoveries in a borax, which would spoil the effect. The red·hot lump of
practical form, and mechanics are not sufficiently versed in boracic acid thus charged is
blown wi th a common glass
the science to give it mechanical shape.
This question re- blower's tube into a thin glass ball or bulb, about the size of
a small hand.lamp shade, and the gasophaner i s
ready for use. When first made , the glass is clear,
with beautiful iridescent colors, due partly to the

thinness of its sides ; but left for a time, shorter

of the ring plunge at once into the unfathomable depths of

or longer, according to the amount of moisture

the ocean, with a m ore rapid descent than the cone of any

volcano.

in the atmosphere, in normal breathing air, it be
comes covered or clouded with a light blue film

Even at the small distance of some hundred yards,

no bottom has been reached with a sounding line a mile and a

half long.

(due chiefly to the carbonic acid gas of atmosphere),
which, combined with the iridescent colors beneath,
has an opaline or pearly l uster. On bringing the
cloud'3d gasophaner carefully to the flame of a

All the coral in the exterior of th e ring, to a mod

erate depth below the surface of the water, is alive ; all above

it is dead, being the detritus of the living part, washed up
by the surf, which is so heavy on the windward side of the

spirit l amp, this film instantaneously vanishes,
leaving the glass of that part again clear and shin
ing . The delicacy of this test is so great that,

tropical islands of the Pacific and Indian Oceans, that it is
often heard miles off, and is frequently the first warning to
seamen of their approach to an atoll.

although by breathing on the newly-made gass,
the film may be much more rapidly formed than by
mere exposure to the atmosphere, an approach to the

The outer margins of the Maldive atolls, consisting chiefly

of millepores and porites, are beat by a surf so tremendous

that even ships have .been thrown by a Ilingle heave of the

spirit lamp flame will no longer drive off the carbon
ated compound formed, on account of the impure
gases contained in breath. At the same time, car

sea, high and dry on the reef.

The waves giv) innate vigor
to the polypes by-bringing an ever-renewed supply of food to
nourish them, and oxygen to aerate their j uices ; besides, un

bonates thus formed from the breath of a child, or
of an extremely healthy person,vanish precisely as
the aerial ones do on application of gentle heat.

common energy is given and maintained by the heat of a

tropical sun, which gives them power to abstract enormous
quantities of solid matter from the water to build their stony

Held over a solution of ammonia,the air carbonate
will not form , except on the upper part, where the
ammoniacal gas lms less action; but if held so that

homes, a power that is efficient in proportion to the energy of
the breakers which furnish the supply.

On the margin of the atolls, close within the line where

the coral is washed by the tide, three species of nullipores

flourish ; they are beautiful little plants, very common in the
coral islands.

One species grows in thin spreading sheets,

like a lichen ; the second in strong knobs as thick as a man's
finger,radlating from a common center ; and the third species,

which has the color of peach blolisom, is a reticulated mass of
stiff branches about the thickness of a crow's quill. The

thr .: e species ei.ther grow lI\ixed or separately , and al though
th ey can exist above the line of the corals, they require to be

atmosphere which is generally believed to precede cholera
and other epidemic diseases.

the breath may mix withthe ammoniacal gas, a
thick white cloud of carbonate of ammonia with
Numbers of ma- out opaline luster, covers the gasophaner.
quires a coinbination of the two sciences.
This can
chines of al l kinds have been made for making gas by pass- not be driven off by heat, but froths up on an approach
ing atmospheric air through one of the volatile hydrocarbons; being made to the lamp flame. But the most remarkable in
but owing to the fact that air does not combine with the dication given by the gasophaner is when it is held oveI a
vapor, together with other causes of fai�ure, most of them solution of sulphureted hydrogen. The gasophaner immf'�
have proved worthless, the �apor condensing in the pipes of diately becomes pitted, as it were, with small·pox, on the
· p the same when they reach the surface next the .;gas ; and these spots, on being examined
the building, and chot.i:rijf. ..:
with a microscope, are found to be round radiated crystals,
temperature of 40° Fall:. ..

bathed the greater part of each tide ; hence, a layer two or
We are now called upon to notice an invention which the the center or nucleus of which soon bursts into a hole. They
three feet thick, and about twenty yards broad, formed by the inventor claims has none of the objections which may be are white by transmitted and dark brown by reflected l igh t.
growth of the nullipores, fringes the circlet of the atolls and brought again st many which have preceded it. The engrav- Nitride of boron gave exactly similar crystals as the chloride,
protect the coral below.
ing is a vertical section of an apparatus invented by Mr. C. F. and so did pure boracic acid.
These crystals, therefore , are
'1'he lagoon in the center of these islands is supplied with Dunderdale, of 90 Wall street, New York city, for generating presumed to indicate a combin ati on of boron with hydrogen
water from the exterior, by op')nings in the lee side of the hydrogen gas by immersing scraps of iron shavings into a lact hitherto unknown to chemists. The gasophaner can
ring, but as the water has been deprived of the greater part diluted oil of vitriol w:th water, as shown at D i n the engrav- be re-heated and re blown as often as required.
of its nutritious particles and inorganic matter by the corals ing. The hydrogen rises therefrom, as shown by the arrows,
.. _ ..

Ame rica n L O Colllotlve Boilers.
on the outside, the hardier kinds are no longer produced, and and enters the pipe, L, in a heated state , passes down the
It is impossible, says EnginelJ'l' in{/, for an Engli sh engin e er
species of more delicate forms take their place. The depth of same, and rises through a hydrocarbon contained in a comthe lagoon varies from fifty to twenty fathoms or less, the partment as seen at C.
Here combining with the vapors it to read the records of American boiler explosions w ithout be
bottom being partly detritus, and partly live coral . In these passes out through valves at K i n to the holder, which, hav· ing struck by the very large number of failur s of lo comotive

calm, limpid waters the corals are of the most varied and del ing its edges sealed with water, E, rises, and if the gas is
icate structures, of the most charming and dazzling hues. not being used it lifts a basket out of the dilute acid containWhen th e shade of evening comes on, the lagoon shines like ing the metal scraps, which then remains inactive until the
the Millry Way, with m yriads of brilliant sparks. The micro gas is used, when it again begins to generate as fast as used.
scopic medusre and crustaceans. invisible by day, form the The gas formed is carbureted hydrogen, a rich and powerful

ca

beauty of the night. and the sea.feather, vermilion in day illuminating agent . It
nnot be set on fire in its pure state,
light. now waves with green, phosphorescent light. This and the apparatuB is tht'refore non-explosive. It is burnt in
gorgeous character of the sea-bed is not peculiar to the la the smallest sized common gas j ets like coal gas, and the i ngoons of the ato lls ; it prevails in shallow water throughout ventor assures us costs less than half the price of coal gas as
the whole coral-bearing regions of the Pacific and Indian charged by th e New York gas companies. He further asserts
Oceans.
that it only requires from one third to one fifth the quantity
Encircling reefs differ in no respect from the atoll ring, ex that is required of coal gas to give the Bame amount of light.
cept in having islands in their lagoons, surrounded also by The machine being automatic requires very little attention.

Barrier reefs are of the same structure as the F, G, H, I, J, and M are caps and pipes for feeding the maatoll rings. from which they only differ in their position with chine and drawing off the gas and contents of the machine
regard to land
They form extensive lines along the coasts, when necessary. The s�t (sulphate of iron) precipitated in
from which they "re separated by a channel of the sea of va the bottom of the machine is valuable, being largely used
coral reefs.

e

b oilers which ' occur annually on the other side of the Atlan 

tic. In thi s respect the American records form a s trong con 
trast to those of explosions in this country. Here the n umber
of locomotive boiler explosions seldom exceeds three or four
per annum, and considering the large number of locomotive s

now at work in the United Kingdom, locomotive boilers may
be sai d to possess a greater immunity from explosion th an al
most any other class . To a great extent, this is, no doubt,due
to the fact, that locomotive boilers are, almost alway s , worked

under skilled superintendence, and subj ect to frequent inspec
tion ; but it is, also, due to their being, with but few excep 
tions, well constructed, in the first instance, and properly pro

portioned for the work they have to perform. In America ,
locomotive boilers, although under quite as skilled superin
tendence as our own,are yet more liable to explosion from the
fact of their having generally less superfluous strength wh en

ne w than would be considered necessary by our railway engi 
riable depth and breadth, sometimes large enough for ship s in dyeing, tanning, ink making, etc., and if saved and sold neers. American locomotive superintendents use 5-1 6 and 3-8
to pass. A very long one runs parallel to the west coast of will, it is claimed, sell for as much as the whole cost of the inch plates, where we should use 7-16 or 1-2 inch ; and not
withstanding the high pressures used, double riveting is still
New Caledonia, and stretches for 120 miles beyond the ex gas.

tremity of the island.

But a barrier reef off the northeastern
The apparatus is made of material that is not affected or
coast of the Australian Continent is the grandest coral forma injured by the presence of the acid, and will last for years,
tion existing. Rising at once from an unfathomable deptl1 of and admit of a comparative low cost.
ocean,it extends for 1000 miles along the coast,with a breadth
This wi ll interest all gas consumers. Full particulars and
varying from 200 yards to a mile, s.nd at an average distance information relating to it can be had by addressing the inof from 20 to 60 or 70 miles from the coast, the depth of the ventor and manufacturer as above.
... _..

th e exception rather than the rule. The con se quence of all
this is, that in a list, now before us, of 94 boiler explosions

which occurred in the United States during 1868, no less than
23 explosions of locomotive boilers are recorded, these explo
sions thus amounting to over 25 per cent of the whole ; whil e
from another record of the explosions which took place in the

month of May last, we find, that during that month four locoTh ese are
along that stupendous reef, the fabric of almost microscopic ter in Philadelphia. There is water enough i t seems in the facts which demand the serious consideration of American
engineers, and we trust that in the records of fll.
beings.-Mr&. Somerville.
river, but it has heretofore been made to pump itself up by locomotive
may find evidence that the lessons which they
we
tur
.. _ ..
years
A.
the
twelve
and
wastes
or
ten
process
turning turbine wheels,
not been disregarded.
An Old Map oC Pittsburgh.
gallons for every one made practieally available. Plans are ma- tej1Ch have
channel being from 10 to 60 fathoms. The pulse of the ocean,

transcendently sublime, beats perpetually in peals of thunder

By the kindness of Mr. A. T. Haumann, Civil and Mining
Engineer, of Pittsburgh Pa., we are in receipt of a map of
Pittsburgh as it was in 1 795. It is a very interesting docu
ment, and shows the exact position of the fortifications and
barracks, of historical importance in connection with the early

IN our last number we alluded to the serious want of wa- motives exploded on different AmE'rican lines.

.. - •
turing tor the construction of peJmanent steam pumps, so as
A REMARKABLE statement has been made by Mr. Higson,
to prevent a recurrence of the alarming dearth of water unde.!'··
which the greater part of th e cily is now laboring. All dle the insp ector appointed by the British Government, during
steam fire-engine!l of the city have been called into requisi- the course of the inquiry into the Haydock cal amity. He
tion to pump water into the Fairmount reservoir. Two of said that he " believed that half the explosions in Lancashire

frontier wars of this country. T he years which have since them are on duty at a time, and their united efforts throw h ad taken place through the mere getting drunk o f the
elapsed have made immenlie chanllea in the appearance of over 1,000,000 gallons into the realrYoir in twenty-four hours. miners over night."
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE ECLIPSE A S SEEN AT WEST itial consonants ; the right, worked by the fingers of the right the earth in this climate, at a depth of 50 feet, i s 50°, and the
PORT, KY.
hand, prints final consonants ; and the middle, acted on by rate of increase as we descend is to be calculated from this

[Reported for the Scientific American by G.

R.

K>(IGHT.]

On the afternoon of August 7th, 1869, the writer formed
one of a group of observers posted upon a bluff about three
hundred feet high near the town of Westport, Ky. , command
ing, toward the north and west, several miles of the Ohio
river and a wide expanse of Indiana lowlands.
Telescopes of various grades, from the 120 diameter
down to opera glasses, were in active requisition. All were
gazing in silence, and the steel hand of the chronometer had
reached 4 : 31 P. M., when one observer-he of the 120 di
ameter-exclaimed, " She's touched him I" A minute later
a dark notch on the sun's lower right quarter was visible t �
the naked eye, and, shortly after, the light and then the - heat
began sensibly to decline.

Now fades the glimmering landscape from the Bight,
And all the air a solemn stlllness hold •.

starting point. Adopting these figures, it would be found
that the temperature of the earth will be equal to blood heat
at a depth of about 980 yards, and, at a further depth of 500
yards mineral substances would be too hot for the naked skin
to touch with impunity. It is extremely difficult to form an
opinion as to the maximum temperature in which human la
bor is practicable in the damp atmosphere of a mine, and it is
almost equally difficult to determine how much the tempera
ture of the air in the distant parts of an extremely deep mino
can be reduced below that of the strata with which it is
brought in contact. It is certain, however, that the limit of
practicable depth will chiefly depend upon the mechanical
means which c,an be provided for relieving the miners of tho
severest part of their labor, for maintaining a supply of suf
ficiently cool air at the working faces of the coal, and for su
perseding the use of horses, which suffer even more than men
from highly-h eated air.
" For the relief of labor we must look to coal-cutting machines for improvement of ventilation to ex
hausting fans, and for the superseding of
horses to hauling-engines driven by transmit
ted power. The employment of coal-cutting
machines, worked by compressed air, conveyed
into the mine by pipes, is already an accom
plished fact ; and when the difficulties and the
objections which usually adhere, for a con
siderable time to new mechanical arrange
ments, are removed from these machines, they
will probably attain extensive application.
One of the earliest attempts at coal-cutting by
machinery was described by the late Mr. Nicho
las Wood, at the former Newcastle meeting
of thi s Institution, and all the really practical
results as yet obtained date from that period.
The cooling influence of the expanding air as
it escapes from these machines, will be a col
lateral advantage of considerable importance
in the hot atmosphere of a deep mine. The
air discharged from the pneumatic coal-cutting
machines now in use in the Hetton Colliery,
escapes into the mine at a temperature of 70
below freezing, and the cold air from each
machine appears to be sufficient in quantity to
lower the temperature of the circulating at
mosphere by 10. If, as seems to be probable',
six or seven of these machines can be employed
at each working face, we may by this means
lessen the heat by a corresponding number of
degrees, and thus afford very considerable re
lief. The employment of compressed air as a
motive power, in substitution of horse traction,
is also quite feasible, and may be expected to
become quite general in very deep workings.
As regards ventilation, the fan machines o f
THE ECLIPSE OF 1869.
the several constructions tried have already
constructed and invented nearly eighteen years ago by Mr. exhibited great superiority over the old method of ventilating
by an upcast furnace shaft ; and although the efficiency of the
Fairbanks, then in the employ of this office.
furnace system of ventilation is increased by depth , there is
.. _ ..
DURATION OF THE ENGLISH COAL FIELDS·--THE INTER· reason to believe that the fan will maintain its- superiority to
gr@ater depths than are likely to be reached i n mining."
NAL TEMPERATURE OF THE EARTH.

the two thumbs, prints the medium v owels. We gather that
something like a phonetic system of signs is employed. A
few months' practice is said to enable any operator to follow
the most fluent speaker with ease. We ought to say that M.
Gensoul's system renders it unnecessary to transcribe the
copy. Just as with the phonetic system, if legibly written,
the compositor can set up the speech in common type, from
the printed strip furnished by the machine. As to the com
parative ease of writing characters with a pen and printing
them in the way here described, we can give no opinion.
Of this machine an English exchange humorously says :
" What we should certainly miss, if the machine came into
use in the galleries of our Houses of Parliameut, would be
the happy skill with which the reporters condense the speech
es from their notes. We have very few speakers who could
bear to be reported by a machine."
So far as the description gives us any idea of the construc
tion of this machine it does not materially differ from one

Finally the crescent of sunlight slowly narrows to an at
tenuated, broken thread, skirting the left edge
of the moon ; we are j ust able to read the hour
5 : 29 P. M.; and, 10 I the sun has vani8hed ! and
out flash in all their glory the weird and
startling wonders of' a solar eclipse I
It is impossible, during the few fleeting mo
ments of totality, for the dazed and bewildered
beholder to grasp all the marvels of the scene.
Venus and Mercury blaze with more than noc
turnal splendor. An aurora-like halo radiates
from the moon's periphery far into space. The
air is clammy with moisture as that of a cav
ern.
But we have only two precious minutes, and
leave our new acquaintances-Mercury, the
somber woods, the leaden sky, the inky river
-to other observers, and direct our 120-magni
fier to the red. specks, some six or seven in
number, now plainly discernible around the
moon's margin.
These appearances, when brought within
the field of the telescope, show a surprising
individuality, and all, by shape, suggest vio
lent disturbance, whose motions are, however,
of course invisible by reaso'il of the immense
distance, and can be ascertained, if at all, only
by a record of impressions of successive ob
servers stationed along the track of the swift
ly-gliding shadow.
The tube is directed to a point, A, near the
moon's nadir (uppermost or inverted in the in
strument) occupied by the brightest of these
li ght s. The apparftiph seems to ra<¥ate from
some point hidden behind the moon's disk, be
yond which it emerges in brilliant silver, copper, and ruby-colored coruscations, the copper
tints predominating, and terminates in a circular arc like a half-set sun. The impression conveyed to an
observer is of a vast explosion from a center some twenty
thousand miles over the edge of the sun's disk, and extend
ing therefrom about fifty thousand miles in every direction.
About fifty degrees of the moon's circumference from the
apparition, A, we observe a second and wholly different one,
B, which bears a grotesque resemblance to a stag's antlers or
to the strands of' a raveled ro�e tossed about by a whirlwind.
The shape and coruscations of this apparition suggest elec
trical action (fancy an electric spark 500 miles thick I) or
the deflagration of some liquid metal. Its color is crimson ;
its hight about twenty thousand miles.
Still another and totally different emanation is seen at C
and wears the semblance of a horse's tail, or, more nearly, o f
a puff of smoke drifting northward, and illuminated by the
rosy hues of sunset.
At this stage of observation some one jogged the instru
ment, and before it could be adj usted to another group, a glint
of sunlight from the disk's right margin blinded our unac
customed retinas and flooded the landscape with returning
day. At the same instant, looking upward, we beheld the
moon's black shadow, 8harply dejined a8 a wall in the air, sweep
majestically away from right to left before our very eyes
and the total eclipse of 1869 had become a thing of the past I
With our present meager array of facts, hypotheses are
promature. On the globe we inhabit, the alternations of days
and seasons, tidal and climatic changes, and the other endless
metamorphoses of matter-are all referable to solar action '
but the sun itself has no sun, and its heat seems too intens �
for many of the terrestrial phenomena of chemical action. A
cause may, however, exist in meteorolites which, falling with
inconceivable velocity and possessing a high spheroidal re
pulsion, may carry with them into the sun's seething chaldron
a comparatively cold body of disturbing elements and give
rise to the mechanical and other perturbations whose mani
festations have been noted.

. - ..

The inaugural address of Sir William Armstrong', President Faets Elicited Dur1n� t h o Rocent Debate In En
gland Relating to Patents.
of " The Institution of Mechanical Engineers," at its annual
The recent attempt to subvert the patent system in En
congress which assemhled at Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, on
the 3d August, made some encouraging statements in regard gland and the discussion which followed, have elicited some
to the duration of the English coal fields, a subj ect that has interesting and instructive facts. For instance, it was shown
that for centuries fiour was ground under unpleasant condi
latterly attracted much attention.
He remarked " that coal had a special interest for them tions. The miller in the time of Chaucer had to work amid
in a locality celebrated, since the earliest days of coal a cloud of flour which obscured the air, filled his nostrils,
The millers of
mmmg, for the production of that invaluable mine irritated his lungs, and lessened his profits.
ral. England, with her innumerable steam engines and this generation had the same difficulty to contend against
manufactories, is more dependent upon coal for the main and the same lament to make, until their chief grievance was
Countless attempts have been
teLance of her prosperity than any other nation, and the removed by an inventor.
question of the d uration of her coal fields now very properly made to remedy the evil. These failed either because tho
occupies the attention of a Royal Commission. The investi flour was drawn away too rapidly, and the waste increased,
gations of the Commission are not yet completed, but so far or because the draft was insufficient, and the nuisance be
as they have gone the results are reassuring. He concurred came worse than before. At last, the golden mean was
in the probable accuracy of the announcement lately made by achieved by Mr. Bovill. He succeeded in adjusting the
two of his fellow commissioners, that the total quantity of several parts of the millstones so as to multiply their effi
For this
coal in this island will prove to be practically inexhaustible ; ciency, yet prevent any flour from filling the air.
but until the complicated details of quantities collected by he obtained a patent. Instead of being grateful to the in
that Commission have been put together, and expressed in ventor and ready to pay a royalty to the patentee, the millers
totals, it is difficult to j udge with certainty or accuracy on of England combined together to procure the patentee's ruin
the subj ect. Although the duration of our coal may, geologi by subverting his legal title to the fruit of his brains. What
cally speaking, be practically unlimited, we have still to con they want is free trade in this invention. Sir Roundell Palm
sider the important q uestion-How long will England be sup er declares them j ustified in protesting against the act of him
plied with coal as good and as cheap as at present ? We whose ingenuity has conferred a benefit on their trade. The
have unquestionably made greater inroads into our best and plea i s that in process of time each miller could have made
most accessible coal beds than other nations have done into the discovery for himself. The snpposition is that if there is
theirs ; and if foreign coals should grow better and ch'laper, a demand for an invention the supply is as certain as is the
and ours dearer and worse, the balance may turn against us supply ot loaves when corn is abundant.
The difference bet.ween the two cases is a difference in sub
as a manufacturing c01lntry long before our coal is exhausted
.
--------.
.� .
�-------
Stenographie Reporting by : Maehlnery.
in quantity. It is clear that our stock of good coal is very stance as well as degree. Necessity may be the mother of
It is said that a stenographic press has been invented in large, but most of it lies at great depths, and one of the most invention in common speech, but without being so in actual
England by the use of which the art of reporting verbatim important questions the Royal Commission has to investigate experience. The most pressing demand for a particular im
can be acquired in much less time than by the old methods. is the depth at which coal can be worked with commercial provement has no other effect than that of calling forth a
host of suggestions, pf which three fourths are fOQliijh and
The reporter sits at something like the keyboard of a piano advantage.
forte, and by applying' his fingers to the keys, prints the words
" The chief obstacle" the President continued, " to reaching the other fourth is inadequate, All the millers tn England
as they drop from the lips of the speaker, syllable by sylla extreme depth is the increase in temperature which is met as had failed to make the change which Mr. Bovill made in
ble, on a strip of paper which rolls along underneath. When we descend. He was justified by a8certained facts in saying their miJl�. Tho$e who are constantly engaged in a pursnit
we say this, we do not, of course, mean that the words are that this rate .)f increase will, as a rule, prove to be not less have littl e time to consider how post to improve upon their
printed in letters. '1'ho keyboard appears to be divided into than 10 Fah. for every 20 yards in depth, and there is reason system of flrQce.dure. Nor !\fe they disposed to admit that
three parts of eight keys each . The left side, worked by the to expect that it will be even more rapid at greater depths impl'OveUlent is po�!\ible, e,ven while convinced that iUlprOVf'
four fingers of the left hand, prints signs which represent in- than have yet been attained. The constant temp3rature of m ent iii desirable. They oannot take an outside and iml)Urtial
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view o f their position . The required change i s generally
There were engineers before the time
made from without .
of Watt, hut none of them thought of making the improve.
ments which he effacted in the steam engine, and some of
them did their best to denounce those improvements as
visionary.

The Editors w-e not

I}; re8vonclent.�.

Qt�rrt�po:ndtutt.

responsible for tlte

Op inio1Ul eXpre88ed by their Cor·

PhosphatIc Bread.

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In your issue of August 21, page 119,

your correspondent, B. H. J., is perplex:ed with the disagree.
ment of the " doctors " respecting Horsford's phosphatic
b read.
As regards the simple disagreement it need not surprise
us, for as long as people have diff"rent modes of thought we
shall always find them giving us diversified and conflicting
theories in relation to matters which are but imperfectly un·
derstood. The subject of Prof. Horsford's bread is one of
very general interest, involving, as it does, the health and
happiness of all who use it, and is well worthy of scientific
and physiological ex:amination. The writer docs not grasp
his pen with the idea of deciding the controversy between
the doctors, but he may be allowed to add the other line of
tho couplctWhen dootors dlsagl'ec,
Disciples then are free.

And each person must decide for himself according to the
teachings of common sense.
There is one point in connection with bread making on
which the doctors do agree-namely, that wheat flour in its
natural state, unbolted, contains all the elements of nutrition,
and when made into bread is a perfect food. But some peo·
pIc think that bread must be white, therefore they take out
the most important parts-the nitrates and phosphates, or
muscle.making and brain·feeding elements. The ohj ect to be
gained by the use of Prof. Horsford's preparation is to restore
to the flour the phosphatic elements sifted out with the bran
Now the question is, Can
and still leave the bread white.
this chemical preparation be perfectly similar to the phos.
phatic elements as they exist in the grain in its natural
:;tate ?
vVe believe the doctrine of Dr. Bellows, wh o maintains
that they are not assimilated by the living organs or appro·
pli tted as food, but are rejected as poison . vVe must con·
sider that the laws relating to life are but very imperfectly
understood ; also, that chemical law and vital law do not
always sustain such mutual relation to each other as we
might suppose. No one believes that nitric acid is a healthy
article of food or that it might be used as a substitute for
beefsteak, yet it is known that nitrogen is the basis of both.
In the beefsteak it is organized, while in the nitric aci d it is
not, and this makes the difftlrence between healthy food and
actual poison. If it were possible for us to chemically man
ipulate sails and fertilizers in such a manner as to ob·
tain nutritious extracts suited to stomachs and capable
of building u.p the organs of human heings we never need
be in d read of famine. It may be set down as a principle of
animal life that it can never assimilate or vitalize inorganic
matter. If we must use white bread let us use it without
drugs and supply lost elements by using along with it other
articles of food containing them in su.fficient quantity to
J. R. PARRS.
compensate for the loss.
Muscatine, Iowa.
I vVhere does our correspondent get his authority for the
st �tement that inorganic matter cannot in any instance be
assimilated by the animal organism ? How about the salt
used in food ? How about the iron administered in medical
p l'actice to those whose blood i s deficient in iron, the result
of which is directly apparent in the hightened color of the
lips and ch eeks, and also in the ex:amination of the blood
itself ? It d o e s not answer to propound general laws that
con flict with such ordinary facts as these.-EDs.
-_.

Nicotine

in

L ockj au·.

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In answer to the correspondence in the

current volume of the SCmNTIFIC AMERICAN, No. 9, page
1 34, it :nay be allowable to state that the treatment of lock·
j aw, or ktanus, by tobacco is by no moans new.
Dr. Wood,
in his " Practice of Medicine," vol. II, page 833, says : " Many
cures, said to have been effected by this powerful sedative
(tobacco), are on record ; and it is perhaps among the most
et11c acious remedies in tetanus."
There are two forms of this disease ; idiopathic tetanus,
or that which arises spontaneously in the system, and trau
matic tetanus, or that which results from wound or injury,
-both equally characterized by a progressive and permanent
rigid contractio'l as well of the muscles of the legs and trunk
as of the jaw.
The former may arise from the action of cold
Upon the body, and is generally curable ; the latter is ex
ceedingly fatal. Tobacco, or i t s extract, nicotine, has also
been llsed in poisoning by strychnia, the effects of which in
poisonous doses may he considered as a variety of tetanus.
In 1856, Prof. Haughton laid before the Royal Irish Acad
('my the results of experiments tending to show that the
pJ]ysiological action of nicotine and strychnia were counter·
active of each oth er ; !lnd in 1858, Dr. O'Reilly, of St. Loui s,
M:o., related the successful treatment of strychnia poisoning
by the administration of an i riJ1i.sion of the dry leaves of to·
bacco .
In the Medioa& Times and Gaeette for October 2 3 , 1862,
will bo founel an account of two canes puhlished by Prof.
Haughton himself.
In (inc) n calio of tetanus, caused by a
�\lV"l'e btU'l'l, " Ule rru:,Xl wae evidently dyilla; whtu the l:Ii()Cl'

tine was given. It produced an immediate relaxation of the
tetanic spasm of the muscles of expression, of respiration,
and deglutition, relief from an agonizing pain, and a lower·
ing ot the pulse from 130 to 88 per minute.
The nicotine
was given in one-drop doses." The other case " was one of
idiopathic, subacute tetanus, produced by exposbl"e to cold. In
this instance the patient recovered, after having taken, duro
ing eleven days, 44 drops, or 26'4 grains of nicotine."
In regard to the application of tobacco in strychnia poison.
ing, may be cited the case of a boy who had taken an estimat·
ed quantity of 4 grains of strychnia, as described by Dr.
Smyly. " When I arrived he was lying on his back, his
head thrown back, chest raised and fhed, limbs rigid, hands
clinched, eyelids spasmodically closed. * * * I had an in·
fmion of tobacco made by pouring a pint of boiling water
on about an ounce of cut Cavendish. * * * Cold water
was added until the liquid was tepid. I made him drink
two thirds of this. Violent vomiting followed. He lay
quietly on his back for about five minutes, when he was
seized with a violent spasm. * * * I gave him another
pint of the infusion in three doses, all followed immediately
by vomiting. Another pint was prepared , from the same
ounce of tobacco ; about a teacupful of this was retained in
the stomach for about five minutes ; a second was retained
somewhat longer. Profuse sweating now commenced, and he
slept for a short time. I left him for about half an hour. On
my return I found h im lying quietly on his back, all his
muscles, ex:cept those of his legs, relax:ed ; breathing less
rapid ; pulse slower, etc. I turned him on his side, which he
was afraid to do. himself. He drew up his knees, put his
hands under his head, and went to sleep." The boy made a
rapid recovery.
G. W.
Baltimore, Md.
------ _ .
.
----

Bromn

C orn

In

the

South.

MESSRS. ElJITORS :-Broom corn has become a crop in the

1809.

stout scantling with three cross-ties mortised i n them, one at
each end and one in the center ; upon the sections stout strap
iron was fastened ; the ends of the sections were fastened to
gether by an iron clasp hooking over staples and keyed ; the
railways were then ready for use. The railway was placed
at any hight desired by placing beneath it frames or horses
made for the purpose, and the cars with their loads ran to
any part of the yard desired. The whole arrangement was
taken up and laid down or altered easily and with very little
labor. It must be remembered the use of railroads was but
imperfectly known in the United States at that time, and all
these things made a lasting impresslOn on my young mind .
This system is a very good one for all local uses.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
E. NEWBY.
------ _ .
.-----

CrulDbUng

oC

PIstons.

MESSRS. EDITOR S :-SeveraJ instances of the deterioration

of the material in steam cylinders mentioned by your corres·
pondent, George S. Pierce, in your issue of the 28th Aug. ,
have fallen under my observation. In one of these a cylin·
der bottom was burst out, and the fragments were found so
friable as easily to be crumbled between the fingers. The
explanation you give is undoubtedly the true one, and the
reason such accidents do not oftener occur is because engines
are not usually worked with so high a temperature of steam
as to produce the result. The case mentioned occurred in an
inclined engine on board a small steamer called the Sue
Eaves, a tobacco boat on the Green River, Kentucky. The
cylinder being too small for the power required, it was neces·
sary to carry very high steam. So far as my observation ex:·
tends, such accidents occur only where high steam is used, or
where the steam is superheated. Where the steam is used
expansively there is always more or less water in the cylin.
der from condensation (except in jacketed cylinders), and
tIds water seems to retard, if it does not wholly prevent the
deterioration of the iron. Crude oils should never be used in
steam cylinders. Pure tallow is a better lubricant, and re o
quires much more heat to decompose it. In cases where it is
necessary to use very high steam it were best, perhaps, not
to use liquid lubric<ttors at all. Pulverized blaCk lead and
soap.stone have been used to advantage, and cannot produce
the evil spoken of. Black lead is carbon, but it is not liquid,
cannot penetrate, and has no action on the iron. According.
to the old chemical maxim Corpora non agunt nisi soluta.
Dry lubricants should be reduced to ex:ceedingly fine powder
and contain no grit. Their use induces considerable wear at
first, but the wearing parts soon become covered with a very
hard, smooth scale, after which there is no appreciable wear .
Newark, N. J.
R. D.

South. The great trouble is to get machinery to clean the
seed from the brush after it has been cut. I will be obliged
if any of your correspondents will write me giving informa·
tion where I can purchase such a m achine.
Broom corn is now worth three hundred dollars per tun.
and an acre of ground will produce from half a tun to a tun
-the former is a fair average. A hand with a plow and
team of mules or horses can cultivate forty acres, though
more help will be required to cut, haul, save, and prepare for
market.
Cannot some of your contributors to the SCIENTIFIC AMER·
ICAN give an essay on the manner of cultivation-whether to
drill or step drop-the number of stocks to be left ; in fine,
all the necessary information, from the planting till the crop
--Improved Wooden Horse Collars Called For.
is ready for market ? It will be of great value and assistance
to the farmers of this country, where, till recently, the culti
MESSRS. ED ITORS :-1 occasionally get at the columns of
your paper and am always interested in them. Passing a fpw
vation of cotton was all that was thought of or cared for.
days here, I read your nl!lllb er for the last of July and Aug.
BENJ. ROACH.
As a planter, I am always pleased with anything pertaining
Natchez, Miss_
-------.
....
..
-----
to farm improvements.
Small Steam Po-wer Wanted.
Of such is Mr. Meyers' horse collar, a picture of which is i n
MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 was delighted to observe in No. 4, cur·
the 31st o f July No., and it may be a good thing-it looks
rent volume of your j ournal, a partial description, by Mr.
promising.
Charles Boynton, of a small steam engine for household use.
I want to tell you how we plowed thirty years ago in old
The great need of such a power is sufficiently manifest, and
Norih Carolina.
We used home-made wooden hames or
the mechanic who will furnish a good one may be assureu of
wooden collars, and they never hurt a mule or horse. If some
substantial reward.
of your inventing friends would improve a purely wooden
It appears to me that, to attain success, three conditions
collar, it would be a great help to planters. My neighbors,
are of indispensable necessity : First, absolute safety ; second,
in Texas, have made crops for some years with wooden collars,
simplicity of construction and management ; and third, the
and no collar can beat them, only they are not handsome, and
utmost lightness consistent with the required power. Ab·
are a little too heltvy. But they need some improvement to
sence of noise in running would also be a valuable quality.
be generally used. They could be made very cheap. Will
I cannot agree with your correspondent that a half.horse
you call the attention of inventors to these views ? They
engine
"
will
fill
the
bill."
Less
power
would
suffice
power
THOS. S. WILSON.
may be fruitful of some good.
for some ; others will require that of at least two horses. I n
New Orleans, La.
the smaller sizes a furnace may b e dispensed with, and its
--------�.�..�
..
�-------
Tile First CIrcular Sa-w.
office fulfilled by a set of lamps. Boilers of ste"l would be
preferable to those of iron. Compared to these advantages,
MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 send you the remains of a round saw
price would be a matter of secondary consideration ; yet a which I made in the year 1813 or 1814, when not over 13
low scale of prices would ensure large sales.
years of age. It has been lost many years, but last spring
The uses to which a low power could be applied with ad· was found while working my garden.
vantage are almost innumerable ; but if we consider only
I send it to you, not for its intrinsic value, but for its an·
the running of the washing and sewing machines-the lat· tiquity, claiming that it is the first circular saw ever made or
ter of which are n')w rapidly killing the women of our land used in America. My father, the year this was m ade, inquired
-the demand for it should be enormous. Many will await of all the hardware merchants in Albany and Troy for such a
with impatience the announcement that such an engine is in saw, but no one there had ever seen or heard of such an
the market ; and , when the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN shall article.
have passed favorable
j udgment, its success will be certain.
This was made of sheet iron, attached to a wooden shaft,
Troy, N. Y.
P. J. MCCORT.
used for splitting i·in. bass-wood boards for old·fashioned
- _ ..
wheel rims, made 2000 revolutions per minute, and, we all
An Old Portable
Rall-way.
thought, performed most admirably. My father, immediately
MESSRS EDITORS :-In your issue of July 31, ill a notice copying mine, made one from the wide part of a Lroken hand·
and a view of " Petelers' Portable Railroad." About 1827, I saw, which, although almost worn out, is still in good work·
was then about fifteen years old and resided at the foot of ing order. Now, if you think my claim, as the young invent·
Morris street, then called Beaver lane. West street was not or of the circular saw, is unj ust, please correct it from any
complete and did not ex:tend below Cedar street. The Bat· authentic records in your possession of' an earlier date.
tery had j ust then been enlarged from about Greenwich
LEMUEL READ.
street. At the foot of Beaver lane there had been about two
North Brookfield, N. Y.
acres reclaimed, upon which was a coal yard ; Lehigh coal
[Messrs. Hoe & Co., of this city, have been engaged in the
was just then coming into domestic use, and this yard reo manufacture of circular saws for 40 years, but, so far as we
ceived large quantities of coal, brought there by schooners are aware, our friend Read i s at the top of the heap in an·
from the Schuylkill, which was placed in piles or heaps ten or tiquity.-EDS.
. _ ..
twelve feet high . In order to get it in the remote parts of
the yard wheelbarrows were used at first, but that was slow Smooth C uttIng Edges Cor Reaping lUachines a
Fallacy.
work. There was at that time in the employ of the coal
company a ydung man whose name I have forgotten, who
MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 was very much surprised to notice
got Up Ii system of iailways somewhat similar to " Petelers'." one of your correspondents, in Nos. 5 and 8, current volume,
The .-:oal wail hoisted from the vessels by u crane in tube advocating smooth cutting edges in reaping machines. Now,
holding' six bushels linch, which tUbs were !let upon 8, l!In1all I have had fifteen years' oxperience ill using reaping ma
rail car, ewi.nging upon round oarli and ena!ty dumped. The chines, lind I have never yet 1!i6Ein A dull a61'rat!!d !Ii'.Jlde !lIlC'
eM'!! fp,n "POll "e(,\tio�� atxn\t tweh+e rElet in lS!.Igthj mllds of �i@ tllILt bl!'i�IUn9 flO by cuttil'llJ �1.l!<in Il.loJlc,
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I have a machine, now, that has been i n use six years, and low tint to silk.

With regard to the nature of picric acid, it

has cut from 60 to 80 acres of grain a year, and yet the sickle is one of the products obtained from coal tar.

'"

Immigrants are wanted by all, and from every quarter ;

mechanics, artisans, and workers of all trades,-men to till

Among the products obtained by the distillation of coal tar the soil.'
" , Honest, industrious, and intelligent laborers are needed,
I believe that at a temperature varying from 150' to 190' Centigrade, is an
the smooth edges would cut j ust as well, so long as they reo oil which contains a considerable quantity of carbolic acid. and good fertilizers, good and improved tools and capital ; un.
til we are supplied with intelligent labor, we can make but
The benzole being the hydride of phenyl C 1 2 lIs H,
mained sharp, but they would, and do, get dul l so easy that
sections are as sharp as ever, except those that have come in
contact with stones and other hard substances.

'-...,....J

the difficulty of keeping them in repair is the reason they are
not used for cutting grain.

the

little improvement in farming.

phenyl

N egroes know very little

carbolic acid is the alcohol C12 H s 0 + HO, but is about the use of machinery, and are too careless to be entrust"
'---�
ed with it. We have no caterpillars or army worms here in

Your correspondent ought to know, that serrated sickle
phenyl
Tennessee.'
sections are made as hard as it is possible to make steel, and indued with acid properties.
" 'We need everything but land and climate,-capital, man .
if they come in contact with nothing but straw, they will
On treating the oil containing carbolic or phenic acid with
last a lifetime, whereas the smooth.edged cutters must be solution of soda, decanting the clear solution of phenylate of agement, and ambition, muscle-in other words a plenty of the
made softer, so that, they can be ground when they become soda and adding sulphuric acid to it, an oil is obtained which article, " live men." The soil and climate call loudly for

when distilled and dried, furnishes crystals of pure phenic workers.'
CHINESE LABOR.
I think it is unfair to call the makers of reaper knives acid. This substance, when heated with nitric acid, readily
idiots and lunatics, when, really there is so little fault to be furnishes products in which hydrogen is replaced by the com
" With regard to Chinese labor, time and actual trial alone
found with them. There i s more room for faultfinding in the plex atom NO, or subnitric acid.
can prove whether it be practicable and economical. The
way the other parts of the machines are made. For instance,
On heating phenic acid with three equivalents of nitric dangers of the coolie system are its turning into a system of
dull .

the use of cast iron where wrought should be used, and acid, a product is obtained in which three equivalents of NO! permanent peonage or slavery-systems which the old world
wrought iron where steel should be used. In fact, reapers have taken the place of three equivalents of H, thus
is discarding, not entirely from motives of right, but also from
should be as light as possible, and yet be strong. I have seen
conviction that they are the worst economy, adverse to both
C12 Ir s O + HO + 3N05 = CI2 H2 O + HO + 3HO
reaping machines that looked almost strong enough for a saw
the social and material progress of the communities in which
(NO ')3

mill, and yet come to grief very soon.

They were so heavy

that their own weight broke them to pieces in drawing them
over the ground.

H. MARTINSON.

Hawksville, Ontario.

...
---------.
.. _ ..

DYEING

SILKS···PREPARATION OF THE RAW SILK
PREVIOUS TO DYEING.

'VRITTEN FOR THE SCIENTIFIC AMERIOAN BY DR.

M. REIMANN I OF BERLIN.

The whole mass has the appearance of a yellow crystalline they exist. If men are to be treated as mere tools, perhaps
on being dissolved in boiling water and recrys slavery, through the selfish inierest of the owner, secured the

paste, which,

tallized, furnishes yellow crystals to which chemists have ap'

better care for that health and comfort which went so far to

plied the name "trinitrophenic acid." In commerce it is called make good the working trim of his slaves ; but the voice of
the people has been decisive on this subj ect in the late war,
"picric acid," " WeIter's bitter," and " picronitric acid."

:rn a state of purity it is a yellow crystalline substance, and no system, we believe, can ever be permanently inaugura
taste, and soluble in cold water, ted in this nation except under laws securing to all laborers

having a very bitter

which has a brimstone yellow tint when holding this sub the privileges of freedom. If ever coolies are introduced we
stance in solution. All animal substances .when dipped in may be sure there will be the strictest legislation relative to

Supposing it is reqnired to dye 100 lbs. of raw silk, 12 lbs. this solution of picric acid are dyed yellow. Therefore, the contracts,-legislation resembling perhaps the English, but
of soap are boiled with a sufficient quantity of river or rain the silk has only to be introduced into a solution of the acid in no respect permitting the abuses existing under the Spanish
water until all the soap is dissolved ; the water is then al containing for every 10 Ibs. of silk to be dyed 2 ozs. of picric or French laws.
lowed to cool a little and the silk is introduced ; it is allowed acid, when a fine brimstone shade will be readily obtained.
to remain in the solution of soap lt hours, the liquid in the

" As citizens we may, however, question the expediency of

The color easily resists the action of sunlight and of air flooding the country with a population, which-if we may

The silk but readily disll.ppears on washing with soap or even with j udge, we trust without harshnttss, from what we have read
is then wrung dry, put into linen bags, and once more intro clean water. Therefore the silk must never be washed after and have gathered from conversation with those who have
had actual experience with this class of labor-though it
duced into a solution of 12 lbs. of soap. It is once more boiled dyeing, but merely dyed in the solution and then finished.

meantime being kept at the boiling temperature.

for lt hours, and finally washed in the river.

PREPARATION OF SECOND-HAND SILK STUFFs.-The silk is

The yellow color produced by picric acid may be easily dis would contribute vastly to the labor force, might bring with
The ex it many demoralizing vices that could only be a tax upon the

covered by applying the tongue to the dyed article.

cleaned in a warm solution of carbonate of soda, then boiled ceedingly bitter taste is a satisfactory proof that picric acid is moral force of the country.
" But, in treating the cotton question purely as one of econ
for an hour and a half in a soap bath, and washed in the river. deposited on the fibers.

It is next placed in water acidulated with a little sulphuric
YELLOW DYE PRODUCED BY ANNOTTO.-In order to d ye 10 omic science, and not in its connection with morals, it must
acid, and suffered to remain in it until the original color has lbs. of silk, t lb. of annotto is boiled for half an hour with a be admitted that so far as their qualifications as laborers are
wholly disappeared. It is then washed finally in the river.
solution of t lb. of <)arbonate of potash and a sufficient quan· concerned, there is probably no race 80 well fitted to meet all
It

To DYE SILK BLuE.-The si lk is immersed for some time in tity of water.
solution of alum, which serves as the mordant.

The silk is introduced into this bath and well the requirements of cotton cultivation as the Chinese.

Meantime a worked about, while the temperature of the bath is kept close

" Cotton requires persistent industry, nimble and dexter

solution of indigo carmine in boiling water is mixed with upon the boiling point, though never actually boiling. The ous fingers in the picking season, and the crop is made more
warm water in a suitable vessel. In order to dye 10 lbs. of requisite shade having been obtained, the silk: is washed, then by saving than by hard labor ; all these needs are exactl y
silk ! lb. of indigo is requisite. The silk is im merseli in this heated at 40° or 50° Centigrade with alum, in the solution of met by the Chinamen. At the same time he will livfJ in the
bath until the requisite shade is obtained. It is then wrung which it is allowed to remain a night. In the morning it i s most satisfactory manner upon rice and other vegetable food,
out and allowed to dry in the shade.

again washed and dyed a second time i n a bath at a tempera. all of which he can raise while cultivating the cotton crop,

In order to give a deeper tint to the material, the silk is ture of 30° Centigntde, whkh contains a decoction of weld and he will thrive in the climate of the river bottoms, which,
passed through an indigo vat. In this way the deepest tints and a quantity of the soap used before for the purpose of whatever may bo claimed for the uplands, cannot be said to
cleaning the silk. The dyeing operation is effeeted by passing be conducive to great vigor on the part of white laborers.
" Such being the facts, when we consider that the fertile

may be obtained.

To DYE SILK GREENISH BLUE.-In order to dye 10 lbs. of th'l silk seven times through the bath.
silk, 1 lb. of alum· is dissolved in a sufficient quantity of wa
ter to completely cover the silk ;

t

The above-mentioned weld decoction is prepared by boiling cotton fields of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas, have nevev

oz. of sulphuric acid is then 20 lbs. of weld with 10 gallons of water and t lb. of carbonate yet been cultivated in cotton to the extent of two acres in

added, and the silk is allowed to remain 4 hours in the bath.

of potash.

It is then taken out and wrung dry.

a soap bath containing 3 lbs. of white soap.

A solution of t or t lb.

of indigo carmine in warm water is then added to the alum

The silk, when sufficiently dyed, is passed through each hundred ; that these field s have been brought by the Pa
cific railroad within sixty to eighty days distance of an un.

AN ORANGE DYE.-In order to impart an orangfil tint to 10 limited supply of labor, and that this distance can be bridged

bath, well mixed by stirring, and the silk once more intro. lbs. of silk, l Ib. of annotto and 3 lbs. of carbonate of soda are at small expense, it would seem strange indeed if supply and
duced.

It is suffered to remain in the dyeing bath until a boiled with water.

sufficiently dark shade has been obtained.
out, wrung out, dried, and completed.

It is then taken

In order to obtain a

uniform color the indigo is gradually introduced into the
bath.

A REDDISH-BLUE DYE.-In order to dye 10 lbs. of silk

i lb.

The solution thus obtained i s filtered and demand did not respond to each other.

the silk worked about in it for half an hour. It is then wrung

the Central Pacific railroad, were procured under contract,

follows ;

but they came over under a system of advances well secured

A BLACK DYE.-This most important color is obtained as which did not come within the prohibitions of our coolie law,

1. BLUEISH-BLACK.-Todyc 10 lbs.of silk blueish·black 2 lbs. by those who promoted their immigration, but which left the

of protochloride of tin is dissolved in water, and to this solu of alum are dissolved i n 20 lbs. of boiling water.

This solu laborers to all intents and purposes free.

tion are added 2 lbs. of solution of nitrate of iron and 1 oz. of tion is then added to a sufficient quantity of cold water.
sulphuric acid.

The mixture is allowed to stand a day and

" It may be added that the Chinese laborers who have built

out, washed in the river, dried, and finished.

'fhe

. An

silk is then introduced, worked about some time, and allowed

.. _ ..
Ingenious Invention.

An invention has been produced in Paris for settling did
bath of putes between cab hirers and cab drivers, which seems to de
mordant thus obtained for half an hour. It is then wrung ;varm water, and the silk, removed from the alum bath, is in serve attention. According to the account of it which we
out, washed in river water, an>! finally dyed in a bath con troduced into it. It is worked about here for a quarter of an have received from a correspondent, the " compteur mecha
nique," or calculating machine, not only reckons the distance
taining t lb. of yellow prussiate of potash and ± lb. of sul hour and then washed.
traversed, but indicates as well the exact sum of money due
phuric acid.
The dyeing bath is prepared as follows :
The dyeing operation should continue a quarter of an hour.
Five pounds of logwood in powder or small chips are placed to the driver. Two dials are fixed on the back of the driving
the clear portion of the liquid is then poured i nto a sufficient
quantity of water.

three hours in the solution.

Meantime t lb. of sulphate of

The silk is submitted to the action of the iron is dissolved in water, and the solution added to

a

The silk is wrung out, introduced once more into the mor in a bag and boiled in water until all the coloring matter is seat ; one contains a clock, while on the other the distance
dant bath, then dyed as before, and so on until the shade ob extracted . The bag with the wood is then removed from the traveled is indicated by a hand acted on by the wheels ; it is
tained is dark enough. When this is the case the silk i s water, and a decoction added consisting of t lb. of barrel soap entirely beyond the control of either cabby or his "fare." 'fhe
washed, dried, and finished.
in water. Having added the needful quantity of water, and apparatus is put in and out of gear by the lowering and raising
YELLOW DYE BY MEANS OF WELD.-In order to dye 10 lba.

of silk, 3 or 4 lbs. of weld are boiled in water for 20 minutes ;
the decoction is then filtered through linen and suffered to
cool a little.

varied the temperature of the bath so that the h and can be of a lever bearing the word " libre" which is only vitlible
put into it without inj ury, the silk is introduced and worked when the cab is empty and the " compteur" consequently un.
about in it for twenty minutes.
It is then washed and employed. There is no danger of the driver omitting to lower

The silk is then boiled as before with one fifth finished.

If the color is etill not dark enough the silk must this lever as soon as he i s hired, it being evidently his inter·
est to have the greatest possible distance paid for ; while, on
the other hand, it would be useleEs for him to try to make a

of its weight of soap, then allowed to remain some time in an be immersed in a fresh logwood bath.
alum bath, and finally introduced into the above-mentic,ned

.. . ..
Im_lgrants

fictitions fare by driving about with his " compteur" in mo·
in the S outh .
The following extracts are from the work on H Cotton cuI· tion, for a card in the interior of the machine registers the
A little carbonate of potash may be added to the weld
bath in order to vary the shade a little. The yellow tint ob ture and the South," noticed under the head of " New Pub. distance traversed during the day, and the money to be ac·
counted for to the cab owner. The great difficulty has hith
tained from weld is sufficiently deep.
lications :"
weld decoction.

Here it is worked about until it is uniformly

De_and Cor

dyed.

YELLOW DYE BY MEANS OF QUERCITRON.-In order to dye
" No possible growth in the labor now there can answer erto been to find a means of marking the time spent in visits,
10 lbs. of silk, 5 lbs, of quercitron bark are boiled with a suffic the cry which comes from all sides for ' more capital, more la shopping, blocks in the streets, etc., when the wheels and the
ient quantity of water ; the clear decoction is then poured off, bor ; money to build up towns, to establish factories and rail tell·tale are necessarily at a standstill. M. Brnet, the invent ·
and the silk previously mordanted by alum is immersed in it roads ; money to buy more and better stock and tools ; men or of the new register, has now overcome this difficulty by
for half an hour and then washed.

an ingenious contrivance, by means of which, as soon as the
" Expressions like the following repeat themselves in al wheels cease to act on the indicator, the clock whieh forms
most every letter we receive, and ffom etery portion of the part of the m achine, keeps the tell· tale hand moving at a rate

By varying the amount with brains and energy, and muscle to work them .'

of quercitron and adding crystals of soda, various shades of
yellow may be obtained.

It is a good plan to add some gelatine to the decoction of country :
quercitron before making use of it, as in this way the tannic

" 'Black laborers seem to be pM!iiti g

away ;

acid contained in the quercitron bark may be removed from capital, capital, and reliable labor ; I inust acknOWledge the
the liquid.

blacke a1'0 grllatl;y lmpl'oving in thoU· hltbit� of industry, if we

BmM:$TONlll CO.l..on :81' 1>.tE.UO/1I OP' P1CltW ACit),-Pie,'!C lIt:id could keep mean tiorthern people
ill 71111 Clft'!!'l emploY\'ltl at th(j pre��li.j, tl/t1 t('! eive //, Heht f�l. illgetg th{ltt.\ wHi.! ffilmlou8 t/l.l��l'

which credits the driver with eight kilometers (about five
an hour, or two francs, according to thl' Paris tariff.

we need bapital, miles)

�wat fhml them, whl;! into"·
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Tni>l term fl'eestone hall been applied to any stone which

tlau b(i i-\'fought with the llillllet and chisel 01' saw.
!;()Unir, i.� 1A popul80t'1y �ppll�d to h!'o-wn !j�nd�toM,

In thlll
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IMPROVEMENT IN BUCKETS.

�tutritau.

FIRE AND RAT-PROOF BUILDINGS.

[SEprrEMBER 1 1 ,

1869.

Fig. 3 i s a section o f flooring and metallic ceiling for man
ufactories, etc., in which the letters H represent, respectively,

This invention illustrates the fact that even in articles of

Onr readers will be prepared, by several articles which a metallic arch with rib moldings, and al so a metallic arch
have lately appeared in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, upon the to support the concrete nnderneath the flooring ; J the j oists,
improvement. W ho would have thought there could yet be
subj ect of fire-proof and rat-proof buildings, to examine criti and C the floorinll:.
a useful modi fication of the form of the bucket.
Improved
cally the device herewith illustrated.
The method of putting- on the metallic ceiling is shown in
machines for its manufacture. for cutting staves, heading, etc.,
The inventor has spent three years in experiment and study Fig. 4, in which H represents the metallic ceiling, J the joists,
might well be expected ; but the thing itself was generally
to perfect this system, and, while primarily aiming only to K the firring-off clamp, L the nails which secure both the
supposed as perfect as it was possible to make it.
perfect a system of fire-proof building, now claims that he metallic arch and clamp.
Nevertheless, here we have a real improvement, the obj ect
has secured several important results not at first contemplated.
The wilole system will now become perfectly plain to all
b eing to enable two persons to comfortably and easily carry
One of these coincident results is the rendering of a building who have the l east knowledge of building. and we think it
a large bucket when filled with a heavy fluid, when the lao
rat-proof as well as fire-proof. A second is, that a very supe must be obvious to every candid reader that neither fire can
bor of one is not adequate to the purpose. The invention i s
rior wall to that formed by plastering on wooden lath is ob consume. or rats penetrate, a wall of this construction. The
simply a combination o f handles with the ordinary bail, and
tained ; the cement or plaster not drying out rapidly, but re basis of these walls is wood, but wood so protected from the
taining its moisture until a
common and universal use there yet remains opportunity for

perfect chemical combination
has taken place between the
materials of which it is com
posed . The plaster is found,
after it has hardened, to be
four times as hard as common
plastering. ThepE'culiar form
of the iron laths also pre
vents the

falling down of

any portion of the plaster
from any ordinary cause, or
from the action of great heat.
Great pains have been taken
to bring the cost of this meth
od down to Buch a figure
that it can successfully com
pete with the ordinary ma
terials ana methods of build
ing.

The inventor informs

us that this has been so far
accomplished, that the cost
for

fire-proofing

a

floor

which also answers for deaf
ening it, is not so much as
that of wood used for deafen
ing or " p ugging."
The features of this inven
tion will be easily understood
by the aid of the accompanyis eq ually applicable to all sorts of bailed vessels, as pots, ing engravings. Fig. 1 is a sectional view of the upper and external heat, that only a fire of such in tensity as to convert
kettles, etc., whic1:l have hitherto required the use of the under side of a fire-proof and rat-proof floor with intervening the timbers into charcoal, could weaken the main structure.
j oists and spaces, and also of a vertical wall with sections of Such an effect could scarcely be produced by the burning of
bail.
By reference to the engraving it will be seen that when the lath and concrete.

bail is in use the handles are turned down out of the way,

Obstr�ct1o\l.8.

be erected this season on this plan, its efficacy is eviden�ly be

We learn from the Brooklyn Daily Times that, as the Shel

lieved in by those who are qualified to decide upon its merits.

burne plan of drilling and blasting the rocks at Hell Gate has

XX,

In this engraving the joists are lettered A ; B is the con

olis, Ind., who should be addressed for further particulars.

Lewis and his supporters will guarantee the removal of the

Joint

obstructions for half the estimate made by General Newton

City

General Newton's.
lf these statements are correct, it would seem only reason

and of supplies, machinery, and tools, used directly in the
wool manufacture, are invited to exhibit samples of their
manufactures at the Joint Exposition of the Wool Industry

We trust that

of the United States, to be held under the auspices of the

for the satisfaction of all parties, a trial of Mr. Lewis' inven
the floor ; D is the floor ; E the iron lathing ; F the plaster
ing ; and G the studs.

of' Rocks.

M. S. Meunier proposes to make use of' the well-known ex

We briefly remind our readers that the experiment

or sealing wax, by means of a previously-charged Leyden j ar ;

of their goods upon them. Articles forwarded from oth er
places must be directed to " Wool Industry Exposition, care

i t i s thus possible t o charge certain portions o f the cake with
In order to exhibit

of N. Kingsbm;y, Superintendent, corner of Third avenue

this to sight it is usual to blow, by meaD S of a small pair of

and Sixty-third street, New York."

bellows, on to the cake of the resin, a mixture of very finely
powdered red lead and sulphur ; the friction, on leaving the

package, the freight and other charges upon which must be
prepaid to the place of exhibition.

phur being negatively electric is attracted by the curved

All goods should be for

warded to the Exposition rooms on the 1 st of September, or

figures positively electric on the cake, while the red l eau fol

as soon thereafter as possible.

M. Meunier has tried thus to sepa

Persons desirous to exhibit, who have not already given

rate sulphur-bearing trachite into its mineral constituents,

notice of their intention, are requested to give such notice

and succeeded perfectly in getting the sulphide and feldspar

immediately to N. Kingsbury, Superintendent, care of Amer

from each other ; he states that he has equally well suc

ican Institute, New York.-city, or to John L. Hayes, Secretary,

of two different silicates.

Boston, Mass.

The notices of intention to exhibit already

r;:ceived, place it beyond a doubt that this will be the most

.. _ .

brilliant exposition of the products of a single industry ever

I N England a huge steam hammer, weighing 1,000 tuns, i s
being made for the Russian Government.

The name and residence

of the exhibitor, and list of contents, must be marked on the

nozzle, causes the powders to become electrified, and the sul

Cosmos.

The place

of exposition, on the corner of Sixty-third street and Third
avenue, will be open for the reception of goods ou the 1 st of

the city of New York, are advised to forward theil- goods
through such agents or houses, and to devolve all the charge

alluded to consists in charging with electricity a cake of resin

ceeded with rocks made up

Associations of Wool Manufacturers and Growers.

chinery.
Manufacturers who have agents, or commission houses in

each other the divers mineralogical constituents of some kinds

lows the opposite course.

American Institute, in the city of New York, by the National

September next, and is now open for the reception of ma

periment of Leichtenberg's electric figures to separate from

positive, others with negative electricity.

is foreshadowed in the fol

manufacturers of goods composed wholly or in part of wool,

the interests of Mr. Lewis, who, we are confident, does not

of rock.

the

National Association of Wool Manufacturers : All American

We are sorry

lieve it is unj ust to General Newton, and may be inj urious to

Analysis

o f'

York.

A feature of great interest

that this should have been said, or even thought, as we be

Mineralogical

Industry

lowing notice published by the Executive Committee of tho

his own project that he is incapable of forming an impartial

the

Wool

Association.

The Times charges that General Newton is so in love with

to

of' New

the

the Alll e rican Institutc, i n the

ber next, bids fair to be the best exposition yet held by this

owed to proceed with the work.

-----..
.. _ ..
..
----of' Leichtenberg's Experhnent

States, at

.. _ -

will open on the 8th September and close on the 30th Octo

found to answer the expectations formed in regard to it, al

tion will be permitted.

o f'

The coming exhibition of the American Institute, which

able that the invention of Mr. Lewis should be tried, and, if

Appllcatlon

Exposition

Unltcd

o n the tunn8ling proj ect, which, it asserts, is a pet scheme of

entertain the opinion expressed by the Times.

This improved system of constructing fire-proof building

crete ; C the lath and plaster, or ceiling, on the under side of has been made the subject of three patents, viz., January 26th
April 13th, and May 4th , 1869, by Edwin May, of Indianap

of tue Scientific American. That paper has no doubt that Mr.

j udgment on the merits of Mr. Lewis' plan.

The term fire-proof,

From what we can j ud ge of this system we think it
promises as well, certainly, as an,y of its rivals ; and as the
inventor · states some ten o r twelve first-class buildings are to

4__

Samuel Lewis, illustrated and described on page 385, Vol .

long period.

life.

June 1, 1869, by John H. Tomlinson, of Chicago, Ill .

sums upon the success of the apparatus invented by Mr.

It

around buildings in the course of the ordinary business of

Patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency,

failed, there are capitalists ready and willing to risk l arge

building for

against the destructive action of fires such as can occur in and

The device is extremely simple and cannot fail to be useful.

Gate

It

as applied to buildings, can only be understood to mean proof

nnd when the handles are employed the bail is turned down.

Hell

anything but large quantities of the most concentrated fuel

inclosed in

The hammer head

seen in this couniry.

Every manufacturer should take pride

Fil/.'. 2 is a section of the iron laths and the plastering, show in contributing to its success, and doing his part to demon

weighs 42 tuns, the anvil block 500 tlIDS, and it is to be used ing the peculiar form of the laths and the manner in which strate the capacity of the United States for industrial inde
4
they support the plastering.
pendence. Let every mill send a sp ecimen qf it s products.

in forging steel guns.
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BUSINESS HINTS.
The last number of l'he JJJn,qinee'l', now before us, contains
eighteen pages of advertisements. This leads us to remark
that the English are without doubt the most systematic ad
vertising people in the world, as the columns of all their
leadmg j ournals bear evidence. The Time8, Daily Tele,q'l'apk,
and others of the great London j ournals enjoy an advertising
patronage which would tmrprise many go-ahead Americans.
There is much meaning in the fact, for it is beyond belief that
the practice 0 1 advertising, day after day, and week after
week, would be continued by shrewd 'business men unless it
brought a good return.
We have heard it said that a business man in England ex
pected to spend every year in advertising as much as he paid
out in store or shop rent. This is true to some extent in this
country-indeed we have hundreds of business men in this
city who owe their greatest success to a j udicious system of
advertising. A. T. Stewart, for example, has always been an
extensive advertiser, and old Stephen Girard declared that he
not only advertised when buoiness was good, but he also pur
sued the same system in dull times as the surest way to make
things lively.
Local j ournals are good for local advertising, but if the
manufacturer and trader wish to make their wares generally
known, they must, of necessity, select for that purpose jour
nals that circulate extensively throughout the whole country.
If advertising does not pay, the parties have only themselves
to blame, when they select for that purpose journals of
small circulation. Messrs. G. P. Rowell & Co., of thi s city,
in their American Newspaper Directory, publish whut they
they call " The Excelsior List," that purports to give the cir
culation of many of the leading j ournals. In the New York
city list there are but twelve weekly papers that claim to
have 30,000 circulation.
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is put down at 35,000, and
ranks as one of the best advertising mediums in the country.
Our circulation is understated, as we are now printing 75
i'eams of paper each week , or equal to 36,000 copies.
If ad
vertisers will take character as well as the extent of circula
tion into consideration they will find that the rates of the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are lower than any other journal
now published, not to speak of some other papers that have
scarcely a recognized existence beyond the office of publica
tion.
...

-

..

HEAT AND WORK.
In an article published on page 105 of the last volume, we
endeavored to show that whatever work was performed by
the mass motion of a steum engine was a subtraction from
that mass motion, the mass motion itself being a subtraction
from the heat of the steam. Some correspondents have either
failed to recognize the truth of the propositlOn laid down in
the article referred to. or they do not understand it. The fol
lowing query will illustrate :
" Why will not the exhaust steam from an engine impart
to water the same amount of heat it contained when it entered
the cylinder, minus that radiated. from the cylinder during
the stroke ?"
This correspondent has been experimenting as follows : He
estimates from standard formulre the amount of heat in the
steam entering the cylinder of his engine at each stroke, and
the radiaticn from his cylinder during the stroke, and finds
that the nllmber of units of heat imparted to the water u seq

�tutritan.

for condensation, falls short of the amount contained in the
steam when admittted to the cylinder, far more than can be
accounted for by radiation. He is surprised at the result, but
has brought himself by this experimEnt to the threshold of a
discovery, none other than the law of the correlation and con·
servation of force.
The reason for his undertaking the experiment alluded to
is instructive. He desired to heat his building with the
same fuel required to drive his engine, supposing that as the
heat escaping from the boiler and engine helped to warm the
air of his factory, h e might capture all the rest by passing the
exhaust through some combination of pipes or heaters, and
thus use the entire heat generated by the combustion of the
fuel consumed for heating purposes, making a clear gain of
the work performed.
His experiments have convinced him that this can not be
done but he fails to see why. The reason is, simply, that the
heat which is converted into work can only be used for heat
ing purposes when 'l'econverted into heat.
The correlation of forces, that is, their convertibility into
each other, and the conservation of force, that is, its indes
tructibility, are two fundamental principles of physics. If the
heat imparted to steam by the combustion of fuel could be
wholly converted into work, the steam would be wholly con
dcnsed and leave the exhaust in the form of water, its tempe
rature being "precisely that at which it was fed to the boiler.
Bu1t- much of the heat escapes by radiation before any work is
performed by the steam . This heat still exists as heat, and
may be used to warm a building or for any other purpose to
which it can be advantageously applied. The steam when it
performs work becomes partially condensed in the effort ; a
portion of it is converted into mass motion or work, and only
a residue escapes in the exhaust steam. So far as the mass
motion is employed in overcoming friction, it becomes recon
verted into heat, but when emploj'ed.to the raising of weights
or to the overcoming of any resistance other than friction, it
is not reconverted into heat but into other forces.
If the coal used in the furnace of the engine be such an
amount that it would exactly heat the building in which the
engine is placed, and the radiated heat and that contained in
the exhaust steam be applied directly to heating the building,
it will be found that an additional expenditure of coal pro
portional to the amount of the work performed by the engine,
will be needed to secure the proper wannth, not taking into
account the escape of heat through the smokepipe or chimney
which is always a source of loss.
. _ ..

THE EFFECTS OF NIGHT SOIL ON VEGETATION.
Our attention has been several times called to an article on
this subj ect, which, it is said, has been copied extensively in
the country papers and credited to the ScmNTIFIC AMERICAN,
deprecating the use of night � �. fettilizer. We have no
recollection that such an arti<;le eY��Plleared in our columns,
and do not know upon what grounqs the obj ections were
made ; and we deem it probable that a mistake has been made
in referring the article to this j ournal, unless, indeed it was
one of the numerous communications addressed to us, ex
pressing views tor which we do not hold ourselves responsi
ble. The article referred to is said to have been published a
long time since, and, after search, we are unable to find any
thing expressing the views which are attributed to us.
We will say, however, now, as the question has an impor
tant bearing upon the earth· closet system,'at present attract
ing much attention, that, in our opinion. a compost made of
earth and night soil in the proper proportions, would prove a
most valuable and concentrated fertilizer.
This opinion is based,not only upon chemical considerations
but upon experience and observation. We have used it on
land devoted to Hower and vegetable culture with the very
best re·sults.
We have seen rose bushes, which have becom e old and un
productive, stimulated into the most luxuriant bloom by put
ting crude night soil, dipped from privy vaults, into a trench
dug around them, at a little distance from their roots. The
experiment has been repeated with peonies with the same re
sults.
All manures, however, used in this way, are apt to prove
too heating, especially in a dry season. It is much better
that fermentation should take place before these are applied
to soils, where delicate plants are to be reared, unless they
are used for forcing, when the additional heat is beneficial.
We, for this reason, advocate for gardening purposes, the
keeping of any compost, until it has well rotted before apply
'
ing it to a garden ; but for grain or grass crops, plowed under
in the spring, there could be no obj ection to its immediate
use, and much of the ammonia which would be lost in the
process of rotting would be thus saved .
It will thus be seen, that instead of condemning the use of
night soil as a fertilizer, we regard it with the highest favor,
and we have based our disapproval of the water-closet sys
tem principally on the fact that it is a constant and enormous
tax upon the country, through the great waste of this val
uable fertilizer, depositing it in the bed� of rivers to infect
their waters, instead of restoring it to the land from which
its constituents have been derived.
._.

THE STREET CROSSING QUESTION.
In New York and in other large cities where the streets
are crowded with vehicles, the crossing of streets by foot p 1 s
sengers is attended with danger and inconvenience. " Good
clothes " stand no chance in muddy weather, or more proper
ly speaking, they stand an excellent chance of being spoiled
by bespatterings of filth.
Bu,t it is one thing to point out a jisease and quite another
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thing to prescribe it remedy. In this case it must be a specif
ie-applicable to every case and a sure cure.
We have tried the elevated bridge in New York und have
given it up for the best of reasons. It would not answer.
Some have suggested the tunnel as a substitute, but this ap
pears to us to be only inverting the evil. In the first case,
it is climb up and then down, in the latter, it is first down,
and then up. People with sound legs prefer to take the risk
on the surface, and to encounter the fire of mud pellets
rather than to execute the climbing, while those with weak
legs find themselves unequal to two long Hights every time
they wish to cross a street, preferring to be taken in charge
by some friendly M. P., and piloted to the opposite shore.
What is to be done ? Can anybody make a practical sug
gestion ? Don't all speak at once, or quote from Hamlet's
soliloquy
-" Ra.ther bear those ills w e h a v e

T h a n fly to others that w e

know not of."

Is this problem so intricate that its solution is not possible ?
Is there not among all the list of mechanical contrivances
turn-tables, Hying machines, wire tramways, cranes, swings,
and what not-something that will take a human body up
and set it down safely across a mud river ? Make answer,
inventive r-enius. Is a street crossing harder to be accom
plished than an ocean cable, or a railroad to the top of Mount
Washington ?
For ourselves, we are better at recording and writing up
others' inventions than making them · ourselves, and therefore
we are in no hurry to try our hand at inventing a new
street crossing ; but we shall rejoice if some of our readers
can immortalize themselves by giving to the world this long
sought for and prayed for desideratum.
We see by the last number of the London Builde'l' that
steel bridges for the crossings in that city are talked of. We
hope they may like them when they get them, but whether
made of steel or irun, stone or wood, New York has had
enough of the bridges.
The bridges proposed are to span the streets ei ghteen feet
above the carriage way, which at the lowest computation,
would make 48 steps up and down, a most agreeable thing to
contemplate for weak knees in hot weather, or when the steps
are covered with ice. Some have suggested that if these
bridges were built the people would not use them. We have
had it demonstrated that they would not, and if the London
ers are wise, they will take a leaf from our experience and
drop all further consideration of bridge crossin gs.
Nevertheless, bridges may not cost quite so much in Lon
don as did our Fulton street bridge, and the proposed experi.
ment may be less expensive than ours was.
_
.. _ .
..
-----

----

INCIDENTAL OBSERVATIONS.
What inventor, mathemailiei&n, -or chemist, has not, whil o
pursuing the solution of an intricate problem, been struck
with the vast numblilr of facts strewed all along his path like
pebbles upon a seashore. Many of them are new and striking,
but in the ardor of the main investigation are too often lost
sight of and forgotten. They are gateways to diverging ave
nues, leading off into new and unexplored regions of thought
and knowledge.
Would it not be wise to put up some landmarks by which
they can be readily referred to when the mind finds itself at
liberty to recur to them- some memoranda, in brief, of the
facts themselves, and the train of thought suggested by them
on first sight ?
....Ve would by no means advocate a discursive habit of
thought. The only way to succeed in a mental struggle with
an intricate problem is to pursue it singly and unremittingly.
But there is no reason why we should, in a seurch for pearls,
rej ect what may prove a diamond, when we have time I to
scan it.
With inventors we are sure the habit of recording inCIden
tal observations and suggestions made ·in the working out of
their devices, would prove of the utmost value. Many u man
working for a thing which he was never able to accomplish,
has found what b as proved more valuable, than what he di
rectly sought ever could have been. But the majority of such
incidental discoveries are never thought of a second time ; or,
if thought of, remembered only in a dim, cloudy manner too
indefinite to avail in their recovery.
It has been said of one of the most successful authors, that
he was in the habit of carrying in his pocket a memorandum
book, wherein he recorded any idea or peculiar form of ex
pression that struck him as weighty or admirable, on the in
stant it occurred to him, and that he would even rise from his
bed in the night to do this rather than to trust his memory
to reproduce it on the ensuing morning. The same has
been asserted of some musical composers of note, and we know
it to be the case with some literary men of the present time,
with whom we are acquainted .
We advise, not without having tested its worth, a similar
course for inventors and mechanics. Let any one try it for
one year, and then carefully examine their notes thus col
lected , and they will be surprised to find what a mass of inter
esting and, in many cases, practically useful information a
book of fifty or sixty pages, six inches long by t:1rec wide, can
be made to hold . Sifting out the chaff there will always re.
main some good seed, which, sown on g'ood ground, will bring
forth fruit-some an hundred foJd, some sixty fold, some thir.
ty fold.
Every mechanic, particularly he who wishee to become a
successful i n ventor, ought to be a student, not only of record
ed facts in books, but of facts as they are brought to his no
tice daily in his practice. But he may not, on the instant a
fact presents itself, always stop his work and go into a brown
study ov er it. He way, however, as he leaves his work at
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The first tables of mortality were drawn up by Halley in are more likely t o happen i n cases when the person is not de
thought, and, it of an inquiring mind, he will find tho high the year 1693, and were based on the registers of the city of stroyed than when the shock is fatal. The reason of this pro
bably is that the burning shock itself is of the flaming rather
est pleasure and profit in such study. We have little confi Breslau, in Silesia.

noon or at night, put down the data for future study and

dence in the ultimn.te success of those mechanics who are wil

In 174.6, De Parcieux published his " Law of Mortality in than of the penetrating kind. The burnings differ in degree;
These chosen heads comprised they may be mere singeings of the hair, with superficial

ling to grope blindly along, content to acquire merely that France for Chosen Heads."

modicum of know Ide go which will gain for them a full day's only monks ahd nuns who had taken the oath of celibacy.

scorchings or blisterings of the skin ; or they may be exten

In 1806, Duvillard computed another for France, from facts sive cauterizations leading to surrounding inflammatory
action. Metallic substances in the dress, such as pins. stay
and drawers of water, while for the more intelligent and bet collected before the Revolution.
The first table in which a distinction is made between the busks, buckles, and the like, while they may, in one sense,
terinformed workman, there is always an avenue for advance
sexes was, if we are not mistaken, established by Demonfer have their use in directing the shock from point to point over
in position and earnings.
the body to the earth by a superficial route, lead often to se.
The fol lowing fact will illustrate and enforce the import rand in 1838 in the Journal de l'Ecole Polytechnique.
wages.

Such men will of necessity remain hewers of wood

ance of such a course as we advise, better than a column of

In England the first tables used were those calculated by vere local injury. In these cases the parts which are burned
In Germany, Baumann, Casper, are those which lie between the metallic points.

Galloway and by Finlaison.

argument .
From time immemorial the Government of Great Britain

and Hlilsse were the pioneers in this branch of statistical

Corroborative of these conclusions of Dr. Richardson, we

In Belgium the have now before us an account of a remarkable case of burn
cordage manufactured at their roperies. The obj ect of this eminent Secretary of the Academy of Sciences and Director ing by lightning, in the Amtrican Journal of Medical Scierwe.
thread is to prevent pi lfering, and to facilitate the recovery of the Royal Obsermtory, Mr. Quetelet, who, during a long The victim of the stroke, was struck upon the back of
of stolen property. One fine morning it struck a poor man in life of study, devoted himself specially to th� investigations the head, where she had her hair done up in a knot and
has caused a red worsted thread to be always woven into the

science, and in Holland it was Kersseboom.

Chatham Yard that a j ute thread would do j ust as well as of the laws which regulate human mortality and of the fastened by t wo hair pins. The hair was much scorched, and
The experiment was tried. The rope with periodicity of natural phenomena in various countries, has under the knot of hair the skin was severely burned. Thence

one of worsted.

the j ute thread in it was tested in a variety of ways-by be at different times published very complete and interesting the electric fiuid passed down, burning the lower portion of
the right ear, in which was a gold ear-ring ; then crossed the
ing exposed to salt water and the weather for a sufficiently tables on the present subject.
The rates of mortality in Belgium being very similar to throat and passed down to the left of the sternum. The burn
long period-and the result was that worsted was abandonerl .
Such is the magnitude of government transactions that, by what they are in this country, we reproduce them below, be thus produced was about three inches wide, covered with
simply substituting that little thread of j ute for one of worsL lieving that they will prove interesting to many of our read blisters. The fluid here left her body, and finding some other
In conductor, passed down, still on the left side, to j ust above
ed, that country saves £1,800 a year forever,or at least as long ers to whom the original documents are not available.

as ships want rope.

Mr. Baxter nearly doubled the pay of the first cColurnn is indicated the series of years from birth the crest of the ilium, extending thence forward and backward
to the end of life ; in the second column, how many persons to the symphysis pubis. This burn was about 12 inches long,
out of 100,000 born, remain alive on the average at the ex and about the same width as the first . The next burn began
.. _.

the mechanic to whom the credit of this discovery is due.

OCEAN

TELEGRAPHY.

The successful laying of the French Atlantic Cable has
banished the last doubt as to the practicability of successful
ly laying and working cables of any desired length. The first
attempt at laying a cable across the bed of the Atlantic failed .
This fl1ilure has been followed by two remarkable successes,and
ocean cables are -henceforth to be the means by which a

piration of each succeeding year ; in the third column is on the patella of the right knee, extending to the bottom of
found the probable further duration of life taken from any the heel, in reaching which it wound around the inner side

given period, as shown in the first column. The last coiumn of the leg. The lightning passed off at the bottom of the
indicates that one to one may be betted on a person's chances heel , bursting open the heel-seam of a strongly sewed gaiter
of attaining an age obtained by the addition of his actual boot.
age to the number of years he has still the probability of
living.

The duration of th e life of females in town and country
large proportion of all the communication will pass to and is nearly equal, but with m en it is far different, those living
had
fro between the hemispheres. So long as only one cable
in rural districts living much longer than those in the cities.
been laid and worked, there remained the doubt that this suc After the age of 25 the li fe of rural m e n is rather longer
series
a
by
of
followed
be
might
it
cess was exceptional, that
than that of the women.
failures, which would demonstrate a great risk in investing
money in such enterprises. But the recovery and putting in
order the first cable, for a time almost beli eved t o be a total
i'a.i lure, and the now perfect and profitable working of these
cables betweenEurope and America, have doubtless convinced
capitalists of the safety of this class of investments, and the
ruising of funds for further enterprises of this kind will be

an

easy matter.
It must be apparent to every thinking man that the present

cables cannot afford facilities equal to the growing demand.

A c�ble from San Francisco to China is inevitable, and more
Atl antic cables must be provided.
With these facts in view we are not surprised to learn that
many

new

proj ec:s are talked of.

Among these is a cable

from Scotland to Quebec by way of the Faroe Islands, and a
·West India and Panama cable, which is designed to unite
South America with Europe by the way of Cnba and the
United States and the cables already laid down.
The rapid and astonishing increase of telegraphic commu
nic<ttion throughout the world, has only a parallel in rail
road extension.

.. - �

LOCATION OF HEAVEN.
Theological writers have always been puzzled to fix upon
any very definite i.dea in regard to the geographical-so to
speak-location of heaven.

The Christian faith associates it

as a final resting place for redeemed souls, and preachers
have drawn from it the lesson that Revelation, for wise rea
sons, had veiled the subj ect in obscurity.
gressive.

But science is pro

It digs cleep into the bowels of the earth, and

soars away into regions of infinite space, so that at last we
have a philosopher sufficiently bold who undertakes to re
move our perplexity and solve all our doubts upon this
sublime subj ect .
Instead of being a matter of philosophic and Christian
speculation we are now provided with a scientific solution of
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CALCULATIONS ABOUT HUMAN LIFE.

The steel clasp of the elastic garter, the steel of her corset,
and the metal of her hoop skirt, appear at several points to
have carried off the electric fluid.
tinuous from head to foot,
evitable.

a

Had the wound been con

fatal result would have been in

As it was, however, the lady recovered.

Dr. Richardson confirms the popular impression, pretty
generally, we believe, discredited by scientific men hitherto,
that the impressions of metallic substances may be left on
the bodies of persons struck by lightning.

He says :

" Some years ago an eminent meteorologist of this country
forwarded to one of the learned societies the particulars of a
case which had been sent to him by a medical man residing

In this CRse, in which a man was sub
jected to lightning shock, it was said that impressions of va
rious ornaments were most distinctly left on the body, and,
in the West Indies.

from the manner in which the report was drawn up, it car
ried with it an air of the strictest probity. The marks, it was
said, were of a dark bronze color, and the impressions were so
distinct that they could not be doubted. A bracelet or chain
was, I believe, stated to be impressed, a coin, and a cross, or
On hearing this description, I drew up a
short leader upon it, and forwarded the article to the editor of

similar ornament.

the Medical Timl!8 and Gazette, who took it at once to Professor
Faraday, lioliclting his opinion as to the probability of the
occurrences described in the report. Faraday listened with

llluch attention, and then observed, that although he would
not lilHo to say the phenomena were impossible, he could see
no explanation of them, and, indeed, could scarcely admit the
validity of the observation. On this, such was my admiration
of the great physicist, I withdrew the essay. In these new
researches, however, I have recurred to this subj ect, and have

....

put the question experimentally in different ways, and now I
am bound to say, that impressions such as have been referred

To

to, may be faintly struck on the body. 'rhus, by placing a
thin ring of twisted wire on the ear of a white rabbit, and on
discharging througa the ring from the large Leyden battery,

Til

....

....

....

....
....

MARKS l'RODUCED UPON THE BODY BY LIGHTNING
STROKE.

there was unquestionably left on the ear a faint blue line
showing the position of the wire, the irregularities caused by
the twisting of the wire being also distinctly traceable. In

the living animal the appearance quickly fades ; in the dead
We gave on page 107, current volume, an account of some it would of course be left until the organic changes of decom
extensive and interesting researches with the great induction position removed it. The nature of the mark is very simple ;

the whole difficulty by D. Mortimer, M. D.-not D. D. Ac
coil of the Polytechnic Institution in London, upon the effect
cording to his theory " there is a vast globe or world far
produced by lightning stroke on the bodies of animals, so far
u;ithin from the surrounding photosphere of ethereal fire,
as these effer-ts might b e considered as indications of death.
which all denominate the sun, which globe is estimated to
There are, however, some other characteristic effects produced
be at least five hundred thousand miles in diameter." Dr.
upon the surface of the body by lightning stroke which are
Mortimer states that he has brought divine revelation to
worthy of attention. Dr. Richardson, the conductor of the
hear on this vast central globe, and is plainly convinced
experiments referred to, says that several kinds of inj uries to
" that the globe thus discerned is the Heavenly Empire
the external parts of the body have been described as follow
wh erein the righteous from this earth find their f�ture home."
ing upon the reception of severe shocks from lightning elec
Not content to have made the discovery of the exact locality
tricity . Some of these have been considered by excellent au
of " our heaven," the doctor has gone into a mathematical
thorities as chimerical,or as vulgarly-exaggerated descriptions
calculation of the number of minutes it requires for the
of observed, or presumably observed, facts; they have been l e ft
spirit's flight from earth to this celestial abode, for all of
u p to this time in singular doubt and obscurity. H e has,
which information doubting and believing souls will forever
therefore, now that the means of research are at command,
thank the learned doctor.
investigated this subj ect with care, and has been able, by a
... _ .

The lightning melted portions of the wires of her hoopskirt,
also a small part of the lower end of the steel of her corset.

it is an ecchymosis taking the line of the metal, and so pre
senting a rough outline of the form of the metal. The shock
must be received on a firm surface, such as bone."
Simple ecchymoses and livid spots, ha ving no reference to
metallic or other bodies in contact with the body, are some·
times presented ol'l. the surfac e of the body in a very marked
degree.
Dr. Richardson affirms that marks on the bodies of persons
struck by lightning of an aborescent kind-have been noticed,
and have naturally, though wrongly, been supposed to be
representations of the figures of trees.

To the unlearned such
a suspicion is easily conveyed,for the arborescence is described
as very perfect, the stem, the larger branches, and smaller

branches, as of a tree, being marked out with much refine
ment. To the learned the suspicion has seemed an absurdity,

few simple experiments, to place what had been doubtful in a there being no known physical law by which the picture of a
sound and scientific position. The following marks of inju tree could be fixed on the body, in miniature, by lightning.

By tabl e s of mortality are understood, carefully-computed ries have been recorded :
The t.ruth, when explained, is very simple. The arborescent
list�, jn dieating- how many survivors remain annually, during
1 . Marks of burning of the skin and hair.
appearance may be fully accepted as a fact, and as having
a 80ri88 of years, out of a given number of births at the
2. Impressions on the body of metallic substances, such as been observed in cases of lightning shock ; but the arbores
coins, ornaments, beads, c�osses.
Many snch tables have been computed during these latter
3. Ecchymoses, or vivid blue spots, sometlmes accompanied
years by various authorities and in different countries. They with exudations of blood.
are highly interesting in a philosophical point of view, and
4. Impressions on the body of an arborei!cent kind; I!tlpposed
indispensable fcir the calculation of the rates ot interest to to be impressions of trees or fences near or beneath which the
�tart .

cence is not the figure of a tree ; it is an anatomical outline of
the trunk and branches of superficial veins of the body of the
subject. More than one hundred and ten years ago, the fact
that the veins could thus be penciled out by lightning dis
charge, was fully deSCribed by the illustriouB Beccaria, who

be paid by life ineurallce companies, the importance of whose person atood when Iltruck by lightning,
states minutel y that a man struck dead by lightning in a
operation8 19 bflcom.ing daily bettp,r. nnclerAtood, !\nd appre.
5, LOBS of hair,
storm was left generally rigId, And et.hibited thia added I1,nd
l\i�1,,\1 by th"i hVel1il1ell� :\l\}1)lk,
IItf!tNII,,,-"B'.:I'lIIl tin �h� h�d, f\'om H;htl'l!n.tf 01 !'il�trle'l IlhOtlk i>,Ul'!Q\lg ph4!>llOJ1Hl!,! Q\'I1 'fh� llghtninRI ehoollfllJ thE! h!!i!l� �",'
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PROTECTION OF WOOD FROM FIRE.-We learn from the

ductor, having struck a vein i n the neck, and followed i t out

only the interrupte , but not the continuous.

through the skin, finer than any pencil could have drawn it.
In order to test this explanation Dr. Richardson directed a

such we recommend it to our medical brethren for the cases ies at Ibbenbiiren, Westphalia, the woodwork is protected
in which galvanism is known to be of use. There is another from fire by being painted with a mixture consisting of 5

to its minutest ramifications, the figure of the vein appeared instrument of power and precision and convenience, and as

Deutsche Indust1ie Zeitung of July

1 , that at one o f the collier

parts of alum, 7 parts of rye-meal paste, and 30 partlil of pre·
charge from a Leyden battery through the ear of a white rab apparatus, call ed a belt., also flexible, and containing about
viously
washed, i. e., finely divided, clay (this mixture is used
forty
elements
of
zinc
and
copper
wire
ingeniously
interlaced
of
line
the
in
IJjt, from a large trunk of a vein at the base, and
for woodwork not exposed to open air) ; for woodwork, so ox
the center of the ear, to the extremity of the organ. One dis and isolated."
posed, a mixture is used consisting of 2t parts of crystallized
charge was in this experiment quite sufficient to bring out the
sal ammoniac, 1 part of white vitriol (commercial sulphate of
figures of two large veins, which appeared like pen marks on
zinc), 2 parts of joiners' glue, 20 parts of zinc white, and 30
the surface. He says :
,
parts of water. These mixtures have been found to prevent
" Blood in these cases undergoes arrest of its motion, expan
As a general rule, according to experiments by M. Schultz,
wood
bursting
into
flame
on ignition, and to greatly delay its
sion . and possihly decomposition, by which some of the color
it has been found that the point of solidification of fluids is destruction even when severe fires are raging.
of
observation
vulgar
the
'rhus,
ing matter is liberated.
lowered by substances dissolved therein, and that gases dis
arborescent marks on the dead after lightning-shock admits of
solved in fluids exercise the same effects. Pure acetic acid
AN OLD SWINDLE REVIVED.-Dailey & Co., No. 208 Broad
recognition by the most critical, and of explanation by the
fuses at 16° ; this is lowered to 15'2° when a current of car way,
N. Y., recently advertised in our paper for agents to sell
most simple of scholars . It is often thus that the illiterate,
bonic acid is transmitted through this acid. It is well known
a certain article. The notice was handed to us by a respect
correct in what they have seen in nature, appeal in vain to
that hydrochloric acid gas and ammonia gas lower the freez
able advertising agent, and we had no suspicion that it was
science, because, impelled by the strongest of all instincts,
ing temperature of water in which they are dissolved ; so do
intended to perpetrate a swindle, but it appears to be a re
reason, they connect their facts with some theory of cause
carbonic acid and sulphurous acid gas ; and it has been ascer
newal of the old counterfeit money dodge. A perusal of this
which science proclaims to be untenable, and dismisses alike
tained hy M. Schultz that nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen
circular itself will at once show its true character, and no
fact and theory with hasty contempt."
gases exert the same effllct when dissolved in water. Numer
honest person can be deceived by it . Nevertheless we con
The loss of hair as one ot the sequences of lightning stroke
ous experiments were made by him with the view of ascer sider it our duty to expose the
villains.
We placed the cir 
lIaR a180 been confirmed by these experiments.
taining the effect of an increase of pressure brought to bear cular in the hands of the authorities some days ago.
-----.
.. - .�----upon· the absorption of various gases by water, and the low

.

OXFORD WINS.

ering of the freezing point of that liquid in consequence

Harvard and Oxford have had their rowing match, and, as

thereof.

ANOTHER cable is coming soon, a concession having been

By the phenomenon of regelation is understood that

granted by Count Bismarck to a company for the laying of a

4tvailed themselves of the London Underground Railroad lor

20,087,809 passengers

THE freight opposition among the railroad companies
which gave the public the temporary advantage of transport

of this n .eana of communication is soon to be commenced.

issue. shows symptoms of abating, and a return to the old

property exhibited by ice of freezing together to a solid m ass, submarine cable between Northern Germany and the United
when pieces of that substance are pressed together at the States, the landing of that cable at a suitable point of the North
hoys came within one of beating. The distance, four miles
te�peratar� of 0°. After quoting the opinions of Messrs. Fara German coast on the North Sea; and the construction of aU ap
aud a half, was made by the Oxonians in 22 minutes and 40t
day, Forbes, Thomson, and Helmholtz on this subj ect, the au pliances required for working the cable, which is to be con
behind-very
seconds
six
just
in
came
Harvards
The
seconds.
thOl says : " When we take it for granted that regelation is structed in the best known manner, and its manufacture is to
much to their chagrin, no douht, as they had traveled three
the formation of ice from water anew, we must bear in mind be commenced within six months after the date of the eon
thousand miles to play a game in English waters, where they
that only pure water, or water, at least, not saturated with air, cession, and the whole line to be completed within two years
had to contend against the powers of the best oar8men in the
is suitable for this purpose."
after that date.
world, and the sympathy of hal f a million Englishmen who
was clearly foreshadowed in the English press, the Harvard

naturally roared loud ' over the success of their favorites.

It is now freely asserted tha+c the Harvards were ('ver.trained,

THE

English

papers state

that

and that, on)he day of the race, Simmons had the diarrhejl. the half year ending July 30, and that a complete extension ing goods to the West at low rates, as noticed in last week's

and Loring was trouhled with an angry boil.

Princes, d ukes, earls, lords. costermongers, fishmongers,

cordwainers, roughs, wo� en, and childr n , crowded the banks
�
of the Thames, and conSIderable money changed hands.
Thus ends the hoat race about which so much fUBS has been

made, and the universal Yankee nation is finally whipped for
once at least.

corn.

It becomes us to gracefully acknowledge the

The race was decided at about 37 minutes past 5 o'clock

p. M . ,

Greenwich time, and the result known here, owing to

the difference in time, a few minutes past one o'clock. The real

Day by day the necessity for similar facilities of travel i n this tariff may soon be expected. Erie and the New York Cen 
city is becoming more and more apparent ; and the difficul tral have raised their prices to 38 cents per hundred pounds
ties of constructing an underground railroad will only be in- to Chicago. Since August 2, when the low rates commenced,
Workers in this great center of industry the depots have been filled with Western-bound freight.

creased by delay.

are only too sensible of the advantages which would be af

forded by an unimpeded and expeditious system of convey
ance.

There is no lack of capital to begin and complete

such an undertaking, an(l. the inventive genius of the coun-

try can place in the hands of thoS J willing to engage in the

THE surveys for the East River Bridge are now finished,
and the line of the bridge and approaches located. The tim
ber for the founding of th e piers is now lying at Red Hook,

ready to be bolted together, previous to being sunk into
position. It is thought by some that it will take three years

work, means and appliancee which will render an under
' before the work is so far advanced as to enable the cables to
ground way here incomparahly safer and m ore healthful
he stretched across the river, and that six years will elapse
than that now established in London. Besides the certainty
before the bridge can be thrown open to the public.
i n carrying th c message on horseback to the nearest telegraph
of receiving handsome returns . for the money invested, the
station.
promoters of this enterprise
ill enj oy the satisfaction of
A METHOD of protecting iron vessel s against rust and corro
having done much to further the public welfare.
sion has been proposed hy MM. Dance and Bertin. They
Toe.
A
time occupied in the transmission was twenty-thre e minutes
and thirteen seconds, the .greater part of which was consumed

*

LU:.:::S

A lady correspondent wrote to the Boston Transc1'ipt, that

" upon retiring to rest, the gas being o ut and the room quite
dark, the writer's attention was dire cted to her foot, which

was illuminated by light, which, upon examination, was
found to be phosphorescent, and proceeded from the upper
side of the fourth toe of the right foot.

Upon rubbing it

with the hand the light increased and followed up the foot,
the fumes filling the room with a disagreeable odor.

This

lasted some time, when the foot was immersed in a basin of

water, hoping to quench the light, but to no purpose, for it

contemplate the conversion of the hull of the iron vessel into

THE Melbourne papers give aome particular'> relative to a a galvanic battery, by placing, iMide the
hull, pipes and tanks

meat-preserving process, the merits of which, it would appear,

had been satisfactorily tested. The meat having been cured was
taken on a voyage to England and back in the ship Mary

Tlwmpson.

in fat .

The meat was in a cask, and had been preserved

The Captain of the vessel exposed the meat to very

made of zinc and filled with sea water, and connected by
means of bolts and rivets in metallic contact with the outer

side of the vessel. They also design to use strips of zinc on
the iron plates of the vessel immersed in the water.

severe trials on thp, way h ome, placing the cask on deck for

THE London Daily News in an article on the new patent
days together uuder a tropical sun, and at other times leav law of Canada says that the whole principle and practice of
ing it for lengthened periods in the neighborhood of the that law may be concisely summed up in the word " spolia
cook's galley.

When the cask was opened, the meat proved tion."

A pretty plain hint is al so given to the Cana·
dians that a persistence in such a policy, which is shown
above. The foot was taken out and wiped dry, but the light
The advantage of the process over others is that the meat is also in all their outside relations, is more than likely one of
still remained. A second immersion of the foot followed,
preserved in large j oints, from which, however, all bone is these days to result in their being thrown entirely on their
and soap applied, with the same result. No more experiments
extracted before they are placed i n the cask. A little bisul own resources.
were tried, and after a t;me it gradu,al1y faded· and disap
phate of liine is used in the operation of curing, but its taste
peared . The time occupied hy the phenomenon was about three
THE leather and hid� trade of Nashville has greatly in 
was not in the slightest degree perceptible.
quarters of an hour. The lady'S husband substantiates the
creased since the war. The Nashville butchers take off about
alJove facts, as he also witnessed them. Will some one please
ten thousand hides a year, and nearly that number of Texas
THE Brooklyn Union says that in connection with the erec
explain the ahove, as the emitting of phosphorus from a live
and Mexican hides arrives there during the same period.
tion of the East River bridge, the Brooklyn terminus of
body is new to the writer ?"
There were three hundred and seventy tanners in Tennessee
which is to be the site of St. Ann's Episcopal Church, corner
The whole circumstances of the case go to show the pres.
hefore the war, and more than five times as much leather was
of Washington and Sands streets, a plan has been discussed
ence of phosphorus. We have noticed a l ike phenomenon, but
made then as now.
for widening Washington street on the westerly side, making
there is not the slightest necessity for supposing that it was
it one hundred feet in width, with twenty feet promenade
ON the railroads in France electricity is taking the place of
" emitted from the live body."
sidewalks on each side of the carriage-way extending from human watchfulness. On many lines there are contrivances
. _ ..
the bridge terminus to the City Hall square. It is und"r where the passing of a train is automatically announced to
GalvanIc ChaIn.
stood that the Government has arranged for the purchase of neighboring stations. The car.; pass over connecting wires,
" Tho galvanic chain," says The Drug.qist, " is really an in of the church property situated at the corner of Washington and the train records itself
before and hehind, so that its
strument of most ingenious and beautiful construction, and is 'and Johnson streets, and that at the next meeting of Congress progress and
appearance are alike indicat ed .
one of the handiest and most effective which the medical an appropriation will be made of money to erect on it a post
practitioner can employ. It is in the form of a flat flexible office and United States Court building.
KEy RINGS.-We have received from C. A. Wentworth,
chain, and comprises 120 separate pairs of galvanic elements.
Boston, Mass., specimens of some neat rings for holdin g
continued beneath the surface of the water, the fumes rising

These consist each of a small zinc t ube for the electro-positive

to be in a perfectly sound condition, and was capital eating.

THE workingmen of England are determined that the

portion, surrounded with copper rings, which form the electro·

productions of their brains are not to be at the mercy o f un

tho inner side of the zinc tube preceding, while it is isolated

ing.

ncgative.

The copper of one pair of elements is hooked into

principled capitalists.

One indication is given by the follow

A deputation lately waited upon John Bright, at the

from the zinc of its own pair by a simple but most ingenious office of the Board of Trade, for the purpose of asking him to
set of stitches of thread.

This petty flexible battery of 120

bring in a bill early next session to protect the inventions

hunches o f keys, made after his patent. After tho keys are
put on, the ring springs to its place and is secured by a slot
ted button, the whole forming a very useful device for the
purpose.

THE Chinese laborers are lll aking advances into the coun
A dispatch says that five hundred will shortly be sent
links are near enough to retain sufficient fluid by capillary at Exhibition to be held next year.
Mr. Bright expressed his to St. Joseph, Missouri, whence thoy will be distributed
to
traction to keep up the action for some time. There is thus entire sympathy with the obj ect of the deputation, and prom various points, and that agencies are to he established
there ,
constituted a battery yield ing a very small quantity of gal ised to comply with their request.
and at St. Louis and Springfield in the same State.
vanism owing to the small size of the indiviuual elements, but
pairs is exci�ed by simply dipping it into vinegar, and the that might be exhibited at the Workingmen's International

high intonsity owing to their number.

It easily decomposes

A COMMITTEE appointed by the French Academy of Sciences

try.

AN exchange says it has been discovered that the common

water, and of course saline solutions, and may be used to have under consideration It communication by M. Berthault. hardhack, SpirlEa tomentosa, that grows plentifully in
nearly
demonstrate the process of electrolysis.

For medical purposes This gentleman suggests various means of utilizing the ex every pasture, can be used in tanning leather as
a substitute
it yields a direct current, which is the desideratum for neu cess of force prodticed in working a locomotive.
He shows for sumac. A company has been formed in Boston which has
ralgic affections, very decidedly but not violently. By at that it might be nsed in cansing a stronger adhesion of the advertised for one hundred tuns of hardhaGk.
taching a little vibrating spring in the course of th'l conduct wheels to the rails, so as to prevent the train from rUnning
or it gives a succession of interrupted shocks, such as are use off. and that it might likewil!Je be applied to the illumination
A Nlilw steam roller, weighing fifteen tun�, recently or
ful for m116cular and paralytic affections. MOISt of the cheap of the carriages by elelltrieity, &nd lll'en to /letting the tele. dared from England for Proepect Park, Brooklyn,

<uvl handy t;1�t\trI)1TI\!.�netl<.l I'l'lMPiMl!, M i� wtlll knoW!\, llive graph in motion.
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2,292.-ApPLICATION OF SPRINGS TO SEATS AND BEDS.-E. H. Robinson,
Providence, R. I. .July 29, 1869.
Though right to an injunction and profits be clear, it appears, from the 2,346.-LIQUID AND GAS METER.- W. Hamilton, Toronto, Canada, and H.
following decision, that a provisional injunction will not be allowed to the Kimball, Randolph, Vt. August 5, 1869.
prejudice of an established bnsiness if the patentee has delayed enforcing 2,368.-MACHINERY F O R COMBING FIBROUS MA'l'ERIALS.-H. Conant, North
his right an unreasonable time.
Providence, R. 1. August 7, 1869.
� �99.-METALLIC CARTRIDGE.-E . Martin, Springfield. Ill.
August, 10,
George H. Corli88 vs. Th e Dry Dock Rollin[l Mill, Ingham COl'yell, and
9
,John Thornpson.-NEL80N, C. J.-This is a mot I On for an injunction to re- 18
e en
e
i n
O t
�\
��:l��� ?O� ! c e���[l� fr��w �i:'J ;;gfuf��tr�t;�� !liri����g¥f a;d �;rk��g
valves of steam engines," The patent is dated March 10, 1849. The suit is
founded on a reissue dated July 12, 1859, a n d which was extended by the
Commissioner at' Patents for seven years from
the 10th of March, 1863. This
patent has heretofore been under our consideration in the case of Corliss CORRESPONDENTS who ''''pee! to receive anBWer8 to thezr letter8 mU8t, '"
vs. The Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company, in the district of Con
aU ca8eB, sign their names. We have a right to knolO those who seek in 
necticut, September, 1861. In that case the main defense rested upon a
(ormation from u'<J ,' beSide, as sometime8 happen8. we may prefer to ad
patent granted to Noble T. Green. the 13th of March, 1855. A decree was
dres8 corre81JOndent8 bV mail.
rendered in favor of tile complainant. The defense in the present case
rests mainly upon a patent granted to William Wright, dated Novem PECIAL NO TE.- This column Us designed for tn.e general tntere8t and jn
ber 20, 1�66.
struction of our readers, not tor gratuitoUs 1"eplies to que8tion8 Of a purely
The present suit was c\)mmenced in June, 1868. The patent on which it is
busine8s or personal nature. We will publish such inquirie8, however
founded expires on the 10th of March, 1870. within about a year and nine
when paid for a8 adverti8emet8 at $1'00 a line, under r.he kead of uBU8i·
months after the commenc0ment of the suit, and some seven mC'nths hence.
ne88 and Personal."
There is no suggestion or evidence before us that the defendants are irrc- nrAll reference to back numbers should be by volume and page.
i l O
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���g� �r :d ig����f �h��: �h ��� ������ri�l gfit e ���� Jp�� �� !�)!�X
ings aud proofs ; and, in the absence of such evidence, however satisfied S. M. P., of Minn.--Callau's compound cast-iron battery, about
we may be as to the right of the complainant to such prOfits and to an ini
n
t
o h
ge
which you ask, is fully described in the Ph'ilosophical Magazine. Yo!.
lfe�c;��io�
�}t�e ¥��� o f���� iie l�t� �Plf�1�� fi �%:tl� b -:���:;s��at��� XXVIII,
page 49. As you may not be able to get access to that work, we
s Pe
u i
g
ec e f O
:�I�t�3:t� [:t���!� :�l�� b r��rrs u� t�� �;��fi?i�h�e�� !�d b u;�rie�: gf t�� will say that it consisted of300 cast-iron cells, each containing a porou s cell
defendants. On the above grounils we must deny the motion.
and a zinc plate four inches square, 110 cast-iron cells with porous cylinders
Motion for injunction denied.
and zinc plates 6 inches by4 inches, and 177 cast-iron cells, each contain
�.�...
..�.
-----------
ing a porous cell and zinc plate 6 inches square. There were, therefore,
MANUFACTURING, MINING, AND RAILROAD ITEMS.
577 elements containing 96 square feet of zinc and 200 square feet of cast
iron. The porous cells contained dilute nitro-sulphuric acid, and the
There Is a great probab!l!ty that a new telegraph cable will be laid be cast�iron cells contained strong nitro-sulphuric acid. It was , of course,
tween America and Ireland. This will be the sixth cable that is to con a powerful battery. Animals were Instantly killed by its discharge.
nect the old worlcl with the new, counting the three that are already laid J. W. S . , o f Mass.--The UpS and downs i n a water pipe run

down.
ning from a distant spring to a pump, unless one or more of them exceed
On the 25th of August, 164 cars laden with pea.ches, arrived in Jersey the
hight to which water can lle raised by an atmospheric pump in the 10·
city, containing 8,�,000 baskets, the lara;est quantity ever brought in on one caWy
named, wlll not afiect the working of the pump except to add to
day.
the frictidh of the water column, UlnS absorbing power. The nearer you
It is announced tha.t ninety miles have been graded of the traDs-isthmian can place the pump gown to the level of the spring the less power will b e
ra,ilway on the Spanish Honduras route from Puerto Cabello, on the Gulf of required to work it. You are right in supposing you will get the effect of
Hondura�, to Amcepola, on the bay of Fonseca, on the Pacific side. The a siphon in the case you mention.
rails for the road are arriving every week, at Puert o Cabello. which has
been declared a free port. In crossing from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pa. J. G. M . , o f Ala.--The shaft for driving your looms should
cific Ocean, the railroad, I t is stated, overcomes an elevation of three thou make as nearly as may be, the same number of revolutions per minute as
sand feet. When the road is completed, it is computed that the passage to the loom makes pick.. In other words , the pulleys on the line shaft and
the loom pulleys should be of the same diameter. It is considered better
California will be shortened by a week's time.
to speed up as near to the prime mover as possible than contra�
There are now cngaged in the Mississippi trade nine hundred and ten prac1.ice
wise,
as that allows lighter shafting and so reduces not only first cost but
steamers with a capacity of 292,174 tuns. and of an estimated value of subsequent
friction.
�'M,556,OCO. More steamboats are enrolled at St. Paul than at any other port
on the river propcr, cxc�pt St. L·ouis, New Orleans, and Memphis.
A. B., of N. J .--The cement of which you inquire is made by
The value of the boots 9nd shoes manufactured in Massachusetts this dissolving enough gutta-perch. in a mixture of ten parts ofblsulphide of
year is expected to exceed $85,000,000. The wholesale dealers in Boston are carbon and one of oil of turpentine to form a thick compound. It is a
forming a Shoe and Leather Dealers' Exchange. Since January 1, nearly strong cement and holds leather very firmly provided all oil is removed
800,OCO cases of goods have been shipped from that city, an excess of fully from the surfaces to be united. The pieces, after they are put together
with this cement , should be held firmly togetber until perfectly dry.
thirty-three per cent over the corresponding period last year.
The Denver, Colorado, News reports some rich silver discoveries made P. R., of Ohio.--The chemical composition of urea is expressed
near Blue river, ab0ve Breckinridge. Assays made at the mint run from by the formula C2 H4 O2 N2 that is 2 equivalents of caroon, 4 equiva·
'
$150 to $200 per tun of ore.
lents of hydrogen, 2 equivalents of oxygen, and 2 equivalents of nItrogen.
The old stone house in Guilford, Connecticut, the oldest one on the con� As the equivalent of carbon is 6 , that of hydrogen 1 . that of oxygen 8, and
tinent, built in 1640 for a fort, where all the inhabitants of the town gath of nitrogen 14, the proportional weights of �ach element are, ofcarbon l?,
ered eyery night, to be secure from the Indians, is undergoing extensive hydrogen 4, oX /l;en 16, nitrogen 28.
Y
repairs, the original model, however, being carefully retained.
W., ofN. H.--The authorities to which you refer give
At Stockholm, Sweden, when a sewer was dug recently, the hull of a veR� G.theH.generally
accepted theory of the action of the injector. To under
sel was found eleven feet under ground, which is thought to have been
stand the action of that ingenious device, a good understanding of ele
thcre about three hundred years.
mentary principles is necessary. We could hardly make it plainer to you
The great mass " of property reoently found in one of the Superior even by an extended essay, much .3 in �he space we can give you in
mines bas the following dimensions : length, 65 feet ; hight, 32 fcet ; this column.
thickness, about 2 feet ; giving a total of 4,160 cubic feet. The purity of the
mass is estimated at 65 per cent. This would give a total of 832 tuns, making H . C. C., of Ind.--There are several processes now on trial for
it by far the largest mass of copper ever found on Lake Superior or in tbe preserving and transporting meats from South America, and other locali�
world.
ties where they are now wasted, to places where they can be used as food.
Befrige"ator cars are to be used in transportiug California fruit to the Some of' these promise well. You will find numerous allusions to them in
East, to return loaded with butter, oysters, and other articles which the back numbers of our paper.
Californians need.
A. B., of Va.--You cannot successfully melt iron with the
A raft of lumber lately passed by Winona down the Mississippi river, common appliances used for melting the more fusible metals and cast it,
which measured over three acres in surface, and contained 2,200,000 feet of neither can you, in our opinion, spin a piece of common plate tin into the
lumber.
shape desired in a lathe. With some of the very best and heaviest quali
The Maine Central and European aud North American Railwa.y Compa ties you might perhaps succeed but we think it doubtful.
nies have agreed to carry and return stock and other articles for the New D. T. T., of N . Y.--The data given for computing the diame
England Fair free of expense, and passengers at half price.
ter of the small piston to your hydraulic press and it. length of stroke
The Portsmouth Navy yard has lately received an accession to the work· are inBuflicient. You should in addition to the diameter of the large pis
ing force of sixty carpenters and several joincrs, making the number of em tOD , and the resistance it must overcome at each stroke through a dis
ployes about 1,500. Business has become somewhat more animated there.
tance of one half an Inch, also give the power applied to the smaller
The manufacturers of Fall River, Mass have decided to run the mills but piston.
tllree days in the week for the present, the price for goods produced not D. P. R., of Pa.--There are very few structures which possess
covering the cost of production.
greater strength in proportion to weight than paper tubes laid up with
A submarine telegraph from Rangoon, by way of Singapore to the island good glue. An exterior coat of shellae will protect them fro� the action
of J ava, and thence to China, is prOjected.
of mOisture. The interior may be protected by stoppIng the ends with
Twenty�six million gallons of water were pumped into the llew reservoir good corks and coating the ends of the corks with sealing wax.
at East New York on the 26th of August. A new pumping engine is nearly R . H. D., of Tenn.--You can extract the moisture from the air
completed. The supply of water is ample for all purposes.
under a glass receiver, by placing therein a small open vessel containing
----------.
.�.
.
strong sulphuric aCid ; or you may dry air, by passing it over lumps of
quicklime. The choice of the methods must depend upon tile circumstan
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
ces of the case, which you do not give us.
A NEW EXPOSITION OF THE LEADING FACTS OF GEOLOGY. R. S., of Mass.--Your method for binding schoolbooks is un
Including a Disquisition upon the Origin and Formation
doubtedly new, and from the somewhat vague idea we get from your de.
ilcription of it, we think it would succeed. A method sufficiently cheap
of Petroleum and Coal. By Gideon Frost, New York :
aud more substantial than the present is imperatively demanded .
The Trow & Smith Book Manufacturing Company, 48
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D . G . , o f Ill.--The term " Macadam," applied t o roads, is the

name of the inventor of the road. It was invented about 1783, and sub·
sequently elaborated in practice in tllo roads of Bristol In Eugland where
it was first used.

S. N., of Ohio.--You can obtain brass rods alrea -]y formed for

small pinions of six teeth at dealers' in such articles. All you will have to
do will be to turn down the bearings.

The Charge for Insertion under this head is One DOllar a Line.

if the Notices

exceed Four Linll8. One DOllar and a Haif per line will be charged_

Send for Agents' Circular-Hinkley Knitting Machine Co., 176 Broadway.
Every wheelwright and blacksmith should have one of Dins

more's tire shrinkers. Price $40. R. H. Allen & Co., P.O. Box 37G,�ewYork _

Automatic Lathes, for spools and tassel molds, made by H. H .

Frary, Jonesville. Vt.

Great invention for farmers ready to patent.

I will assign the

whole, or a part on fair terms. Address E. Myers, CrcagerstowIl, Md.

Air T reatment for Fermentation, Germination, Purifying, ana

Preserving. Rights for sale. Apply to R. d'Heureuse, P. O. Box 6814, N.Y _

507 Mechanical Movements, including many never before pub

lished. By mail, $1 12_ Address TileD. Tusch, No. 37 Park now.

If you want the real oak-tanned leather-belting, C. W. Arny

manufactures It. See advertisement.

Peck's patent drop press.

For circulars, address the sole man

ufacturers, Milo Peck & Co New Haven, Ct.
.•

Wanted--A Partner with capital to bring out a valuable Pat

ent. E. Myers, Creagerstown, Md.

S. S. Pollard's celebrated Mill Picks,137 Raymond st.,ilrooklyn.
Galvanizing,--Wanted- A man to take charge of a shop who

perfectly unncrstands galvanizing cast iron. Address, with terms and
references, Wm. Resor & Co., CinCinnati, Ohio.

Chas. P. Williams, No. 327 Walnut st., Philadelphia, Analyti

cal and Consulting Chemist, and Metallurgist.

Inventors and l'vIanufacturerGs of small patent articles will

consult their interests by addressing R. T Ilden, 63 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.

If you have a Patent to sell,or desire any article manufactured

or introduced, address National Patent Exchange, Buffalo, N. Y.

E. Kelly. New Brunswick, N. J., manufactures all kinds of

machinery used in werking Rubber.

Materials for all Mechanics and Manufacturers, mineral sub

stances, drugs, chemicals, acids, ores, etc., for sale by L. & J. W. Feuchtw
wanger, Chemists, Drug, and Mineral Importers, 55 Cedar st., New York.
PostoJllc e Box 3616. Analyses made at short notice.

Ulster Bar Iron, all sizes, rounds, squares, fiats, ovals, and

half-ovals, for machinery and manufacturing purposes, in lots to Buit pur
chasers. Egleston Brothers & Co., 166 South st., New York.

Wanted--A second-hand " Index Milling Machine."

price, etc., etc., to W. F. Parker, Meriden, �onn.

Send

Grindstones are kept true and sharp by using Geo. C. How

ard's Patent Hacker. Send for circular 17 S. 1Stll st., Philadelphia.

Cochrane's low water steam port--The best safeguard against

explosions and burning. Manufactured by J. C. Cochrane.Rochester,N.Y .

Send for a circular on the uses of Soluble Glass, or Silicates of

Soda and Potash. Manufactured by L. & J. W. Feuchtwanger, Chemists
and Drug Importers, 55 Cedar st., New York.

Mill-stone dressing diamond machine, simple, effective, durable

Also, Glazier's diamonds. John Dickinson, 64 :Nassau st., New York.

Leschot's Patent Diamond-pointed Steam Drills save, on the

avera/l;e, fifty per cent ot the cost of rock drilling. Manufactured only by
Severance & Holt, 16 Wall st New York.
.•

For solid wrought-iron beams, etc., see advertisement. Audre��

Union Iron MillO, Pittsburgh, Pa for lithograph, etc.
.•

Machinists, boiler makers, tinners, and workers of sheet metals

read advertisement of the Parker Power Presses.

Diamond carbon, formed into wedge or other shapes for point

ing and edging tools or cutters for drilling and working stone, etc. Send
stamp for circular. John Dickinson, 6' Nassau st New York.
.•

The " Compound " Wrought-Iron Grate Bar is the best and

cheapest. Send for circular. Handel, Moore & Co., 12 Pine street. Post
oJllce Box 5,669_

For sale by State or County the Patent Right for the best Cul

lvator in use. For terms address Isaiah Henton, ShelbYVIlle. lll.

'u

Under this heading we shall p b li8h weekly note8 Of 80me Of the more p,'o m .
inent home and foreign patent8.

PREPARING PETROLEUM.-H. J. Berg. Dutler, Pa.-This invention relates
to a new and useful improvement in preparing petroleum for market; and it
to cloth or leather. It should be used freely and allowed to get very dry consists in separatlnjl from it the lighter and more yolative substances, as
and hard previous to using. Emery belts ought not to be run on too benzine and naphtha, which are combined with,or held in suspension by the
small pulleyS, as they crack the glue mueh more than large ones.
crude petroleum as It is taken from the wells.
CURTAIN FIXTURE.-John W. King, New York city.-This invention reF. C. B., of N. Y.--We have not met with either the alloy or
the liquid you mention. We are tberefore unable to give you the infor· lates to that portion of a window curtain fixture which is called the roU
er" to which the curtain is attached and from which it is suspended.
mation you seek.
PUMP.-M. C. Hawkins, Edinboro', Pa.-This invcntjon relates to a new
J. S., of Pa.-- h e have read your communication with interest
and useful improvement in pumps" de�igned for combined forcing and
of Tower and Corwin Rocks. By John G. Foster, Lieu
agree
with
you
�nd
on
many
pOints,
yet
we
do
not
think
it
best
to
give
lifting pumps.
tenant-Colonel of Engineers, and Brevet Maj or- General
place to communications on such subjects.
U. S. A. With Illustrations. New York : D. Van Nos
HOE.-J . F. Wilson, Athens, Ga.-This invention relates to a new and use�
R. C., of Me.--The specimen of peroxide of manganese sent is ful improvement in the construction of hoes for agricultural and other
trand, 23 Murray street, and 27 Warren street,
This is an interesting and instructive account of an important engineerw in our opinion too impure for UBe in glass manufacture . It contains iron purposes.
CANT HOOK8.-Peter IShult., Rockwood, N. Y.-The object of this inven
lng work, successfully accompliahed during the years 1867 and 1868, not· in considerable quantity.
withstanding many difficulties were met with in its progress. Full details W. J. B., of Ohio.--Case-hardened iron expands more by the tion is to furnish a cant hook for moving heavy bodies, as saw logs. stones,
are g-iven of all the apparatus and methods employed in the operation, action of heat than steel, and less than iron not case·hardened, b y a very etc., which shall be adapted to more general use than cant hooks of ordin·
and the work cannot fail to prove valuable to all interested in submarine slight quantity.
ary construction.
engineering work.
COMBINED HAY RAKE A N D SPREADER.-Henry C. VarnulU, Hartford ,
J. S. P., o f S. C.--To make a good whitewash for inside work,
Vt.-This invention has for its object to furnish a simple and convenient
�.. � ..----------
use only lime and water With a little good white glue or isinglass.
machine for raking and spreading hay, which ahall be 80 constructed and
Inventions Patented in England by Alll ericans.
S. K. Van D., of Iowa.--Mottled iron is a mixture of white and arranged thnt it may be readily adjusted for eithcr nee , dOing its work well
[Compiled from the " Journal of the Commissioners 0f Patents."]
and thoroughly in either capacity.
gray irons. It takes its name from It. spotted appearance.
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR SIX MONTHS.
eLEIGH BELL.-George W. Lamb, Cobalt, Conn.-This invention has for
E. E., of N. C.--The periodicity of the occurrence of the great
its object to furnish an improved mode of attaching sleigh bdls to their
� 735 . -FABRI CS FOR TRIM�HNGs.-Ge o. E. King New York city.
June
4,
h
meteoric
showers
was
determined
not
by
calculation
but
by
observation.
18" " .
straps, so that they may be conveniently attached and detached, ftnd so
2,21 :1.--ToOL FOR HOLDING AND DRIVING BRAD S .-M. D . Converse, Lon.
W. C., of N. Y.--If you will daub some gas tar about the that they cannot turn in said strap, and that they will be held securely.
don. Ohio. July 21 , 1869.
holes of rats they will vacate the premises.
CLARIFYING CANE JUICE.-�Adonis Labauve, Convent, Ln.-Thi s inven�
2.27:-3.-CARRIAGE AXLE.-M. J. Frisbie, New York city. July 27, 1862.
tion has for its object to fUrnish an improvement in clarifying cane juice
2 ,285.-Al'PARAT U S FoR FAcn,ITATING TRE GRINDING OF TRE KNIVE S OF J F
.
f
fi
f
'
" ., 0 Ky .--The OW 0 nvers 1S more rapid in hig-h water nnd other liquids with sulphuric acid, which sball b e silnplc and etrcctive
J! "�VESTJN G M";C IIIN E s .-Cllarles Coventry and Will . Boynto n , A u b urn,
"
,
I than in l o w water .
:N. Y . July 28, l�GV.
�Ild conveniently applied.

and 50 Greene street.

Under this heading has recently been published a small work professing
to controvert many of the geological theories which �have recciYed the
assent of the most noted geologists of this country and of Europe. It
moreover theorizes upon subjccts� respecting which celebrated geologists
h ave either not essayed a theory. or respecting which there is no general
agreement among them. We cannot coincide with the conclusions of the
author, although wc have been interested in his views.
SUBMARINE BLASTING IN BOSTON HARBOR, MASS. Removal

R . G., o f N. Y.--G ood glue i s the best material t o fix emery

H

----------
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SPRING BED BOTTOM.-Joseph Moore, Tarentum, Pa.-This invention con�
ATTACHMENT FOR SIDE 'VALL RE GI 's TERS . -J . M . W . Kitchen, Brooklyn,
N. Y.-This invention has for its object to furnish an improved attachment sists in supporting the lon.l!:itudinal spring bars updn transverse bars, one
for side wall registers, to enable people to conveniently warm their feet at near each end, which are suspended by spring followers inclt)sed in suitable
such registers, and which shall be so constructed and arranged that, when Cases on the said cross bars, and connected by strapfl! to the frame of the
not required for nse,it may be closed up so as to be out of the way, and so a8 bedstead in such a way that the followers work out and in, in connec�
not to disfigure the register.
tion with long elastic sprine-s as the pressure varies.
ROCK DRILLER.-Wm. F . Banks. Brookfield, Conn.-This Invention has
CULTITAToR.-Iialah Henton. Shelbyvllle, IIl.-This Invention has for Its
for its object to furnish an improved machine for drilling rocks, which object to improve the oonstruction of the improyed cultivator patented by
shall be simple in construction, easily operated, and effective in operation, the same inventor, March 6, 1866 , and numbered 52,998, 80 as to make it more
and which shall be so constructed and arranged that the holes may be convenient, satisfactory, and efficient in operation. Patented July 13, 18 9 .
6
drilled at any desired angle.
WASHING MACHINE.-Jerome B. King, New York city.-This invention
PRINTERS' GALLEY.-James Wilson, Jr., New York city.-This invention
of a rotating cylinder and expansIble casing for the same, within
has for its object to turnish an improved printers' galley, by the use 0 1' consists
which the said cylinder works; the clothes to be washed being placed in the
which the time lost in making register on book forms, and the enormous space
between the surface!!! of each, and subjected to s squeezing rressure
wear and tear ot type,under the planer and on the press, when ofl' their feet,
to the casIng by springs. cords, and weights, or other means
may be very greatly diminished, and which shall,at the same time, be simple imparted
motion Is imparted to either the cylinder or casing, and both
while
rotary
and inexpensive in construction.
are immersed in water contained in an exterior tub or case.
FLEXIBLE WAIN SCOT .-J ohn F. Worth, Brooklyn, N. Y.-This inventIon
COMBINED HORSE COLLAR AND T REE . -Howard Connick, Albert Lea,
has for Its object to furnish an improved board lining for walls and ceilings Minn.-This
consists in an arrangement of collar tree or hame in
which may also be used for partitions in offices or other rooms, for casing two sections,invention
connected by hinge joints to a stock, maintaining them in the
steam cylinders, and for other similar uses, and which shall at the same time proper relations
and supporting the rein ring and the loops
be simple in construction and flexible, b eing capable of adjustm ent to an· for the attachmentandofpositions,
the top buckling strap. It also comprises an adjusta.
gles o r curved surfaces.
, ble tag connection, also an improved buckle attachment for the_ lower
U PHOLSTERERS ' PICKER .-Harris W. Axford. Richmond, Ind.-This inven- hame strap.
tlon relato. to a new upholsterers' picker, which Is intended to pick hair SEEDING MACHINE.-W. A. Van Brunt, Horicon, Wis.-The object of this
or moss from old furniture, and to prepare it so that it can be used over invention is to improve the construction of seeding machines by the appli
again.
cation of new devices for adjusting the teeth and their dra� bars,and a novel
MANUFACTURE OF WOODEN TRUNKS.-Jacob Lagowltz, Newark, N. J.- construction of the boxes Inclosing the feed cylinders.
This illventio n relates to a new manner of manut acturing wooden trunks,
�IE N T .-Michael Tromly, Cincinna.ti, Ohio.-The object of
with a view of adapting the process to the use of machinery, 80 that the CLOCK ESCj.PE
the pendulum escapement of a clock in such a
trunks can be quickly and cheaply made. The Invention consists more this invention is to improve
and consequent friction of the working
particularly in the manner of treating the separate boards before they are manner as to diminish the rigidity
parts, and to secure greater smoothness and uniformity of action, and more
put together to form the trunk.
ready and perfect adjustability.
BUTTER MACHINE.-D. Rogers. Mount Gilead, Ohlo.-This invention reFENCEs.-Jairus Osgood, Blue Hill, Mo.-The
lates to a new machine for agitating butter after the same has been pro� MACHINE FOR MAKINGis SOD
provide for publlcuse a machine,so constructed
duced in a churn. The invention consists in a novel arrangement of a con· object of thiB invention tocut
and raise successive sods from the ground
that it will
1cal vessel containing a revolving toothed cone w,ith beveled teeth, and � peratin�,one
on another,and press them down, so as to form a neat and
whereby the butter IS. gradually carrIed from one end of the vessel to the deposit them,
compact sod fence.
other and thoroughly cut up and agitated durivg the passage.
HORSESHOE NAIL AND SWAGING MACHINE.-D. J. Farmer,Whe eling,W.Va.
RAILROAD CAR S P ITTOON .-J . S. Du BOiS, St. Louis, Mo.-This invention
construction and render
relates to a new spittoon, to be fitted through the floor af a railroad c�r, so -This invention has for Its object to simplifyofthe
machines for making horse.
that it will at once let all liquid matter escape, while solid articles, such as more convenient and effective the operation
Cigar stumps, tobacco, etc., will be retained in it until dischar�ed by turn· shoe nails, and for swagin" iron into the form required for such nails and
other small articles.
ing the bottom of the spittoon.
GARDEN IMPLEMENT.-Henry Miller, RoadSide, Va.-This invention conMAGNETO-ELECTRIC M ACHI N E .-D. F. J. Lontin and E. L. C . d'Ivernois
in adapting to one stock a variety of different instruments; to wit : a
sists
PariS, FranC'c..-:l'his inv ention , which comprises new arrangements and
which being reversed, may be used as a plow, a fOuI�edged hoe, a
appUcatiGha or ..th e m agneto�electric machine, consists in certain im .. shovel,
hoe, a reversible coulter, a roller, a rake, and a transplanter, all
circular
r
e
w
�0v m ents upon that class of machines hich have, upon the same otat which may
be used in succession, with very little trouble of adjustment.
g
a
several
elec
is,
soft�iron
bi-branched
of
armatures
form
havin
the
ling x
1tro�magnets, but non�magnetized, and the parts or poles of which (were GANG PLow AND CULTIVATOR.-Freeman F . Reynolds, Bethany, Ga.-The
tthese armatures magnetized) are placed on the same circumference, the object of this invention is to provide a simple, convenient. and e ffective
curve of which they assume ; second, in uniting several electro·magnets method of adjusting the plOWS, so that they will run at any desired distance
(magnetized one first time from any source) , fitted out9ide the circumter� from the central beam, and can be readily changed and adapted to the dif·
ence described by the soft·iron armatures, so that their poles may be ferent purposes for which they may be required.
placed very cloie and in a concentrical circumference to the former one.
METHOD OF POTENTIATING SUBSTANCEs.-Bernhardt Fincke, Brooklyn
in facilitating and improving the process of
BOLT AND RIVET ){AClIINE .-Dav id G. Morris, Cat a. sauqua, Pa.-Thi s N. Y.-This invention consists
and refining sub·
invention consists in an improved arrang ement of th e sliding clamp . potentiation, which is a process for graduallyinlessening
certain proportions, and,
ing die holder and its operating devices; also in an im proved arrangement stances, by means of an indifferent vehicle by
so as to obtain
of the cutters, and also in an improved arra.ngement for varying the throw more particularly the �rocess of potentiation indilution,
higher potencies than ever reached before, and less time and with less
of the header slide.
be done without this invention.
UMBRELLA.-Thos. McCreary, Matteawan, N. Y.-Thl. Invention relates labor and expense than it could
invention
to improvements in the construction of frarnei for umbrellas, whereby it is VELOCIPEDE.-A. Combs, Helena, Montana Territory.-This
of propelling velocipedes, of steering the same,
designed to provide a more simple and durable construction than the pres � relates to a new manner
support. The object of the invention is to sim·
, ent arrangement, and also better adapted for restoring the ribs or braces and of a.rranging an elastic
pllfy the construction of the apparatlls, to facilitate its operation, and to
when broken.
Improve its ap_""""".
STOVE.-M. R. Barr and W. T. Black, Erie, Pa.-Thls invention relates to
HOUNDS.-W. R. Santley, New London, Ohio.-Thls in·
'an improved oven attachment for base-burning stoves, and h as for its ob - W AGON REACHtoAND
of the reaches and
ject to provide an attachment, under an arrang ement calculated t o be use " venti on relates an improvement in the construction
ful not only for baking but for cooking in other ways, as frying, stew in g hounds of wagons and carriages, and consists in making the reach and
etc., and so that the heat shall pa.ss directly under and around til e exteril r hounds of a single piece of wood.
of the oven or not, as required.
C ORK-CUTTING MACHINE.-Edmund A. Brimson, New York city.-This in�
AUTOMATIC FIRE LIGHTER AND ALARM -John Rigby, Fort Howard, Wis. vention relates to new and useful improvements in machines for cutting
-This invention consists in an arrangement of a rotary dil!lk to be operated corks.
by a spring, and held in check b y a catch, to be disconnected by a weight, LA)IP EXTINGUISHER.-Wm. Grayson and C. D. ('Hyndman, Odell, 111.
let fall by the action of the hour hand of a clock, for allowing the spring to This invention relates to a new and useful improvement in the mode of
operate the disk when required, which rotary disk carries a piece of sand, extinguishing the ligllt and fire of kerosene lamps, but applicable to lamps
paper to scrape a match, the end of which is held against the scraper. This in
which other fluids are burned.
match is so arranged as to light a w ick saturated with oil, and arranged to
give a sufficient fiame, and to burn long enough to waken persons sleeping PUMP.-Charles Powell, Birmingham, England, now of Newton Brook,
in the room.
York county, Dominion of Canada.-This invention relates to certain new
and useful improvements in pumps and hose and rod connections therefor.
incy,
1II
.-The
object
of
this
Invention
Is
Tops.-J.
S.
Wayne,
Q
BUGGY
U
to provide an elastic support for the bows of buggy tops when turned FANNING MILL.-T. B. Kirkwood, Dublin, Ind.-This invention has for
down, to prevent the wear and danger of breaking to which they are now its object to improve the construction of fanning mills so that they may
exposed, when they rest on the rear prop, and over which they project be simpler in construction, more effective in operation, and less expensive
about two thirds of their length; also, to prevent the .wrinkling of the in manufacture, the screen shoe being no longer necessary.
leather portion of tile top between tile two rcar bows.
WASHING MACHINE.-Alexander King and G. H. Kinf{, Painesville, Ohio.
CATCHES FOR TABLE LEGs.-John M. Lemon, Polk City, Iowa.-The object -This invention has for its object to furnish an improved wa.shing ma�
table
for
catches
lioor
efficient
and
simple
provide
to
Is
invention
this
of
chine, which sha.ll be simple in construction and effective in operation, do�
legs, to hold tables steadilY and prevent them from rolling over the floor· ing It. work quickly and thoroughly.
when ironing upon them,or doing other kinds of work liable to cause them
I!\HOVEL PLow.-Gregory Jennings, West Cairo, Ohio.-This invention has
to move about, and applicable also to other articles of furniture .
construction of the shovel-plow for which
ADJUSTABLE SPRING.-Wm. Evans, Eureka, Wis.-This invention relates for its object to improve the
to Aaron Jennings, August 18,
to improvements in springs, whereby it is designed to provide a slmp1e and letters patented No. 81,173 were granted
cheap adjustable spring especially adapted for wagon springs, which may 1868, so as to ma.ke it more eonvenient and effective in use.
be readily adjusted to maintain the propel' degree of springing qual ities for COMBINED ROLLER, HARROW, AND DRILL .-Samuel Bradbury, Dresden,
carrying light or heavy loads.
Mo.--This invention has for its object to furnish an improved combined
FRICTION POWER.-John B. BollngeJ,', Detroit, Mich.-This invention con harrow, roller, and drill, which shall be so constructed and arranged that
sists in a peculiar construction and arran,g ement of a friction pawl grooved the roller may be used alone, or the roller and harrow, or the roller and
pulley and lo�se pulley, the la.tter being arranged on the driving shaft and drill, or the roller, harrow, a.nd drill, as the circumstances of the case may
having an oscillating m ovement imparted to it by a treadle belt and spring render advisable, doing its work woll in either capacity.
i n the usual way.
JUMP SEATS FOR CAltRIAGES.-W. H. Gregg and W. Bowe, Wilmington,
HARRow.-Fenton Y. Tavenner, John W. Galbraith, and Alfred Smith, Se Del.-This invention has for Its object to improve the construction of that
dalia, Mo.-This invention relates to improvements in harrows intended clasfi of carriage seats known as jump seats," so as to make them self·
to facilitate cleaning the teeth when clogged with straw, grass, roots, etc., supportIng, and, at the same time, strong and simple in construction, and
and to provide an arrangement whereby the teeth may be so adjusted that convenient in operation.
they may be prevented from engaging with the ground, when it is designed
CLOTHES FRAME.-Darwin E. Crosby and Sarah E . Strickland, South
to move the harrow from one field to another, or along a road.
Vineland, N. J.-This invention has for its .object to furnish an improved
REVERSIBLE l'L ow .-J ohn W . Jones, Thomson, TIl.-The mold board in
frame, which shall be so constructed and [arranged that ladies'
this invention is made in two parts and suspended on vertical posts, the clothes
dresses, and other articles that ca.nnot be folded without being wrinkled,
rear one being a crank shaft, and provided at the bottom above the runner may
be conveniently hung from it.
with a supporting frame for the rear part of the mold board, to which the
front part is connected by two connecting rods to cause the two parts to vi� HAIR TRIGGER.-F. Schenck, San Antonio, Texa.s.-This invention relates
brate simultaneously. The rear part is also provided with a locking de� to the arrangement of a hair trigger, of such a construction that it may be
vice for securing the said double mold board at either side.
applied to any of that class of lirearms which have but one notch in the
hammer for the cocked position of the same. When a fiy is used in the
REMOVABLE SAW TEETH.-J. Newton, N ew York city.-This invention re·
hammer
be applied also to such arms that have a second or rest
lates to improvements in the arrangement of r-.3movable saw teeth, and the notch in itthemay
hammer.
means of holding them in the saw plate, calculated to provide a ready
means of inserting, removing, or adjusting them, and of holding them in the HAIR TRIGGER . -F Schenck, San AntoniO, Texas.-Thls invention relates
required positions by the frictional action of springs, arranged to be capable to the a.rrangement of a hair trigger, so complete in itself that the applica�
of imparting the required amount of friction without danger of warping or tion of the same to any one of those firearms that have a guard and a trig·
buckling the saw p:ates. It also relates to an improved adjusting instru· ger, may be effected without the slightest alteration of the interior mech
ment for releasing the frictional contact of the springs to adjust the teeth. anism of the gun lock, not even neceSSitating the application of a fly in the
hammer, to prevent the catching of tho trigij;er In the reat notch of the
WASHING M ACHINE . C . A . Calaway, Ma dison, Ohio.-The invention con·
sists in an improved construction and arrangement of a concaved grooved hammer.
bed In the bottom of a case, or tub, a pair of rollers pivoted to an oscillating MANUFACTURE OF BRICK.-Smlth D. Arnold, PittSfield, Mass.-This inven
trame, and a treadle device for varying the pre•• ure 01 the o.cil1atin� tlon relate. to a new method of preparing non-pressed brick for use, with
an object of obtalnini smooth fronts and tight joints. :
rollers npon the bed, or the Clothes ther eon.
.
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© 1869 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

Facts Cor tbe Ladies.

have used my Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine for more than tcn
years steady, at dressmaking, from ten to fourteen hours a day. For the
last nineteen months I have used the same neeell e , and am still using it
My machine is in as good workin� order to�day as when I first got it.
I

MART U A CAV AN

New York.
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Issued by the United States Patent Office.
FOR THE W:EEK ENDING AUG. 24, 1869.

Reported OjJldally for the SdentiJIc Amer,can.
SCHEDULE OF PATENT OFFICE FEES:
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$10
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On application
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For copy Of Claim Of any Patent issued within 3lJ year•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1
A sketch from the 'model or drawing, relat'ing to such portion of a machine
as the Claim cover8,.from . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1
upward, but usually at the price above�nam€(l.
hef
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Official Copies oj Drawings of any patent issued since 1836, we can supply a t
a rea80nable c08t. the price depending upon the amount oJ labor involved and
the number of views.
Full information, as to vrice Q/ drawing8, in ear.h calSe, may be had by (J,ddre8.�
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93 ,944.-MANUFACTURE OF BRICKS.-S :l1ith D. Arnold, Pitts

field, :\1as8.

h f

93,945.-T nuCK F OR STREET CAR S . -J osiah As en elder ,
Philadelp ia , Pa .
93,946 .-PICKER FOR VVOOL, ETO.-Harris W. Axford , Ric 
mond, In .
93,947.-RoCK-DRILLING ApPARATUS.-Wm. F. Banl{s, Brook

h
d

h

field, Conn.
Black, Eri e , Pa.

93,948.-BASE-BURNING S'foVE.-M. R. Barr and William T
93,949.-SCYTHE.-John F. Bartlett, Winchester, Conn.
93 , 950.-B nsTLE.-Myron H. Beckworth, C'1mden, N . Y.
93,951 . -DIE FOR FO RM ING CARRIAGE-SHAFT SIIACKL ES.Henry M. Beecher, Plantsville, Conn., assignor to H. D. Smith and

Company.

93,li52 .-APPARATUS FOR REMOVING BENZINE FROM HYDRO

CARBONS.-H. J. Berg, Butler, Pa.
Berkeley, Aldie, Va.
MACHINE.
93,954.-WASHING
Peoria, Ill.

93,953 .-DEVICE FOR SUPPORTING WAGON BEDS.-N orborne
- George

e

M.

Bohl end er,

93,955.-TREADLE.-John B . Boli ng r, Dotroit, Mich.
93,956.-COMBINED H ARROW , ROLLER, AND DRILL.-Samuel
Bradbury, Dresden, Mo .
93,957.-ADZE.-Peter H. Bradl ey, Portland, Me. Antedated

August 7. 1869.
A. Brims on
New York city.
93,959.-HAR How.-Thomas Sands Brown and Thomas Archer
Drown, Brooklyn, Cal.
93,960.-WINDOW-BEAD FASTENING. - George F. B rown .
Winchendon, Mass.
93,961 .-H EATER FOR KEROSENE L AMPS -Wil l is L. Brown
(assignor to himself and Samuel W . B o w en) , Shelburne Falls, Muss.
93,962.-SEWING MA CH I NE . -J oshu a H. B utterworth, Dove r
N. J.
93.958 .-CORK-CUTTING MAC HIN E. - Edmund

,

,

.

,

93,963.-WASIlING MACHINE.-C. A. Calaway, Madison, Ohio •

.

93,964.-ApPARATUB FOR TRANSMI'l'TING P OWER BY THE .
MEDIUM OF A IR .-Horace Call (assignor to himself and J. B. Hand)
Concord, N. H.
93,965.-ApPARATUS FOR WASHING ORES.-VVm. L. Cart er ,

Marietta, Pa.
FOR MAKING POTTERY. - Andrew M.
Cheeseman, Trenton, N. J.
9 3,967 . VELOCIPEDE.- A. Combs Helena, Montana Ter
ritory.
93,l)(j8.-HoRSE COLLAR AND HAMEs.-Howard Connick, Albert
Lea, Minn.
93,969 .-SEEDING MACHIN E . T hom as M. Corb ett (assignor to .
b imself and John r. Herrick) , Milwaukee , Wis.
93,970.-CLOTHES DRYER.-Darwin E. Crosby and Sarah E . .
Strickland. South Vineland, N. J . ; said Sar ah E . Strickland assigns her "
right to s:.tid Darwin E . Crosby.

93,96il.-MACHINE
-

,

-

93,9 71 .-STOPPING MECHANISM FOR L OOMS. - G . K. Dearborn,.
Smithfield, assignor t o himself and O . A . Tanner, North Providence,
R. I.

93,li72.-COOLTNG SOAP AND FORMING THE SAME INTO BARS . .

-Silas �. Divine, New York city. Antedated August 7 , 1869.

93,973.-WAGON TIRE.-Jacob Dodder, \"1 ashington, Iowa.
93 .974 . -KN APsAcK E NGINE .-J os eph \"1. Douglas assi n or to'
W.

(

B. Douglas) , Middletown, Conn.

g

93,975.-RAILROAD CAR SPl'rTOON.-J. S. Du B oi s , St. Louis,.
MJ.

g

93,IJ76.-DEVICE FOR TIGHTENING WIRE FEN CE .-Dou l as '
Eaton, North Ridge. N. Y.
93,977.-GA'l'E.-Stephen Elliott, Richmond , Ind.
93,978.-SPRING.-vVi lliam Evan s, Eure k a, \Vis.
93,979 .-GATHERING ATTACHMENT FOR SEWING MACHINES . .

-Alfred Everiss, New York city.

93.980.-PROCESS OF P RE PA RING HOMEOPATHIC M EDICINES .
-Bernhardt Fincke (assignor to F . Gustavus Fincke) , Brooklyn, N. Y.,
93,981 .-CANT HOOK.-O . P. Frantz and E. Broad, St. Antho
ny, Mlnn.

93,982.-MEDICAL COMPOU ND FOR TREATING THE ORGANS
OF VOICE.- :Francis Frisiani, New York C ity.
93,98�.-HAILWAY CAR SP.U NG.-P rry G. Gardiner, New

York city.
York Gity.

e

93,n8� .-RAILWAY CAR SPRIN G.-P erry G. Gardiner, New
93,985.-GRAIN BINDER.-N. F. Gilman, Rochester, Minn.
9 3 ,986 . -L AMP EXTIN GU I SH ER .-Wm . G r ay son and C. D . .

Hyndman. O(lell, Ill.
\Vm. Bc/we. 'Vilmington , Del.
93,988.-MANUFACTURE OF RESIN AND SPIRITS OF TURPEN
'rINE.-John F. GrIffen, New York city.
93,989.-SEEDING MACHINE.-John D . Harri son , Mid dletown .
Ohio .
93,987.-ADJUSTABLE CARRIAGE SEAT.-Wm. H. Gre�
O'g and

,

93,\J<i \l . -P UMP.-M. C. Hawkins, Edinborough, Pa.
93,li91 .-VELoCIPEDE.-James H. H ayn es, Union county, Ark • .
93,992.-0AR LOCIc-Henry H empst ead , Greenport, N . Y.
93,993.-ELEO'l'IW-MAGNETIC SIGNAL ApPARATu s . -George B . .

HICks, Cleveland, Ohio.

93,994.-P LOw .-L eavitt Hunt, 'Weathersfield, Vt.
93,995.-SASH BALANCE.-S. W . Huntington, Augusta, Me.
93,996.-METALLIC WINDOW SHUTTER.-B. A. J nk ins, La.

e

Crosse, 'Vis.

93,997.-SHOVEL PLOW. - Gregory J ennin gs, West Cairo, .
O hi o .
93,998 .-BoLT-THREADING MACHINE.-Wm. Johnson, Lam
bcrtville, N. J.
93,999 .-CLOTHES DRY ER.-L uther N. Johnson and Benton

Silloway, Montpel1er, Vt.

e

94,000.-QUADRANT H INGE.-Nathani el Jo n s, L o ck port, Ind.
94,001.-REvERSIBLE PLOW.-J. W . J on es ( assignor to him.·

self and S. H. Bec]<with) , Thomson, Ill.
94,002.-BuTTONHOLE AND B UCKLE.-L . A. K ettle, Philadel
phia, Pa.
9 4,003 -REVOLVIN G FIRE-ARM.-Charles A. King, Spring
field, Mass.
.

94,004.-WASHING MACHINE.-J. B. King, New York city.

1 74
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PRESERVING 'VOOD AND TIMBER.
Dated Marcil 26, 1867 ; reissue 3,620.-Daniel R . Prindle, East Bethany,
N. Y.
23,267.-WATER WHEEL.-Dated March 15, 1859 ; reissue 918,
dated Feb. 23, 1860 ; reissue 8,621 ; P . H. Roots (as.ignor to blmself and
F. M. Roots) , Connersville, Ind.

94,005.-WASHlNG MACHINE.-Alexander King and Geo. H. 94,095.-MACHINE FOR .MAKING HORSESHOE NAILS.-D. J. 63,300.-PROCESS OF

King, Painesville, Ohio.

94,006.-Ctm'1'AIN FIXTURE.-J. W. King, New York city.
94,007.-DlttVING WELL TUBES.-D. R. Knight, Akron, Ohio.
94,008.-ApPARATUS FOR CLARIFYING CANE JUICE BY MEANS
OF

SULl'tlUROUS AOID GAB.-Adonls Labauve,Convent, La.

Farmer, Wheeling, West Va. Antedated Aug. 16, 1869.
94,096.-BUBEAU DRAWER.-Maurice Fitzgibbons, New York
city.
94,097.-STONE-DRILLING MACHINE.-J. P. Frizell, Keokuk
Iowa.

���

94,
INTERFERING PAD.-George W. Fry, Uxbridge,
94,009.-WOODEN TRUNK.-Jacob Lagowitz, Newark, N. J.
DESIGN.
��
94,010.-SLEIGH BELL.-G. W. Lamb, Cobalt, Conn.
94,099.-ApPARATUS FOR FUBLING SAILS.-E. G. Gaillic, 3,638.-SLEIGH.- James Nelson and Harmon G. Ellsworth,
94,0l1.-FLoOR CATCH FOR TABLE LEGS.-J. M. Lemon, Polk
Lockport, N. Y.
Eastport,
Me.
City, Iowa.
94,100.-CAR �PRING.-P. G. Gardiner, New York city.
EXTENSION
94,012.-DEVICE FOR FOLDING LETTERS, ETC.-G. W. R. Lew 94,101 .-RAILWAY CAR SPRING.-P. G. Gardiner, New York
In, Rochester, N. Y. Antedated Aug. 7, 1869.
MAKING ZINC WHITE.-John E. Burrows, Newark, N. J.city.
94,013.-MACHINE FOR REMOVING GREEN CORN FROM THE 94,102.-SNOW PLOW FOR RAILWAYS.-C. L. Garfield, Albany,
Letters Patent No. 18,416, dated Aue;ust 14, 1855.
COB.-T. S. Lewis, Portland, Me.
N. Y.
94,Oi4.-MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.-Dieudonne Francois 94,103.-GAS
BUBNER.-Robert
Gill
(assignor
to
E.
P.
Gleas
L
a l OUIS Charles d'lyernols, Paris, France. Pat•

��::E�n ��:��:'i?e:. i4� f��

on) , New York city.

City.

N. Y.

94,015.-STEAM ENGINE.-J. R. Maxwell and Ezra Cope, Cin 94,104.-STEAM ENGINE.-Levi Griswold, Portland, and Geo.
Vaul, York, Wis.
Cinnati, Ohio.
SEED SOWER.-Geo. Hall, Morgantown, West
94,016.-SHOWCASE FOR COUNTERs,-Noah Mayo and Eben 94,105.-HAND
Va.
s. Mar.e, Bath, Me.
94,106.CULTIVATOR.-Richard
Haney and James S. Estes,
94,017.-UMBRELLA.-Thomas McCreary (assiWlor to himself
Peoria, TIl.
G. M. SUllivan, and John McCrearY)�Matteawan, N. Y.
94,107.-PIPFl WRENCH.-Michael Hastings, Brooklyn, N. Y.
94,018.-SAIL HANK.-Wm. MCAay, Newburyport, Mass.
94,019.-WooD PAVEMENT.-Antoine R. McNair, New York 94,108.-MuSICAL INSTRUMENT.-George Herrick, Waverly,
94,020.-SPRING BED BOTToM.-Joseph Moore, Tarentum, Pa. 94,109.-SAFETY DOOR FOR BUILDINGS.-C. Hesse,Champaign,
m.
94,021 .-MACHINE FOR HEADING BOLTs.-David G. Morris, 94,110.-BALING PREss.-Philip Higdon, Lewisport, Ky.
Catasau.9 UB, Pa.
94,111 .-WATER WHBEL.-Otis J. Hodge, North Adams,
94,,02 �.-ISAW TEETH.-Jonah Newton, New York city.
Mass.
94,023.-CLOTHES DRYER.-Geo. Oldham, Westfield, N. Y.
94,112.-SEWING MACHINE.-Geo. W. Hoffman, Hick's Mills
94,024.-SLED.-S. H. Partridge, Peterborough, N. H.
Ill.
94,025.-SPRING BED BOTTOM.-Edward Perry, Hopkinton, 94,113.-MANUFACTUBE OF INKSTANDS.-T. S. Hudson, East

Mass.
S. Perry, Albany, N. Y.

Cambrl!lge, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
94,115.-YENTILATOR.-M. T. Hynes (assignor to himself and
P. J. Whelton), Boston, Mass.
94,116.-CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES.-H. M. Irwin, Charlotte,
N. C.
94,1 17.-MACHINE FOR PUNCHING AND SHEARING METAL.
W. H. lvens and W. E. Brooke, Trentou, N. J.
94,118.-HAND BAKE.-Daniel Johnston, Sulphur Springs,
Ohio.
94,119.-Toy PISTOL.-John P. Kirk, Brooklyn, E. D., N. Y.
"
Antedated Aug. 14, 1869.
94,120.-PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERA STAND.-George S. Knapp,
.
Winona., Minn.
94,121 .-DIAPHRAGM FOR WASH BOILERs.-J. R. Manny,
(assignor to himself ard A. C. Selleck) , Chicago, m.
94,122.-MACHINE FOR MAKING BOLT HEADS.-M. D. Marcy,
Worcester, Mass.
94,123.-VEGETABLE CUTTER.-Solomon Metzger, Newberry,
Pa.

94,026.-PORTABLE HEATING ATTACHMENT FOR STOVES.-J. 94,114.-MALT KILN AND MALT HOUSE.-W. W. Hughes,
.

1)4,027.-PUMP.-Charles Powell, Birmingham, England.
'94,028.-SAW SHARPENER.-George Price, Peoria county, TIl.
94,029.-ApPLICATION OF CARBONATED WATERS IN MEDICINE

AND SURGERY.-A. D. Potrer, Somerville, Mass.
etc.-Jas. Resteln, Philadelphia, Pa. Antedated AUl{.,,9, 1869.

94,030.-FABRIC FOR THE MANUFACTUBE OF COLLARS, CUFFS,
94,031.-LAMP LIGRTER.-John Rigby, Fort Howard, Wis.
94,032.-CORN-ROW MARKER.-John Roberts, Greenfield, Ind.
94,033.-BUTTER MACHINE.-Davenport Rogers,Mount Gilead,

Ohio.
London Ohio.

94,034.-WAGON REACH AND HOUND.-W. R. Santley, New

94,035.-HAIH TRIGGER.-F. Schenck, San Antonio, Texas.
94,036.-HAIR TRIGGER.-F. Schenck, San Antonio, Texas.
94,037.-INSULAToR.-Franklin Scott, Brooklyn, N. Y.
94,038.-CANT HooK.-Peter Shults, Rockwood, N. Y.
94,039.-VELOCIPEDE.-Xavier Simon, Akron, Ohio.
94,124.-FENCE POST.-W. A. Middleton, Harrisburg, Pa.
94,040.-STEA1I1 Cl;):.INDER OILER.-S. F. Stanton, Manchester,
94,125.-GARDEN IMPLEMENT.-Henry Miller, Roadside, Va.
N. R., and Orville Ripley, Charlestown, Mass.
94,041.-PLOW.-D. A. Stubblefield and W. H. Luse, Yazoo 94,126.-WAGON REACH.-J. H. Moffett, Reading, Mich.
county, 1I1iss.
94,127.-CARD HOLDER.-W. R. Oatley, (assignor to himself,
E. H. Scranton, and L. G. Wetmore.) Rochester, N. Y.
94,042.-CLIP FOR ATTACHING BUCKLEs.-S. G. Sturges and
w. E. Sturges, Newark, N. J.
94,128.-MACHINE FOR MAKING SOD FENCE.-Jairus Osgood,
Blue
HIll Me.
94,043.-WAFFLE IRON.-Cornelius Swartwout (assignor to
himself, Joseph Foxell. Thomas Jones, and Edward W. Millard), Troy 94,129.-WASH BOILER.-Nathaniel Parks, Mohawk, N. Y.
N. Y.
94,130.-MACHINE FOR TURNING OVALB.-Paul Pryibil, New
94,044.-HARROW.-F. Y. TaveIi.aer, J. W. Galbraith, and Al
York city.
fred Smith, Sedalia, Mo.
94,131 .-MANUFACTUBE OF PAPER.-J. B. Read, Tuscaloosa,
94,045.-MACHINE FOR CHARGING GAS RETORTS.-N. O. J.
Ala.
Autedated, August 17, 1869.
Tisdale, New Orleans, La.
METER.-T. D. Read and L. M. Ellis,
94,046.-SEWING MACHINE.-S. S. Turner (assignor to himself 94,132.-WATER
Aberdeen,
Ind.
and Willard Corney) , Westborough, Mass.
94,133.-GANG PLOw.-F. F. Reynolds, Bethany, Ga.
94,047.-BREECH.LOADING FIHE-ARM.-S. F. Van Choate, Bos 94,134.-BoOT AND SHOE SEWING MACHINE.-E. P. Richard·
ton, Mass.
SOD, Lawrence, Mass.
94,048.-HoRSE RAKE AND HAy SPREADER COMBINED.-H.
94,135.-KNITTING MACHINE.-S. H. Roper, Boston, Mass.
C . Varnum, Hartford, Vt.
94,136.-MACHINE FOR MAKING SLATE PENCILS.-D. R. Sat94,049.-BUGGY Top.-J. S. Wayne, Quincy, m.
terlee, New Haven, Conn.
94,050.-CORN SHELLER.-Theophilus Weaver, Harrisburg,
LOCK.-Nichola� Seubert, Syracuse, N. Y.
94,137.-ALARM
Pa.
94'
SMOKE HOUBE.-L. W �hae�er, Union township,
94,051.-SAsH STop.-M. V. B. Whitp-, Ballston, N. Y.
't
h ;;::94,052.-FANNING MILL AND GRAIN SBPARATOR.-Darius
94,139.-WATER WHEEL.-S. Sherwood, Independence, Iowa.
wncox, Chariton, Iowa.
MACHINE.-W. H. Sible,
TENONING
94,053.-PRINTERS' GALLEY.-.J. Wilson, Jr., New York, as- 94,140.-MoRTISING AND

lJI�

•

Harrisburg, Pa.

signor to himself aud WIlliam QUail, Wi1Ilamsburl/;h, N. Y.

.

94,141.-HARVESTER.-Wm. H. H. Sisum, Cherry. Valley,
94,054.-HoE.-J. F. WilBOn, Athens, Ga.
�L
.
94,055. VELOCIPEDE.-A. M. Allen , New York city.
' h .,
HAY FORK.-Simon Slack, DowagIac, MIC
94,142.-HoRSE
94,056.-VELOCIPEDE.-A. M. Allen, New York city.
assignor to himself and E. G. Salisbury.
94,057.-VELOClPEDE.-A. M. Allen, New York city.
94,143.-RoTARY STEAM VESSEL.-G. T. Snyder, Wilmington,
94,058.-MECHANICAL VELOOIPEDE.-Arthur M. Allen, New
Del., assignor to himself and G. W. Alre}" Baltimore, Md.
York cl!y.
94,l44.-GRAIN SEPARATOR.-William Spencer, Winslow, I nd.
94,059.-l'IPE COUPLlNG.-Matth.e"W Andrew, Melbourne,Aus 94,145.-COMBINED STRAW CUTTER, CORN SHELLER, AND

How

•

GRINDING MILLo-Welcome Sprague, Farnham, N. Y.
94,146.-JOINT FOR CEMENT PIPES.-Melvin Stevens (assignor
to himself and Nath"n Stevens,) Brooklyn, N. Y.

94,147.-TwEER.-B. K. Taylor, Harrisburg, Pa.
94,1 48.-CLOCK ESCAPEMENT.-Miche el Tromly (assignor to

R L

Y., assignor to blmself, Wm. Ballard, and Frank Llvfngston.
94,084.-COMPOSJTION FOR COVERING STEAM BOILERS, PIPES,
AND OTHER ARTICLES.-W. B. Davis, Brooklyn, N. Y.
94,085.-DupLEX WRENCH.-A. B. Davis (assignor to himself
and W. C. Ewing) , Philadelphia, Pa.

94 ,086.-STREET CAR.-Marinuli De Graff, Chicago, m.
94,087.-COMBINED SUPPORTER.-Solon Dike (asBignor to
himself and J. A. Phillips) , New York citl:'
94,088.-LABEL FASTENER.�C. R. Voane, Brooklyn, E. D.,

N. Y.
GINEs.-Benjamln Dobson and Wm. Slater, Bolton, England.

94,089.-LIFTlNG FLATS IN SELF-STRIPPING CARDING EN
94,090.-HAMES FASTENER.-A. M. Dorman, Philadelphia,
Pa.
94,091 .-STEAM-ENGINE GOVERNOR-C. Ducloli, New Har-

nHlDY, Ind.

94,092.-WASH BOILER.-J. H. Elward, Palo, TIl.
94,093.-0IL CAN.-J. G. Evans, St. Louis, Mo.
94,094.-CoAL SHOVEL. ·-:M. G. Faa-an, Troy, N. y,

Extended.

Mechanieal

Engravings,

Such as embellish the SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN, are generally superior to
those of any similar publication, either in this country or In Emope. They
are prepared by our own artlstS,who have had long experience In this branch
of art, and who work exclusively for us. There Is one pertincut fact in
connection with the preparation and publication of an illustration In our
columns, that needs to be better understood by many Inventors and manu· .
facturers who pursue a short-Sighted policy In bringing their Improvements
to public notice. They often go to a large expense In printing and circu.
atlng handbillS, Which few care either to read or preserve. Now, we uuder·
take to say, that the cost of a first·class engraving. done by our own artist.
and printed in one Issue of the SOIENTIFIC AMERICAN, will amount to less
thau one-half the 8um that would have to be expended on a poorer Illustra
tlon, printed in the same number of circulars,and on a sheet of paper in size
equal to one page of our journal. A printed handbill has no permanent
value. Thousands of volumes of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are bound and
preserved for future reference-beside, we estimate that every issue of our
paper Is read by no fewer than one hundred thousand persons. Parties who
desire to have their inventions illustrated can addre.s the undersigned,who
are also prepared to send artists to make sketches of manufacturing cstah
lishments, with a view to their publication In the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN
For particulars address
MUNN & C O . ,
37 Park Row. New York.

GREAT VALU E
OF

ROBABLY
Incurred in obtalnlpg
brings a greater return than the expense
one. Larger 1Il�
invention itt b ut a small
a patentt eve-n whentothepay
well. Tbe names of
ventlons are found Bigelow,correspondinily
Colt, Ericsson, Howe, McCormick,
Blanchard, Morse, llll.vc amassed
immense fortunes from their
who
Hoe, and others,
And there arc hundreds of· others
inventions, are well known.
thou
to one hundreds,rang
sums-from fifty
who have realizeda large
sum from...
who have made smaller
sand dollars-and multitude
thousand dollars,k.n
thousand to tifty for
lng from twenty-five
their patents. 1'bc fIrst thin� reqnisite e .a na inventor to 9W
�;Stl��
l�r�!\\So��i:�f���;Btgu��ri����ea ;:e�c� :�: le��r�;tt��
and send to a reliable and ex·
invention, or construct a model,
and ask advice.
perlenced patent SOlicitor,
that
In this connection Inventors are Informed
no investment of a small sum of money
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M U N N

Publishers of the

�titntifii

94,149.-Top PLATE OF CoOKING STOVEB.-Charles Truesdale
94,150.-SUPPORT FOR ELLIPTIC SPRING.-John J. Unsworth,

Washlngtou. D. c .

And prepared the "papers for more than

Southford, Conn.

For Patents during the last quarter of a century.
b
t
n
a
a:"�� �:I��I�� oli:!Se��rr� �et�mfiJ�� alp n�';lir:��n" s 9tw,�� f;�;;'�o���
ofspeciticatlon writers and connselors are made up from the ranks of t Ae
Patent Office, and are men capa.ble of rendering tile best service to the i n-.
ventor, from the experience practically obtained while examine1'll III the
Patent Ollice.

himself and W . L. Hasbrouck) , CinCinnati, Ohio.
to himself and William Resor aud Company,) Clnclnnatl,
g�r��nor

94,151.-REFRIGERATOR.-J. C. Vanpelt, Cincinnati, Ohio.
94,152.-INJECTOR FOR STEAM GENERATOR.-Elijah Ware,

50, 000 I N VE N TIONS,
25. 000 APPLI CATIONS

S.61S.-T.

Bailey and V. W. Blanchard, Bridport, Vt.
CalhOUn, Wolcottville, Conn., assignee, by mesne assignment of P. J.
Clark.
78,872.-SUSPENDERS.-Dated June 16, 1868 ; reissue, 3,615.
Alexander Wimbish Harris, New York city.
91,657.-SUBSOIL PLOw.-Dated June 22, 1869 ; reissue 3,616.
-Jame! W. Murfee. Havana, Ala.
12,723.-MACHINE FOR PUNCHING METAL.-Dated April 17,
C
e n
U 6
��k":et:�1'hd,�, r�"e l��'1'�:��� t'h� ��-;;;f�I�ni��::�,,{ t::'"!�:.:'t:. o"l '6e
Grasse Fowler, deooaBedhviz., Maltby and Sophronia Fowler.
44,561.-FEND-WATER nEATER AND FrLTERER.-Dated Octo
��'SM�i, ��;�n,2S�ld. dated JanuarJ 23, 1866; reissue S,61S.-Edwln
89,211.-MACHINE FOR HEADING BOLTs.-Dated April 20,
1869; relooue S,619.-C. R. Emerson and John F. Emerson, New York
cfty.
31,34t!.-SKATE.-Dated Feb. 5, 1861 ; reissue 3,614.-J. F.

© 1869 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

co.

SpecUlcations an d Drawings for Patents,
issues,

D esigns,

l.'rade Marks,

Interferences,

They also pr08ecute

and

Caveats,

Re

Extensions,

A ssignments.

f.EJ ECTED j P P LI CATI O N S ,

r
h
n
a
����s� r,e,,��ef'n�::',RIg�:�lop.;!'i�� :�e�ie� i;�ri� ��{;e�:r������f.��Nh�tt
the C&8e9 were not properly presented to the Patent OtUce.
Inventors should bear in mind that Pa.tents arc often worth more i n for·
eign countries than in the United States, and the reduced price::! for whi ctl
they are now obtained in England, France, and in other countries, l'elJ'
der it withiu tbe means of most persons to patent their Inventions abroad.
For instructions concerning;
FOREIGN

PATENTS, '

REISSUES,
"INTERFERENCES,

Worcester, Mass.

REISSUES.
87,1I17.-WASHING MACHINE.-Dated March 9, 1869 ; reissue

&

MUNN

Otrer their servlceB ln preparing

.

94,083.-RAILWAY CAR BRAKE.-J. M. Crosby, Marathon, N.

Patents

twenty·
Patent. for nearly
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Haye been engaged
such busi
facilities for transacting
have the most extensive
llve years and
reported
and
examined
have
Co.
&
M.
world.
the
in
ness, of shy concern
.
more than

94,153.-HARROw.-Eli G. Warner, Union township, Ohio.
94,066.-WOOD PAVEMENT.-Albert Betteley, Boston, Mass.
94,154.-SCRAPER.-William Watson, Danville, Ill.
94,O,i7.-CULTIVATOR.-A. C. Brinser, Middletown, Pa.
94,068.-MECHANICAL MOVEMENT.-A. W. Browne, Brook- 94,155.-WHIBTLING ToY.-Charles Weber, West Meriden,
Conn.
tr.;'m�8;r.: assignor to himself and the New York Toy ManufactUring 94,156.-PERMUTATlON LOCK.-Jacob Weimer, Mount Vernon,
94,069.-1SIPE COUPLING.-J. R. Brown, New Haven, Conn.
N. Y.
94,157.-GENERATING GAS FOR MOTIVE POWER, FOR EXTIN
94,070.-TRACE BUCKLE.-J. H. H. Buell, Oriskany, N. Y.
GUISHING FIRES, AND FOR OTHER PuRPOSES.-C. G. Wheeler, Chicag o,
94,071.-KNITTING MACHINE.-Frank Burns, Upper GilmanIll.
ton, N. H.
94,158.-HAT POUNCING MACHINE.-S. S. Wheeler, Danbury,
94,072.-GRINDING MILL.-Nelson Burr, Batavia, m.
Conn., assignor to Edward A. Nichols. Yonkers, N. Y.
94,073.-MANUFACTUBE OF SOAP.-W. T. Bush, Obion county, 94,159 .-TURNING TOOL.-J. P. Whipple, Woonsocket, R. I.
Tenn.
94.160.-MILK COOLER.-G. A. Whitcomb, Morrison, Ill.
94,074.-WATER WHEEL.-Josiah Buzby, Crosswicks, N. J.
94;161.-WRENCH.-W. "A. Wilson, Savannah, Mo.
94,075.-BASKET.-W. H. Carpenter, New York city.
94,162.-WATER WHEEL.-A. N. Wolf, Mill Creek township,
94,076.-HOG ELEVATOR.-A. J. I..lhambers and T Jackson,
aud Joel Haag, Bernville, Pa.
New Washington, Ohio.
94,163.-MACHINE FOR POLISHING SPOKES.-J. V. Woolsey,
94,077.-COBN PLANTER.-J. Burchard Chapman, Morrison,
Sandusky,
Ohio.
lll.
94,164.-SPOKE TENONING MACHINE.-J. V. Woolsey, San
94,078.-VALVE FOR PUMPS.-James Clayton, Brooklyn,
dusky, Ohlo.
N Y.
94,165.-WAsH BoILER.-'-E. M. Wright, Castile, N. Y., as
94,079.-COMPOSITION FOR GUMMING POSTAGE AND REVEsl�s
one half to Gardner Herrick, Albion, Micb .
NUE STAMPS.-C. L. Coombs, Washington, D. C.
94,166.-CLOTH TENTERING AND DRYING MACHINE.-Andre
94,080.-COMPOSITION OF MATTER FOR VARIOUS USES IN THE
Avery,
Worcester, .Mass.
"
AXT •.-C. L. Coombs, Wash1niton, D. C.
94,167.-HARVEsTER.-Alzirus Brown, Worcester, Mass.
94,081.-RAILRoAD CONDUCTORS' TICKET Box AND FARE 94,168.-VEHICLE FOR CARRYING MAIL.-D. D. Foley, Wash
DETECTOR.-Edwln Cowie., Clevelaud, Ohio.
ington, D. C.
94,082.-CLOTHES WRINGER.-Philipp Cramer,
Barrington, 94,169.-PROPAGATING
"
Box FOR PLANTs.-Clark Jillson,
•

Get

-----.
.. _ .
..-----

__

tralla.
94,060.-FooT WARMEH..-Dinsmol'e Austin, Sheldon, Vt. An
tedated Allg. 17, l860'.
94,061.-MACHlNE FOR SAWING PAVING BLOCKS.-W. W.
Ballard, ElmIra, :Ii. Y.
94,062 ...,.,WooD PAVEMElN'l'.�W. W. Ballard, Elmira, N. Y.,
aud B. B . Waddell, Memphis. Teun.j Bnren B. Waddell assigns his rlgbt
to W. W. 1Jaliard.
94,063.-MoDE OF CUTTING BLOCKS FOR WOOD PAVEMENT.
-Wm. W. Baliard, Elmira, N, y" snd.B, B, Waddell, MemphiS, Tenn.;
B. B. Waddell assigns all hls rlght to W, W. Ballard.
94,064.-MANUFACTURE OF PLATED METAL BRACELETS.
John Barclay, Attleborough, Ma.s,
94,065.-COMBINED SEEDING MACltINE AND CULTIVATOR.Lorenzo Bartlett, Cardington, Ohio.

to

Patents grauted In 1855 can be extended, for seveu years,under the genera
law, but It is reqUisite that the petition for extension should be filed with
the Commlsslouer of Patents, at least niuety days before the date on which
the patent expires. Many patents are now allowed to expire which could b e
made prOfitable under an extended term. Applications for extenslous can
only be made by the patentee, or, ln the event of his death, by his legal rep·
resentatlve. Parties Interested lu patents about to expire, can obtain all
necessary instructlous how to proceed, free of charge, by writing to
MUNN & CO .. 37 Park Row, New York.
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SunsCRmERs-who wish t o have their vol

umes bound. can send them to this office. The charge
for binding Is el .50 per volnme. The amount should be
remitted In ..dv..uee. and the volumes will be sent &8
soon &8 they are bound.

GROSVENOR'S

yonr Boller agaln.t explo.lon. JOHN
A will Insure
lar Saw Benches and Variety Moldinl( Machinery. ASHCROFT,
16 tf
50 John st .• New York.
For Information. M ..chine .....Circur
.
..r• • and Price Li.t.ad·
dress
J. P. Gl<OSVENOR. Lowell. Ma.s.
Machines for .ale at 91. ..nd at 107. ..nd at 109 Liberty st VINEGAR.-How Made from Cider. Wine,
New York.
Molasses, or Sorghnm In 10 hour., without using
drugs. For circular•• sadres.
F. I. SAGE.
Vinegar Maker, CromweJI ,- CODll!.
ROUGHT-Iron Pipe for Steam, Gas, and
Cock�. Iron
Water; Bra.s Globe ....slves and.50Stop
Fit! 1:11 . etc. JOHN ASHCROFT Jolin St l'< . Y. Economy,Speed,Safety.
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THE PATENT STAR.
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�l'no:.s 'Ji,c���1 �':,'X·W��!W�;;m��t'°fat���. ��R· �:ri�:e Machinery for Petroleum Cans.
Tlnner's Tools m ..de to Order. Plymouth st.• near
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
other kinds ot Wood·worklng ifachlneryo. Catalogues
Cath..rlne Ferry. Brooklyn. N. Y.
and price I1.t. sent on application. Mannfactory. Wor
STILES POWER PRESS
Back Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1'00 a Un••
•• Warehou.e,107 Llioerty .t.,New York. 17 tt
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cester.
Inside Page . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 cent. a Une. I. a direct INFRINGEMENT OF OUR PATBNT d..ted April
MPORTANT TO MANUFACTURERS.Engravings may head adverti8emenl8 at the same rate 1Jer
Steere's Patent Self·Lubrlcatlng Spindle Bol.ter
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short time. For clrculars,givln� full particulars.address
PARKE� BROTHERS,
ERaSTU" N. STEERE.
West Meriden. Conn.
No. 1 0 Market Square. Providence. R. 1.
New York office with CHAS. PARKER. 27 Beekman .t.
A DAY.-33 new article s for Agent s .
�
Samples sent FRBB. H. B. SHAW. Alfred. Me.
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� 25
AVE YOU A TUBULAR BOILER ?I am now prepared to repair leaky Boller Tube••
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..tever condition they mal' be In. and to warran�
wh
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HE ROSS MILL.-Every one interested in
use-s l m p le,cheap,reliable. K n i ts every t h i ng
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no pay. Men ..nd tools
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grinding should send for circular to HENRY JACK ..rea
T
not I '1< 'or remove the tubes.
at all times.
FAOENTS
C i rcular and sample stocking FREE.
SON. Consulting Engineer. 9 Spruce st New York.
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Sen�for clrcul..r.
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Address H I N KLEY K N I TT I N G MA C H I N E C O. , Bath, Me.
�r�e�'sE. ��:'york.
� Actually sent you i n Advance. Agents
$2,000 A YEAR AND EXPENSES
CATALOGUES SENT FREE.
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WOOD WORKING MACHINES. alH��nst•• ��:'j)�:�����l:m� 1h':��?1. ������L1ft�
r�: �g�Un':,
Pi� ��:. '1'J'3��� d:�'i{fl�lf.r��'j;f i 6'�: MA GIO LANTERNS a
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OPTIOON,s. l00pp.
ON BOTH SIDES. First machine on trial. For further
Manuf..cturers. 482 N. 3d .t., Philadelphia. Pa.
particulars ad,lres.
a:J"���r�W'o'i�r: ug�8s'I� ��lJ ¥:�o��: il':�hr;:�
PHIL OS OPHI S1��� w. U
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etc�,-.l\ reduced .prices. Addre••
THE WILSON SEWING MACHINE CO
Bcroll Saws....S..w I&\IIS. 185
Q
Cleveland. Ohio. Bo.ton. Mass .• or St. Loul• • Mo.
CHARLES .tl. SMITH. l'< orth 3d .t Philadelphia, Pa.
924 Chestnut .t .. Phll..delphla. Pa
HE NATIONAL CORN HUSKER.-A
perfect and practical machine ; picks from the stalk
HINGLE AND HEADING MACHINEan husks 600 bushels per day with one·hor.e power.
L..w·s Patent. The simplest and be.t in use. Shingle
Price 1150. Liberal diRcount to the trade.
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WROUGHT IRON
A Shaping Planer. 12·lnch stroke b y 18 Inche•• near·
ne ca
and Girders.
fI�M:6gn��'h�te !EB�e�er sts . • New York. Beams
HE Union Iron Mills. Pittsburgh, Pa. The
attention of Engineers ..nd Architects Is called to
T
Wrought-Iron Beams ..nd Girders (patent
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ICAN KNITTING MACHINE. Price $25. The ed).
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of manufacturing. Bre entirely avoided we are
vented. Will knit 20.000 stitches per minute. Llberal ln· mone
all sizes ..t t�rms as favorable as can
ducements to AR:ents. Address AMERICAN KNITTING grepared to furnish
lithO ra d
e
MACm!<E CO lJoston. M&8s or st. Louis. Mo.
d:e��\�:fr�f�� ;��r�:l\IIIo� �:���f:�'il'a. g �r t� .
0R SALE.-

cj new. will be sold cheap ... the owner has no use for !t.

••

••

P SION. and Valuable Inventions Introdnced by the ..nd Manufacturing
TECTOR. - Important for all large CorporatiOns
mo.t experienced Patent Sale.men In the Union. Can B
concerns - capable of contrOlling W ALKER'S Pat. Sash Fasteners will do all
refer to over ODe hundred inventors for whom we bave with the utmo.t accuracy
the motion of a watchman or
iOU reqnIre. Buy them of Hardware Merchants,or
E. E. ROBERTS & CO .•
acted.
&8
the
same
different stations of his Felix Walker
atroIman
&; Co .•Whltlock Expo·n.SS Park Place.N.Y.
Con.ultlng Engineer•• 15 Wall .t New York. g e..t. Send for a Clrculreaches
..r.
p. O. Box too�: ��.1f�:Mass.
THE
P�i�8�1I'J� g:!:rl\�� tte��T���r���;t:�Rh�n����!
rity from me will be dealt with .. ccordlng to law.
ATENT RIGHTS SOLD ON COMMIS-

UERK'S

WATCHMAN'S

TIME

DE

.•

...l1li WhitlOCK

B CEMENT (Snyder's Patent). for .ale or "pplied to
Boilers, Pipes, Generators, Fire Boxes, Heaters etct etc.
r
I. and w%��n� a lrJ 'liree of
s
.B M
�:!�. :ageE� f�;'!,\:�ur.:�
47 Dey st Ne1l: "f:.or1<
URG ESS NON·CONDUCTING BOILER

CHALLENGE 'l"lIE WORLD

I In Bee Cultnre. By this proce.s. Bees
have increased at the rate of 21 sw ..rms
from one In three .easons with one gallon
ho
��rm�t. l �;U��::fg:�t;,eh)i'o�l:r��o"s�"J'd
a pes��"ciwI�1f, t::a:,rts ':.��Pr�tc���g$�;
l����
�ee. Please address E'l'1 A. at\NDRICKS.
M'LIlc,heste:r. Cnmberland Connty. N. C.

••

Pevey 's Cup o la,

W ARRANTED
to Melt, with one tun of
.. l. 2000 Ibs. of Iron MORE th ..n ..ny other Cupo
cc

.•

and

3'1

Park Place,

NEW YORK.
This consl.ts of a

Of New Inventions and Manufac·
tured Artlcles of every de.crlptlon.
For terms, etc., Bee THE WHIT-LOCK
ACHINERY.-S. C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt
EXPOSITION RECORDER (specimen
and
c0 y .ent free) .a Seml·Monthly Jour M st .• New York. dealer In aU kinds of M..chinery
2 if d
n ..r.. $1 per ..nnum. Agents wan�ed MaChinist.· snpplles.

Bridesbura Manf'a
CO.'
RE

NlJRTH FR Nt'ST ET.
PHILADELPHIA. OPA
M ..nufacture all kinds of Cotton and Woolen MaChinery
InCIUdin.Ml�?8�l G MU .AND
LES
N
L O OMS.
W OODWORTH
PLANERS a SPECIALTY
t
m
s
"I,�d' ;o�PF:gt���e: W·al;I:���I�jiih�� ';."�� ��r
-From new patterns of the most ..pproved style g[.!\'.
and workmanship. Wood.worklnfi MaChlnery� eneraIlY. gearing made to order.
l
ester.
��� W�e�.f':;��J
c��m.'i."dP�r':,�t�if:�Yo���
TOCKS, DIES, AND SCREW PLATES
WITHERBY, lWGG & RICHARDSON.
Horton'. and other ChUCks. JOHN ASHCHOF'I;, 50
16 n
ohn
.t .. New York.
ODELS. PATTERNS, EXPERIMENTAL,
and other machinel'Y. Model. for the Patent Omce.
M
BALL & CO Worcester, Mass., Manu
built to order by HOLBKE MACHINE CO.• No•. 5:/8. 580.
• facturers ot Woodworth'B, Daniel'B, and Dimen..
and 5Sl! Water st .• near Jefferson. Refer to SCIBNTIFIO R
,Ion Planers ; Molding. Matching. Tenoning. MortiSing
AMBRIOAN office.
14 tf
Shaping. and Boring Machines L Scroll S.. ws. Re·Sawlng,
Hand Boring. Wood Turning Lathes. and a variet.!' 01
C As'r
STEEL Name Punches. Letters, and other Machines for Working Wood. Als!') the best Pat·
Figures-ail .izes and stl'le� and for all .purposes. ent Door. Hub. and Rail Car Mortlslnd, Machine. in the
ROBERT ROGJ<HS. Letter Cutter.
made by
w*�18� �?r our llIustratedE.a��lmSTED.
26 Spruce st .• S. E. cor. William .t . • New York.
••

THOMAS SHAW'S PATENT.

3:J

•.

.•

OFFL OE No .

65

.•

§

.•

BECK'S NATIONAL

WA TER P O WER.

Exposition,

PerpetualFair

.•

ABIEL PEVEY
la now in nse.
.
.. ss. Van Tuyl & Co
..nd Proprletor....Lowell.M
Gunp owderPile Driver Patentee
No. 278 Cherry .t New I ork. agent••

The Company are prepared to sell right•• furnish m ....
chines. or contract for Drlvi¥r Plies aUlcker and better
er
M
ll'���H'H'
'i.f� c'*t"����G 6l�Hf���rJJ. §:�
Sclentllic
l
AmrJb��8�i'i1ii505�iLE
DRIVER CO.
Minor st Philadelphia.

Nos.

GREAT ECONOMY IN

Self-A diusting Vis e,
ATE� TED Kpril 13. 1869. New Patent
pending for Improvements. designed for Iron ..nd
P
wood workers. Self·adjustable to plaln.tapering. bevel,
and other irregular formed work, in any pOSitIon, BnQ
holds it with great .ecurity,wlthout deformIng the same.
Is .Imple ..nd durable in construction. For the same. I
n
x
t
a
IMPROVEMENT IN CRUSHING L ATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT
i��I :r)'l,:m����� ;l��I l\l �h� :��l�� t�: !�rr�� � GREAT
-from 4 to S6 lnches. Also for car wheels. Addre.s
ann Grinding. To Miners. Ironma.ter•• M ..nufac·
.. ddres •• ln haste, J. D. Beck. Liberty. Pa. The Right �r
E. HORTON & SON. Windsor Lock•• Conn.
n
s ..le. Send for pnotographs.
If;!�0��'W���e������������ep�n"u�t.'B �3��tdS'��
tional CruBhing and Grinding Mill•• for reducing to pow·
der rocks, ores, slag, bones, IogwoodBt all kinds of mine..
ral guano. and other tough ..nd hard sub.t..nces. For i . Excelsior Lubricator
lustrated circular a<ldress BAUGH & SONS. 20 S. Del ....1 �1�;',fYI}:���.:'!t::'ll��·B.l:�'Uri1�A'if..t���::�a�fe":
ware ave Philadelphia.
Bra•• �orks. Bethlehem. Pa. Send for de.c·i ve circular.
atent Self-Feeding hand Rip-Saw Machine
the work of 8 men. Guaran·
P has no equal-doe.
To Electro-Platers.
n
rer. 2
14 B ATTERIES, CHEMICALS, AND MATE·
il'e"a�f:{�*��� il'.'t . ::'�4J4:;���n��:���!�
!'IALS. In sets or .ingl",. with book. of In.truction.
manufaclured and sold by T.tlOMAS HALL. Mannf..ctur·
W. BACON,•
Con.ultlng Engineer 84 John .t New York. ��ft�I ��t�\'i!:�e i�n���li;�da::Ylc��i���' Ma.s. I IIUBF
E.peclal attention given to Erecting Machinery.
Shaft.
ing. and Belting. The Indicator applied to Steam En·
gilles. Instruments furniShed and Instruction given.
Machinery Sale.

HE 22D ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF
T
AMERICAN MANUF ACTUREl:! and the MECHANIC
ARTS, under tile direction of superintendencc of thc

MARYLAND INSTITU TE.will be oj!cnod In its spacious
�:�k��
BT��'Wa'i�' �fl\ot�r ���dJ��'r"rge c�!,;!n¥I';,�o�\.
Goods on Oct. 4th. Articles for competition anR preml ·
u
t d o
�::::,: =��:c�� ii�� u� Je��r:�!a��r°"J���PIU&�'d�:
Actnary of the Instltnte.
SAMUEL A. EWALT. Ch. Com.
M . RAYNOR .
P LATINUM H57.Bond
.t N. Y.
ASON'S PAT'T FRICTION CLUTCHES
M are Manufactured Volney W. Ma.on Co. Prov
�

S TEAM
hi.tle
16

rr

AND WATER GAGES, STEAM

e
r
�(}� fs"ii�M�'t�s\l���� ��.�Wl;i�;'rk.

Co offer for sale their entire stock of MAOHINBEY.
T
TOOLS. and
The Machinery was
HE

.•

JERSEY

CITY

Locomotive Works

.•

by

&

idence. R. I. Agents.:. R. BROOKS & CO., 128 A.ve. iI. New
York ; TAPLIN. RIl;E & CO Akron. Ohio 16 tfeow
••

MERRIOK &; SONS,
Southwark Foundery,
430 Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.,

NASMYTH
MANUFACTURE
STEAM HAMMERS.

& DAVY

CORNISH PUMPING, BLAST. HORIZON
TAL, VERTICAL, AND OSCIL

.•

.•

•

LATING ENGINES.
Gas Machinery

of all description•.
litted up complete. with an mod

SUIrRr Refineries

ern apparatus.
New York: omce.

ti

MERICAN

62 Broadway.
TINNED

oating uniformly over tile entire sheet. by an entirely
new and patented process. All sizes and gages on hand
and made to order.
H. W. BUTTERWORTH & SON.
25 eow tf 29 and 31 Haydock .t •• Philadelphia. Pa.
SHEET

IRON.

procured from celebrated M.anufacturerst and has been
kept In the be.t of order. Any information relating
IRON
STEAMERS, HULLS. & LI6)HTERS. K NEE-SPRUNG HORSES PERMANENT thereto, will be furni.he<l. together with deSCriptive
catalogue ..nd price list on applic ..tion to the Company's
Estimates & Specillcatlon. furnished on' ..pplication.
ly
cured
without
cost
or
trouble
W.
T.
BAKER
Mo lding Machinery.
WM. S. AlTCHINCLOBS. office corner Steuben
HENRY J. DAVI�ON. 77 Liberty .t New York. Agent
Sentinel Office. Waterford, N. Y. Agent.
..nd Warren sts .• Jer.ey City. N. J.
for Pu.ey. Jones & Co.
21 tf
HE MOST VALUABLE MACHINE FOR
Planing Irregnlar and Straight Work In all branches
T
L ancaster. Pa.-S perior
and Plan
_ _DECALCOMANIE or Transfer H • ?BOARDMAN.
..tent Cork·cuttlng Machlnery,Hard·laid 'rwlne. L. W.Pond's New To o ls. of Wood.Workln!?,.is thea CombInation Molding
a
n
Plctnres. Send .tamp for Catalogue. Cord.
and
Rope
Machinery.
with
Pat.
stop
& Conden.er.
��;n�nC�ri� i�C;;r���x ��:ld���ix:,git ��fil� ���ra¥:
..
W. ATKINSON & Co .• 1270 Broad way. New York.
E W AND IMPROVED PATTERNS- our combination collare save one hnndred per cent ; and
ti
r
i
f S
W OODWORTH
PLANER & MATCHER,
Lathes. Planers. Drills. MlIIlng Machines. Boring
L CIa
�f'��h�:Bs:g� f�� �lk�f i8��ke ��� v��J
22-ln .• for esso. B. C. HILLS. 12 Platt .t N. Y r:o�� ' ��"a�e:yg Bolt Cutters. Punches ..nd Shears for ��c�l��
fo� the �'k�"l�W§Ithese Machines is owned .olely by us,and we will defend
Purchasers In case litIgation Is forced upou them by
din
rtl
AND VEGETABLE CHOPPER! ��:- [e!l��g If:ft,�
MERICAN TURBINE WATER WHEEL
V'!rfe� �.l'[£it;:,'. 6�1'i�1'�i8�· �d'Er;f;::: °i�
out excep��nA ��*¥o"* �"g��e. terms. A Stout. Mill. & Temple's Patents.
'
PLANiNG MACHINE CO., 424 East 2Sd .t or Postomce
.
����:Jd�i:�
Thl.
celebrated
Iron"
.
B
sed
wheel
is
MOBB
DUltAIlL:B
AND
Box 3290 New York City. Silas M. H ..milton. Baltimore
88 Cortlandt st New York.
t
B
Samuel Leg!(ert,New York.
19 tfeow
:�t1s��:li��Li;�����a��;�� a;O��y�F�::::' �8i'U�
ustrPted circular addre.s
FULTON MANUFACTURING CO.:>
VARIETY
l� 26
Fulton, l'<. Y
Mo lding Machines.
ORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, COMBIN
ARLOR STEAM ENGINE-Made entirely
Ing the maximum of efficiency. durability ..nd aCOn. For Machinists ' To o ls
SAVE YOUR MONE Y .
of Metal ; Boller and Furnace complete ; will wor): P
P
"my,
the
w1th
minimum
Of weight and price. They ...e
10r hours If supplied with water. etc.; free from danger' widelY and fnorably known.
F SUPERIOR QUALITY, WITH ALl BEFORE PURCHASING. ADDRESS.for PARTICULARS
more
than
600 belne I.fi use.
a child can worl;; It. Sent free. with instructions. for 'I ' All warranted satlsf..otory or no .ale. Delcrlptlye circu
Modern Imptovements. Also lmproved Nnt and A. S. & J. GEAR & CO., New Haven, Conn.
�hree for IJ2 50.
WALTER HOLT.
lars sent on application. Address
Bo t Maolllnery. Address
R. A. iiELDEN & CO
102 Na88au st. New York.
a tt
J . C . HOADLEY & CO. LBwrence .Mass
New Ha.ven, Conn.
Lawful Owne.. a n d Manufacturers.
.•

_

AGENTS WANT ED

_--

u

••

ENGINBERING PLANT.

�

.•

••

Q

© 1869 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

••

"tittttifit

1 76

We Put Genuine Waltham Watches

Engraving8 may head adverti8ements at

the same rate per line, by measurement, aa 'he letter
press.

Ball,Black &00.,
5 6 5 and 5 6 7 BROADWAY,
MANUFACTURERS

OF

ENGLISH STERLING

Silver Ware.

W

•

P AT.

W. VANDERBILT, Consulting Engi

·

neer & Contractor. Cor. Av. D & E.12th st N.Y.
.•

SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL

!aTONES for Brass and Iron 'York, Saw Mills, and
:Edge Tools. Northampton .Emery Wheel Co.,Leeds,Mass.
-

PATENT

BARREL-HEAD-

Turbine

Water Wheels.

N� Complex, Duplex, or Triplex
complications. All Iiluch are costly,
Ef��s��Rl a ee;i�Y ,C khga"ri�!��cJPS�i:
leys. Send for nTustrated :i'amphlet.

s
s,
e
B
}'eed �J3���'s �����'e�:�r�b ���� ! gg�.��. 'Ia�!rS� p:iI� ��:;
Inl,s, etc. °JAS. BOGARDUS. cor. White & Elm sts.,N;Y.

OGARDUS' Eccentric Mills for Grinding

s.

K IDDER'S

P ASTILES-A Sure Rellef for

Asthma. STOWELL & CO., Charlestown, Mass.

HE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP MAN-

UFACTURING COMPANY, Manufacturers of the
T
Woodward Pat. Improved Safety Steam Pmup and Fire

lnnds. Also,
Engine, Steam.Water,and Gas Fittings of all
eS
e
by�f::�:.
B�ii�ie;g�Jfe ai�jCCenter
��i.�1�e��F':�t�f� ��irp�fu\�Building.
8Low
st ,
76 aBd 78
Pressnre. Woodward
st.). N.Y. AI!
cor. of Worth st. (formerly of 77 Beekman
infringing the Pat
parties are hereby cautionei!l.G.against
M. WOODWAIID . Pres't.
mght of the above Pump.
ESTER'S

Reyno lds '

ing Machine. Saves one half the work, and makes
Bbest
the
head. Send for circular.
D . E. RICE, Detroit, Mich.
ENSTER'S

"' UE"G'
T.J
j-'J . proyed STENCIL DIES. More than
£' J.\J
d:P20()
A MONTH is being m ade with them
M. SPENCER & CO., Brattleboro Vt.
�

Our New Catalogue of 1m

THE FACILITIES OF BA££, BLACK &
WA TER WHEELS.
CO. FOR MANUFACTURING, ENABLE
POOLE & HUNT, Baltimore,
ARI·
V
LARGER
A
Manufacture
THEM TO OFFER
Turbine Water Wheels,
ETY OF PATTERNS, AND AT LOW· Leffel's Double
For Use in the Southern Sta t es.
ER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER
HOUSE IN THE TRADE .

16 0stl

��; a;�I;OHES

Into the hands of purchasers in any State, Territcry, HO W
Town,VilIage,or Frontier Settlement. at the Lowest New
ND SELL NO OTHER-Into the hands
York Wholesale Prices. The Express Companies take A of aU respectable dealers throughout the country,
them from us and deliver them to the customers in any o tlW����irieait���;1J.r#atches are marked " E. Howard
part of the Union, however remote. The package can be & Co., Boston," both on the plate and dial, and none
opened, and the watch examined, and not till then is the without such marks are genuine,whoever may sell them.
purchaser required to pay for it j and if,on examination, !�l,��;�nr o �����: de&l ��,'1�rdT�e����s �: ,t���t��:
it is not satisfactory, there is no obligation to :-eceive it. Mass., and oyou will ber at once attended
no
to. We haveork,
Broadway,New lTre
Our descriptive and illustrated Price List gives full in- co�nection with Howardd.&E.Co.,619
11
CO.,
&
HOWARD
formation in regard to the watches,and our plan 01 send� :�nl�����1r�!ro'h���:;.
ing them by express. Every one should have a copy;
we send it postpaid on applicatlon ; no return stamps re- ' I RON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES,
Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, of Sllj erior QU�Iquired. When you write, please state that you saw this
C
in the SCIENTIFIO AMERIOAN.
HOWARD & CO.,
�i&no:n�ap�i��dagd:���lWE�olil��ko�'lANuf
£.5 6�
Jewelers and Silversmiths,No. 619 Broadway, New York. ING CO., New Haven, Conn.
tf {os1��

'
Advertisement8 will be admitted on this page at the rate Q/
$1.00 per line.
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COMBINED

IS

THE

ONLY

REALLY

SAFE

BOILER in the market, and can now be furnished at
a GREA TL Y REDUCED C 0 8 T. Boilers of any size
ready for delivery. For circulars, plans, etc., apply to
HARRISON BOILER WORKS,

�hiladelphia, Pa.; .J. B. Hede, Agent, 119 Broadwa.v, New
JOHN A. OLEMAN, Agent, 36 i t.
�� rlo�
�g�foh�ii: ;�s.
DESCR
EVERY
under a forfeiture ot
SAto "cutl'"XlTtheSmostGuaranteed
lumber with
least expcn�e
•

$1000,

IPTION

the

Henry Disston & 8on,
t
�I:����Fife1l�1�o ���1�i�l}fn�n;l��t fI�ithc
(;k �����l�� c��:(l���
received from En.glun<l. Irelan(\. and Continent.
Drawing ]J;Iaterials.
S PAPEHS.-Whi te and Yel
l
r
W HA'rMAN'
Tr!tcing
�� iNi;� 1�·�;�iv�� ����� �·l��Wl(;_l;;�r.l�\l�� ID[�';��!i�l�
Papcl', 40 and 54 inches wide. vVinsol' & 1"; C W 1. 0 11'::l ('olorH
India Ink. Faber's Drawing Pencils, . etc . . dc. Prie0cl
Catalogues sOl1t free. JAB. \V. QUEEN &; CO.,
9'24- Chestnut st. Philadelphia.

T HE BEST I S THE CHEAPE8'1'-4,OOO sold

this year. Agents wanted everywhere. Send for
sample f'tockin,e: t.h �,t. no oUWl' lTI f1 f'h i n (' can (1 0 . Address
LAMB KNITTING MACg�;:;� �:�::l �,CJ,:i
l ass.
P
Manufactured by

NCREASE TWIST DRILLS, FLUTED
and
P Iowa, including Tota.lity and all hases-Stereo I HAND REAMERS, exact to Whitworth 's Gage,
soopic, 25c. each. La�l'L�a:N� oiitso� ' ,I.!16��: supplied.
u
e
&
� � ��l���}��d,e�a�l.
Photographic Supplies, 822 Arch st., Philadelphia. ����� '�r!:r:: �ri�f ��� }j���� eC3�.

JOHN

A.

ROEB LIN G'S

SONS,

Trenton N. J.
Higgin g
e
er
s
F
Tille�i{��:�:����� ��:d� o�lC�������d £�g�� tiii':��i��
a
��n��pc;��atf �i�cfselor ���� !�jt��l!;?ato��� e��OpllO}�t;
circular, giving price and other information. �:knl for
pamphlet on Transmission of Power by ·'Wire Ropes.
OR Inclined Planes, Standing Ship

-- - - -- _.-------

FOR CASH, one No.
1
Economy,
combining
Roofing,
in
Improvement
C
s.
a
e r
d
U
I
ft.
�1'E��
��� f�� �\���lbt���l}��rCo.,N.Y.
�6��It;l t��idi�to��C.i�T.a��Smith,
iii�D�iWg � 'l 1{l5;('k�� Jt �E�e��t� ��;;,¥,g:��
Nyack,Hockland
ror sale. Apply

j.

Boiler.

The
T HIS

WIRE ll OPE.

Liberty st., New York.

HO'rOGRAPHS OF THE ECLIPSE IN

2d-hand, CHEAP
. T4 Dayton
Tobacco cutter ; pair Root's Hoistin�
A
Engines ; 40-horse Lo.comotive Boiler ; 2 F.l ue do., 4.4x2d

T. SMITH'S

Philadelphia Advertising Patrons, who prefer it. can
have their orders forwarded through '1' . V. Carpen
tel', resident Agent, 1506 Poplar st.

CARPENTER'S

saves one fourth the labor at 'Veath.er Board·
N Tool
n
de. SeLd stamp for Clrcular to
�7 j;ar1 ���� *�:i-J'r1::

GEORGE TALLCOT,
96

pr

THE GENUINE

S ALE CHEAP.Vertical Patent Gerner Boller,of50-H. P., bought
FORAMessrR.
trom
Kasson Co. Constructed under the su

n.NAPP &; CO
Ooes Screw Wrenches,
&
WITH A. G. COES' PATENT LOCK FERRULE,
S and 1 0 John St., N. Y.
perintendence of Capt. Gerner, and not 3 months in use.
Manufnctnred by
or
e
A . G. C O E S & c o . ,
t! Ri�lN�ifE\vA�\VA�1�: 4f �� !:J�a�����' :O;k:
Successors
to L. & A. G. Coes,
THE
Worcester. MaR .
ESTABLISHED INS 1839.
P HOTOGRAPHS OF THE ECLIPSE,
Wheel.
Tanite
Emery
and Full Report on all Government Expe
ditions. in PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHER.
Does not Glaze, Gum, Heat, or Smell. Address
for September. Just Out. Postpaid, 50c. per copy.
THE TANITE CO.,
Trade
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.
81��1?�M:AN & WILSON. Publishers,
7th and Cherry sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Niles To o l Works,
CINCINNATI, 0., HAVE ON HAND
WA.NTED.
i ne, 8-ft . swing .
T n
A SCRAPER OR EXCAVATOR.
o�r��§�r�g �l; }�! ra��� .
i6 rEngine
Lathes, �2.in. swing.
P ERSONS who manufacture a Scraper con
6 H"
" 18-in. swing.
nected with wheels, and machinery attached, by
4
" 26-in. swing.
t
e h r
d
��t�a�1�1�y �;�r[1�:�g�6:::s �:nC���att! til� Ji�� :K�� f� PATENT AIR TREATMENT, Immensely benefits Malt
is plowed,and carry it up an embankment to dump with- ing,Brewing, Distilling,Winemaking,Baking,the Conserv�
il e
e
i
The .. Governor, "
�'iiA"jl�JC �1iEgg J�It"�lCO.�p� . kJ'i 2��u�t.;��s,��: }��e.oMb'll¥ s�b{iu�ln�.f1)�o�¥;:��'iiFeJBT �tnLth�"i�
OF CALIFORNIA .
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